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Abstract
In the last few decades, biocatalysis has emerged as a promising

path towards more cost-effective and sustainable chemical synthesis in

the path of developing more environmentally friendly strategies.

Biocatalysis offers a beneficial approach but its widespread application

is hampered by the drawbacks associated with the use of enzymes;

especially, their stability under industrial requirements and their

reusability. New, more robust, biocatalysts have been identified from

extremophiles and in parallel, protein immobilisation has advanced,

permitting the reuse of the biocatalysts, facile separation from the

reaction bulk and their application in continuous processes. In this work,

several aspects linked to the use of biocatalysts in flow reactors have

been investigated to solve relevant challenges and facilitate the

application of biocatalytic methods for chemical synthesis.

In this sense, a new method for the immobilisation of challenging

enzymes has been developed and applied to a carboxylesterase for the

hydrolytic deracemization of naproxen butyl ester in flow. Moreover,

substrate insolubility has been resolved with the addition of surfactants

(Chapter 4). Transaminases, and further optimization of their stability and

applications, have also been investigated. Specifically, residues involved

in PLP binding have been studied identifying a poorly conserved

asparagine as a key amino acid in PLP stabilization in dimeric

transaminases (Chapter 5). Novel synthetic methods involving

transaminases have also been developed, specifically looking at the

combination of a novel halo adapted alanine dehydrogenase to shift the

equilibrium and reduce the amount of amino donor generally required

(Chapter 6). Finally, the deamination of lysine was investigated for the

synthesis of pipecolic acid. Here, the use of a transaminase was explored

as well as a redox neutral cascade. This last system was co-immobilised

in the same support and successfully applied in flow, achieving a

volumetric yield of up to 2.5 g/h/L, 10-fold improvement from the

fermentation-based production used up to date (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Enzymes as biocatalysts

When developing processes for chemical manufacturing, there has

been an increasing awareness of the need to consider not only the

efficiency and scalability of the process, but more importantly its

environmental metrics. In a growing society as ours, where the demand

of fine and bulk chemicals is increasing, the development of new tools

and techniques for their synthesis is of paramount importance. In this

direction, the use of catalysts, greatly increase the economic feasibility

of these reactions. Catalysts are molecules which, by lowering the

energetic barrier of a certain reaction, speed up the transformation

remaining unaltered during the process.

In an effort to give clear guidance in new synthetic process

development, the concept of Green Chemistry was defined by Anastas

et al. [1–2]. They defined the techniques enclosed inside green chemistry

as those focused “to allow the formation of the desired products avoiding

and eliminating the use of hazardous substances in the process”. This

approach is based on 12 principles which every reaction should comply

with, which go from the prevention of waste, to the use of benign solvents

without leaving behind the use of renewable feedstock or benign

chemicals (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. The twelve principles of green chemistry, as specified by Anastas et al.
[1].
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In nature, the role of the catalyst is played by different biomolecules,

with utmost importance for enzymes. In fact, enzymes have been used

for bioconversions since ancient times. Such biotransformations are

found, for example, in the fermentation of alcoholic beverages for

instance wine or beer. With the first identification and discovery of

enzymes, a new path opened up for their use in chemical transformations

isolated from the cell. This new use of enzymes as catalysts, was

investigated soon after their first identification. The first synthesis

performed with enzymes was done by Emil Fisher in 1894, establishing

one of their important characteristics: an extremely high substrate

specificity [3]. Emil Fisher, also foresaw the arrival of biocatalysis, stating

that synthetic methods should evolve, following nature, to be undertaken

in milder conditions [4]. Enzyme catalysed reactions comply with almost

all the demands of Green Chemistry: they normally exhibit excellent atom

economies, preventing the formation of waste and undesired products,

and in addition, biocatalysts normally operate in mild conditions and

aqueous systems, avoiding the use of hazardous solvents and facilitating

the handling of the reaction.

While their implementation in industrial relevant reactions was

targeted since the first enzyme discovery, only in the early 1970s some

biocatalytic commercial processes were starting to get implemented,

mainly in the food processing industry [5]. More recently, with the

development of protein engineering techniques and more importantly,

the revolutionary directed evolution [6–7], the enzymatic toolbox as well

as their potential application has increased exponentially. These

techniques do not only enable us to enhance the activity or stability of

promising biocatalysts to meet the industrial requirement [8], but also

allows for the creation of enzymes with new substrate scope or even with

new activities [9–10]. Therefore, in recent years the efforts to effectively

implement industrial biocatalysis have increased [11–13]. In the following

sections, the groups of enzymes with more industrial potential are

presented and some of their possible applications detailed.
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1.2. Carboxylesterases

One of the most used, promising and versatile enzymes used in

biocatalysis are hydrolases (EC 3), and inside this group of particular

relevance are the carboxylesterases (EC 3.1.1.X) [14–15]. This large

group is formed by a vast number of hydrolases which catalyse the

cleavage or formation of ester bonds. These enzymes are ubiquitous as

the reaction they perform is needed in all levels of life. Moreover, most

esterases have a wide substrate range, closely related to their biological

function. The tertiary structure of this enzymes is defined as the α/β 

hydrolase fold [16–17]. This fold, depicted in Figure 1.2, is typically

formed by eight β-sheets, mostly in parallel arrangement, linked together 

by α-helices and disordered regions. Enzymes within this fold share 

striking similarities in their central catalytic domain, with the catalytic

residues placed in specific positions of the primary sequence,

corresponding to a definite geometry of the active site. Normally, the

catalytic triad is formed by a catalytic nucleophile, a histidine, which acts

as a base activating the catalytic serine, and an acid residue, normally

an aspartic or glutamic acid, which polarizes the histidine.

Figure 1.2. Scheme of the typical αβ hydrolase fold. The position of the catalytic 
residues in the structure are indicated.

To cleave the ester bond, once the substrate has entered the active

site, the catalytic serine performs a nucleophilic attack, forming an acyl-

enzyme intermediate. This tetrahedral intermediate is stabilised by both

interaction with the catalytic histidine and with the oxyanion hole. The

intermediate is then attacked by a second nucleophile (water for the

hydrolysis) releasing the alcohol. The resulting intermediate is finally

resolved forming the carboxylic acid and restoring the free enzyme

(Figure 1.3). Some lipases, when used in organic media, can also
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perform the reverse reaction, the formation of an ester bond from the

alcohol and carboxylic acid, known as esterification. In this case, instead

of water being the second nucleophile, the alcohol performs the attack.

Figure 1.3. Catalytic mechanism of esterases and lipases. The red structure
exemplifies the substrate and the blue coloured corresponds to the oxyanion hole.

As for their classification, carboxylesterases are divided into several

classes, but the most important examples are mainly in two classes:

carboxylesterases (EC 3.1.1.1) and lipases (EC 3.1.1.3). While lipases

prefer more hydrophobic and large chain esters, such as triacyl fatty

acids, carboxyl esterases tend to work better with more water soluble,

small chain esters. Initially, the classification of carboxylesterases into

one of these two groups was based on their substrate specificity [18] but

with the increasing number of sequences and structures becoming

available, further differences were observed at the structural level too.

This suggestive differences were used by Arpingy et al., to classify

bacterial lipolytic enzymes into eight different families, based not only on

their substrate specificity but taking also into account the sequence and

structural differences [19]. One of the main structural differences used,

was the presence of a “lid” covering the active site, typical of lipases.
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More recent studies, though, show that the presence of the lid is not

exclusive to lipases and does not define the substrate scope of the

enzyme and, therefore, it cannot be used as a clear indicator of the

enzyme classification as a carboxylesterase or a lipase class [20–22].

Hydrolases in general, and esterases in particular, have been used

in food, beverage, bioenergy and detergent industries for a long time now

[23–25]. Their application to industry is facilitated by their commercial

availability, their inherent high stability, and their uncomplicated

application, as they do not require any cofactor for the catalysis. More

recently, the potential of esterases for the synthesis of different active

pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) or chiral building blocks has gained

interest due to their regio-, enantio- and stereoselectivity [25–26] (Figure

1.4). For example, one of the first esterases identified, pig liver esterase

(PLE) [27] , was used as early as 1975 by Sih et al., for the synthesis of

enantiopure (R)-mevalonic acid [28]. Since then, the application of PLE

and other esterases for the hydrolysis of prochiral esters has steadily

increased [29–31]. Similarly, taking advantage of the capacity of some

lipases to perform the esterification reaction, recently, the use of CALB,

a lipase from Candida antarctica¸ has been reported for the

enantioselective preparation of important building blocks for

pharmaceuticals such as (S)-atenolol [32–33] and also, for the

deracemization of flurbiprofen [34].

A.

B.

C.

Figure 1.4. Examples of the use of lipases and esterases for the synthesis of relevant
chemical intermediates or APIs. A. First reported use of PLE for the enantioselective
synthesis of (R)-mevalonic acid [28]. B. Stereoselective formation of the alcohol building
block for (S)-atenolol (β-blocker) [32]. C. Flurbiprofen deracemization using CALB for 
the stereospecific esterification [34].
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1.3. Aminotransferases

Another group which has come to the fore during the last decades

are aminotransferases. These enzymes are involved in the amino acid

metabolism in biological systems and, since their discovery, they caught

the attention for their potential in the production of a variety of aminated

compounds, such as chiral amines, broadly used as building blocks in

the nutraceutical industry [35–36]. Aminotransferases, also known as

transaminases (TA), catalyse the transfer of an amino group to a

molecule containing a carbonyl group, which will be the amino acceptor,

from an amino donor. To catalyse this reaction, transaminases depend

on pyridoxal-5-phosphate (PLP), a derivate of vitamin B6. The reaction

mechanism proceeds through a ping-pong mechanism, as the reaction

can be divided into two half-reactions [37–38]. In short, the amino donor

reacts with the PLP molecule initially bound to a catalytic lysine in the

active site, yielding pyridoxamine-5’-phosphate or PMP and the

deaminated amino-donor. PMP then reacts with the amino acceptor to

form the final amine and recover PLP (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5. Reaction mechanism of aminotransferases. The key intermediates, as well
as the two forms of the cofactor (PLP and PMP) are shown.
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Transaminases, broadly speaking, are part of the largest fold-type in

PLP dependent enzymes, type I or aminotransferase superfamily [39].

Inside this group, a functional distinction between transaminases can be

made, dividing them mainly into α- and ω-transaminases, depending on 

the position of the amino group transferred with respect to the carboxyl

group of the substrate [40] and moreover, based on their amino acid

sequence, transaminases are classified in VI different groups [41], where

ω-transaminases fall inside class-III [42].  

This class of enzymes has been successfully applied to industrially

relevant biocatalytic processes (Figure 1.6). One of the most relevant

examples is the synthesis of sitagliptin, where a heavily engineered TA

is used to aminate regio- and stereo-selectively pro-sitagliptin. This

biocatalytic process led to a 13% increase in the overall yield and a 53%

increase in the productivity with a 19% reduction in the total waste [43],

proving the potential of transaminases for industrial production of specific

fine chemicals. Transaminases can also be applied for the synthesis of

non-natural amino acids from achiral materials, chiral amines [44], and

also aldehydes which by conventional synthetic methods may be difficult

to access. By coupling TAs with a redox system, the aldehydes can be

reduced to the corresponding alcohols [45].

A.

B.

C.

Figure 1.6. A. Schematic representation of the synthesis of sitagliptin using ATA-117
[43]. B. Synthesis of unnatural amino acid by Vibrio fluvialis transaminase [46].
C. Synthesis of aldehyde from amines and their reduction to chiral alcohols using
Halomonas elongata transaminase [45–47].
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1.4. Oxidoreductases

A third class of enzymes with relevant applications in industrial

biotechnology are oxidoreductases. These enzymes are ubiquitous in all

domains of life and are particularly interesting because they catalyse a

very wide variety of different chemical transformations: from electron

transfer to oxygen insertion [48]. The catalysis involves electron transfer

(or another redox equivalent) between an acceptor molecule and the

donor. Therefore, they act in two half reactions, one comprising an

oxidation and a concomitant reduction. To achieve that, oxidoreductases

harbour various redox-active partners, such as coenzymes (FAD, NAD,

PPQ) or metal complexes (Fe-S cluster, heme) (Figure 1.7) [49].

Figure 1.7. General reaction of oxidoreductases. In the figure, NAD(P) dependent
oxidation or reduction is depicted.

Due to the heterogeneity in this class, there are several approaches

to classify them in subgroups. They can be classified according to their

sequence and three-dimensional structure, which is of special

importance to the structure-function relationship and functional

genomics, but more commonly, they are classified according to the

catalytic properties and their co-enzyme dependence. This classification

generally divides oxidoreductases in 4 main groups: oxidases,

peroxidases, oxygenases/hydroxylases, and dehydrogenases/

reductases [50].

One of the main challenges hampering their application on an

industrial scale, is their cofactor dependence. Not only are cofactors

expensive, but normally this product is not recycled within the catalytic

cycle, unlike with TAs. Therefore, strategies for the cofactor regeneration

are needed to increase the economic viability of the reaction. One option

is to perform the reaction on a natural environment using whole cell
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biocatalysis, which by means of the natural apparatus of the organism

will recycle the cofactor used by the enzyme [51–52]. If the reaction is

done with purified enzymes though, the most commonly used strategies

consist on coupling the main reaction either with a second enzyme, which

in a parallel reaction recycles the cofactor, or more simply with a co-

substrate that the main redox enzyme is capable of transforming in the

reverse reaction. These coupled systems, ideally use inexpensive co-

substrates which do not interfere with the downstream purification of the

desired product [53–55].

For their wide variety of chemical reactions, several oxidoreductases

can be applied in industrially relevant biotransformations (Figure 1.8).

Laccases and other oxidoreductases can be used for the degradation or

biotransformation of lignin (Figure 1.8A) [56] or the biodetoxification and

decontamination for example, degrading recalcitrant toxic waste [57–58].

Again, mainly because of their versatility and high stereoselectivity,

oxidoreductases can also be used for the asymmetric synthesis of

demanding chemicals or active pharmaceuticals ingredients (APIs). One

of the first described dehydrogenases, the horse liver alcohol

dehydrogenase (HLADH), identified in the late 60s [59], has been

successfully used for the kinetic resolution of aromatic aldehydes taking

advantage of its stereospecificity (Figure 1.8B). As discussed in the

previous section, alcohol dehydrogenases can also be coupled with a

transaminase to perform the transformation of the generated aldehydes

from the amines, to their corresponding alcohols [45]. Moreover, in this

direction, the same enzyme can be used to recycle the cofactor by

adding ethanol as the sacrificing substrate [60]. More recently, the

identification of imine reductases (IREDs) opened up new routes to

access chiral amines (Figure 1.8C). These type of enzymes, were first

applied for the reduction of 3,4-dihydroisoquinones [61] and soon after,

they were combined in a one pot reaction to synthesize pyrrolidines and

piperidines from ketoacids [62] (Figure 1.8D).
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A.

B. C.

D.

Figure 1.8. A. Detail of the laccase catalysed conversion of lignin aromatic ligands to
the corresponding free phenoxy radical. Lig refers to the lignin scaffold. [56]B. Kinetic
resolution of a chiral aldehyde using HLADH [59]. C. General reactivity of IREDs. D.
Synthesis of pyrrolidines and piperidines from ketoacids by a multi-enzymatic system.
The first two reactions are performed by a carboxylic acid reductase and a
transaminase [62].
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1.5. Extremophiles as source of new biocatalysts

Despite the main advantages of the use of enzymes in catalysis and

their broad synthetic utilisations, there are also several drawbacks for

their wider industrial application. Normally, they are only active at certain

conditions and their stability and reusability is greatly affected by the

harsher industrial required conditions. Enzymes tend to operate in mild

conditions (temperatures of 30-40ºC, in aqueous solvent and near

neutral pH) which, normally, do not match the requirements of industrial

syntheses. In this direction, enzyme mining from extremophiles has

gained interest in the recent years to identify catalysts with higher

compliance with industrial requirements [63–64].

Extremophiles are organisms that live in extreme environments [65],

for example, they are exposed to extreme temperature, pressure, high

salinity or harsh pH. Often, more than one “extreme” is present in the

same environment. As a consequence, the cell machinery and enzymes

coming from these organisms normally exhibit higher stability when

compared to their mesophilic counterparts [66]. These organisms are

named accordingly to their environment, as depicted in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Brief classification of the most important groups of extremophiles depending
on the environmental condition needed for their growth.

Environment Type Definition

Temperature

Hyperthermophile Growth over 80ºC

Thermophile Growth from 60-80ºC

Mesophile Growth from 15-60ºC

Psychrophile Growth under 15ºC

Salinity Halophile Growth over 1.5M NaCl

pH
Alkaliphile Growth at pH over 8

Acidophile Growth at pH under 4

Oxygen Anaerobe
Obligate growth without

oxygen

From the different groups of extremophiles, the kind that has been

more thoroughly investigated is that comprising thermophiles and

psychrophiles. Specially, hydrolytic enzymes coming from these
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organisms have been tested for their use in detergents, starch

degradation and stereo-specific synthesis. Thermophilic enzymes can

act, and in some cases only be activated, at high temperatures which

minimises the problems associated with poor substrate solubility when

using complex polymers, and/or biological contamination [67].

Another interesting group of enzymes are the ones from halophilic

organisms. To survive in environments with high osmotic pressure,

halophiles have adopted two main strategies: the first one, used for

example by halobacterium a genus of Archaea, consists in accumulating

inorganic salts (K+ and Cl-, mainly) inside the cytoplasm by an energy

dependent antiporter transport system present in their cellular membrane

[68]. Alternatively, the other strategy consists of maintaining the

cytoplasm at low salt concentration compared to the outer media but

enriching it with high amounts of compatible solutes. These compounds

are derived from sugars, polyols, betaines, ectoines or modified peptides

and they are typically zwitterionic or negatively charged [68–69]. Both

strategies, to different degrees, require adaptation of the cellular

machinery and proteins to this cellular environment. Therefore, most of

these organisms have evolved proteins with a sparse number of basic

residues exposed and low hydrophobic surface [69]. Their enzymes,

consequently, normally exhibit higher resistance to the presence of

compatible solutes in the reaction media, a very common strategy in

industrial biotransformation to avoid poor solubility of the substrate or

enable direct and efficient purification of the product.

The accumulation of compatible solutes is the strategy used by

Halomonas elongata. This species of bacteria was first described in 1980

by Vreeland, R.H., et al. [70] and is found in solar salterns. It mainly

accumulates ectoine and other amino acidic derivatives depending on

the salinity of the surrounding medium [71]. Enzymes from this organism

have the advantage that, since it is a halo-tolerant bacterium and thus

does not require salt to grow, its proteins can be easily expressed in

typical biological expression systems such as Escherichia coli.
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1.6. Enzyme immobilisation

Another issue with enzyme based biocatalysis is their long-term

operational stability and difficulties for their recycling and recovery after

the reaction has been completed. To overcome these problems and to

facilitate their handling, immobilisation has emerged as a promising

strategy [72–73].

In general, immobilisation is based on the interaction between the

protein and a stabilising agent, such as a carrier or a solid support.

Normally, carriers are composed of small porous particles and their

nature can influence the behaviour of the newly generated biocatalyst. In

general, immobilisation techniques can be divided in chemical binding

(either covalent or by adsorption) and encapsulation (Figure 1.9). The

choice of the immobilisation strategy is crucial and depends mainly on

the protein resistance and the desired application.

Figure 1.9. Schematic overview of the main immobilisation strategies.

With encapsulation the enzyme is trapped into a macroscopic matrix.

Either individually or by encapsulating more than one enzymatic unit, this

technique is normally used when the enzyme does not tolerate changes

on its flexibility or binding to a support. This technique is essentially

mimicking the natural environment of proteins, protected by a

supramolecular structure (i.e. the cell) [74–76].

On the other hand, chemically immobilised enzymes can be linked

onto the surface of a support or to each other by crosslinking. In cross-

linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs), the enzyme is normally first forced
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to precipitate and then, by adding a cross-linker, for instance

glutaraldehyde, the different proteins are covalently connected to each

other creating a net. These preparations have been successfully used in

industrial manufacturing, mostly hydrolytic reactions related to food

processing [77–78]. Interestingly, the possibility to create multi-CLEAs

by co-immobilising more than one enzyme in the same preparation has

also been explored [79]. These preparations, while outperforming the

free enzyme form, have been only extensively applied to hydrolases and

often yield biocatalysts with poor physical robustness.

Alternatively, to obtain more robust biocatalysts, the enzymes can be

immobilised onto a support. In this case, the nature of the interaction

between the support and the enzyme defines the type of immobilisation.

In adsorption, the enzyme is not covalently bound to the resin and is only

kept in place by weak interactions; the most two common being ionic

interaction and hydrophobic interaction. This technique normally yields

biocatalysts with a high recovered activity as no major distortion of the

protein structure occurs but, on the other hand, changes in the

environment can cause enzyme leaching, breaking the weak interaction

that kept it attached to the support.

Immobilisation generally has an effect on the activity of the protein as

well as on its stability and in some cases, also on the selectivity [72–80].

Hence, it is important to tailor the immobilisation technique to specific

enzymes to yield the best catalyst with minimal loss of activity. This loss

of activity can be caused by two main factors: the enzyme itself (enzyme

distortion or blockage of the active site) or linked to the type of support

(diffusion or mass-transfer limitations). One of the most popular

immobilisation methods for industrial application of biocatalysts is by

covalent immobilisation onto a support or carrier. This method fixes

tightly the enzyme to the support and prevents enzyme leaching during

the process as well as its denaturation when stronger conditions are

used, as the covalent bond reduces the conformational flexibility of the

protein, creating a very robust heterogeneous biocatalyst.
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Several commercially available supports can be used for covalent

enzyme immobilisation. Epoxy resins, such as Sepabeads or Purolite

have been extensively reported in the literature [81–82]. To increase the

reproducibility of the technique and taking advantage of the His-tagged

proteins to ease their purification, these supports can be modified to

enable the directed immobilisation of the enzyme [83]. In this strategy,

the epoxy groups of the support are partially modified using iminodiacetic

acid followed by metal loading, similarly to the preparation of metal

affinity chromatography resins. In this way, the His-tag of the protein will

coordinate to the metal driving the covalent bonding between

nucleophilic residues (-NH2) and unreacted epoxides by physical

proximity. After immobilising the enzyme, any residual epoxy group is

blocked to avoid side-reactivity (Figure 1.10). This approach not only

allows the creation of robust biocatalyst but the reproducibility and control

over the immobilisation is greatly enhanced.

Figure 1.10. Representation of the epoxy group-based immobilisation.
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1.7. Flow biocatalysis

In parallel to biocatalysis, from another perspective, flow chemistry

has also emerged as a new strategy to advance in the field of developing

more sustainable methods for synthesis.

Batch processes have been the standard development approach for

the synthesis of pharmaceuticals or fine chemicals during the last years,

as flow equipment developed specifically for laboratory scale only

became available in the last 15 years [84]. Lately, this innovative

technique showed many advantages compared to batch methods:

improved heat and mass transfer, efficient mixing of substrates, shorter

reaction times, and safer and scalable routes for bulk or fine chemical

production [85–86]. Moreover, the flexibility of this technique allows for

the introduction of scavenger columns and/or the application of catch and

release strategies for in-line purifications, which could greatly increase

the level of automation (Figure 1.11) and would translate in an easier

method for the isolation of high-purity products in a faster and more

economical way.

Figure 1.11. Schematic representation of the possibilities of the set-up for a flow
system.

A landmark work by Ley and co-workers, demonstrated the full

synthesis of Grossamide, a natural neolignane, using a fully automated

flow reactor [87]. This work opened up the possibility to substitute

traditional batch-based methods for the synthesis of pharmaceutically

relevant products in flow. For example, the full synthesis of imatinib, a

compound used for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukaemia [88] or

Oxomaritidine, a cytotoxic alkaloid have also been reported in flow
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chemistry [89]. This technique is also highly flexible and not limited to

total synthesis; for example, as an alternative to solid phase peptide

synthesis, the use of microfluidic flow systems, can overcome problems

of scalability and cost-efficiency related to solid-phase peptide synthesis

[90].

With all these examples, the combination of flow-reactors and

biocatalysis seems a logical step to merge both technologies in a

synergistic way. Early on, this approach was applied for the production

of ethanol via fermentation of cellulosic mass, which showed better yields

when compared to the batch reactions [91]. These initial

biotransformation in flow were mostly performed by using whole cell

biocatalyst, but the major limitation was the flow rate that could be

achieved, which translated in low productivities [92]. Using whole cells

also hampers the use of some substrates due to their membrane

permeability and is limited to very specific conditions to maintain the cell

integrity.

Further advances were made with the use of purified immobilised

enzymes as a packed-bed reactor. Many of these examples, use an

immobilised version of the lipase B from Candida antarctica (CALB)

commercially available under the name of Novozym435®. Here, the

lipase is immobilised through adsorption and this heterogeneous

biocatalyst has been successfully used for the synthesis of geraniol

esters [93], deracemization of flurbiprofen [34] and transesterification

reactions [95]. Nonetheless, flow assisted bioconversions have not been

limited to the use of hydrolases, though there are still limited examples

in the literature. Pioneering work to expand the reaction scope of flow

assisted biocatalysis has been led by our group. By exploiting an

immobilised transaminase from Halomonas elongata, the first example

of efficient amine synthesis from their corresponding aldehydes was

reported by Planchestainer et al., with an in-line purification step to

recover the pure amine without further work-up [44]. Using a similar

approach, in the reverse reaction catalysed by the same enzyme, a panel

of aldehydes were synthesized from their corresponding amines. In this
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case, a segmented flow generated by the intermittent addition of toluene

not only eased the recovery of the aldehyde but also greatly facilitated

their isolation [47]. To expand the cost-efficiency of this reactions, a self-

sufficient biocatalyst was created by co-immobilisation of PLP on the

same support, enhancing the system productivity and efficiency for the

synthesis of different biogenic amines [95–96]. Nevertheless, flow

synthesis is not limited to single enzymatic reactions. Contente and

Paradisi, reported a multistep reaction for the synthesis of optically pure

secondary alcohols starting form (S)-amines [45]. In addition, the

synthesis of alcohols from amines through a two-step enzymatic reaction

proved to be extremely efficient in the production of a manifold of chiral

and biogenic alcohols through deamination and further reaction with the

horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (HLADH), without the need to isolate

the aldehyde intermediate. Moreover, through in-line purification of the

waste-water stream and recirculation, a closed loop system was

achieved to reuse the cofactors, which greatly increased the system

efficiency.

These few reviewed examples, prove the advantages of flow

bioreactors for process intensification [97] but despite the multiple

examples rapidly appearing in the literature, flow-based transformations

are still facing some limitations. For example, in-line purification systems

although starting to get attention, are still not efficiently coupled in flow

due to the lack of an efficient universal technique [91–98]. Another issue

to be surpassed, is the solubility of the substrates or intermediates, which

poses a big challenge due to channel clogging and poor reactivity. For

example, in the synthesis of imatinib, several intermediates are known to

be insoluble and therefore, an extensive solvent screening was needed

in order to avoid the associated problems [99]. This indicates, that while

the combination of biocatalysis with flow systems has already been

proved to offer a more sustainable and fully scalable methodology for the

synthesis of APIs, bulk chemicals and industrially relevant products in

the laboratory scale, further investigation is needed to overcome its

limitations and provide a robust procedure for its effective application.
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Chapter 2: Aims and objectives
As presented in the introduction, biocatalysis has proven to offer a

more sustainable and environmentally friendly strategy for industrial

relevant syntheses but its widespread industrial application is still

hampered by a number of drawbacks. Problems associated with

enzymatic stability can be solved through enzyme immobilisation

techniques, but a universal methodology is not yet available.

Nevertheless, enzyme immobilisation enables biocatalysis to take place

in continuous flow systems, which are often advantageous when

compared with both batch reactions and classical chemical synthesis.

Therefore, resolving problems in both enzyme immobilisation and their

efficient application in flow assisted biotransformations is of greatest

importance for the future of biocatalysis.

My PhD thesis focusses on the identification of some of the issues

encountered in flow based biocatalysis and proposes solutions to

overcome these. To that end, the main objectives are:

1. The development of a covalent immobilisation strategy for

carboxylesterase to allow their efficient combination with a flow

reactor to perform hydrolytic reactions.

2. The development of a method to enhance substrate solubility to

overcome the low reactivity of slurries in flow.

3. To gain structural insight of transaminases and enhance their PLP

binding capacity which will minimise costs of large-scale

processes.

4. The development of a robust recycling system for transaminase

mediated amination of substrates with unfavourable equilibria

avoiding the use of high amino-donor concentrations.

5. Finally, with a more synthetic focus, the development of a cascade

for the efficient production of pipecolic acid using immobilised

enzymes in combination with a flow-reactor.
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Chapter 3: Material and methods
3.1. Reagents

All chemical reagents and cell growing medias were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich, U.K., Acros Organics, Thermo Fisher Scientific U.K or

Merck Millipore. Organic solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or

VWR. Enzyme carriers Sepabeads and ReliZyme were kindly donated

by Resindion S.R.L. Plasmid DNA purification kit, PCR product

purification and DNA purification from Agar-gel were purchased from

Qiagen, Thermo or Macherey-Nagel. DNA ladder, Protein Marker,

restriction enzymes and Q5 High Fidelity DNA polymerase were

purchased from New England Biolab. QuickChange lightning multi-site

directed mutagenesis kit was purchased from Agilent-Technologies.

When not specified, the manufacturer’s protocol was used for the
experiment.

3.2. General instrumentation

- DNA amplification and temperature stability assays were

performed in a PCR thermal Cycler SensoQuest® Labcycler 48

and Applied Biosystem® Verti®.

- DNA electrophoresis and Protein SDS-PAGE were carried out

using a power supply EPS 301 from Amershan Bioscience.

- Plasmid purification was performed using the NucleoSpin Plasmid

purification kit from Macherey-Nagel®, PCR product purification

was performed with the QIAquick PCR purification kit from

Qiagen® and agarose gel DNA extraction was performed using

the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit from Qiagen®.

- Solid medium plates and liquid cultures were incubated in a static

incubator Thermo Scientific MaxQ6000 with temperature control

from 4 to 60ºC or New Brunswick Scientific Model C24 for

temperatures from 30 to 37ºC.
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- Cell debris were removed from cell lysate suspension using a

centrifuge Thermo® Haraeus Multifuge with Thermo Fiberlite F15

for volumes larger than 2mL, at 4ºC.

- General centrifuge cycles were performed using Thermo®

Microcentrifuge Accuspin Micro 17R, with controlled temperature

for volumes of 2mL or less.

- Cells were lysed by sonication using a Fisher brand Ultrasonic

Liquid processor FB120 with timer and pulser from Fisher brand.

- Protein purifications were performed with a chromatography

system AKTAPrime ® Start from GE Healthcare using HisTrap FF

1mL, HisTrap FF 5mL (GE Healthchare) or Ni-NTA Superflow

Cartridges (Qiagen).

- Size exclusion chromatography was performed using an

AKTAPure® using a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL (GE

Healthcare) column.

- HPLC analysis were performed on an Agilent Technologies HPLC

1200 or a Thermo Scientific Dionex Ultimate 3000 Series HPLC

coupled with a Waters X-Bridge C18 (3.5µm, 2.1 x 100 mm).

- Absorbance reading and scanning, as well as enzymatic tests,

were performed on an EPOCH2 microplate and cuvette reader

from BioTeck®.

- General pipetting was done with Micropipettes P5000, P1000,

P200, P20, P10 and P2.5 from StarLab® and Eppendorf®

Multipipette E2.

- pH-meter Orion Star A111, calibrated regularly with standard

solutions (pH 4, pH 7 and pH 10 from Sigma-Aldrich).

- Chemicals were weighted using balances model PS5602, model

CSC2000 or an analytical series PAS214C, all from Thermo

Scientific®.
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- Other common instruments used during the experiments: Lab-

Line® Multi-Block Heater, Benchtop Shaker Carl Stuart Limited

IKA®, Vortex mixer Wizard from FisherBrand® and microwave

cooker from Daewoo®.

3.3. Cell cultures and manipulation

Bacterial strains

The following bacterial strains were used:

- E. coli XL10-Gold for the construct replication and extraction.

Genotype: endA1 glnV44 recA1 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 lac Hte

Δ(mcrA)183 Δ(mcrCB-hsdSMR-mrr)173 tetR F'[proAB

lacIqZΔM15 Tn10(TetR Amy CmR)]

- E. coli BL21 (DE3) as standard protein expression strain.

Genotype: E. coli str. B F– ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB(rB
–mB

–) λ 

(DE3 [lacI lacUV5-T7p07 ind1sam7 nin5]) [malB+] K-12(λS)

- E. coli BL21 (DE3) pLysS for the repression of the leak expression

of the recombinant protein. Genotype: E. coli str. B

F– ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB(rB
–mB

–) λ (DE3 [lacI lacUV5-

T7p07 ind1sam7 nin5]) [malB+] K-2(λS) pLysS [T7p20 orip15A]

(CmR)

- E. coli BL21(DE3) RIPL for the enhanced expression of the

recombinant gene. Genotype: E. coli B F– ompT hsdS (rB
– mB

–)

dcm+ Tetr gal λ(DE3) endA Hte [argU proL Camr] [argU ileY leuW

Strep/Specr]

Culture mediums

- LB medium: N-Z amine (10g), yeast extract (5g), NaCl (10g) and

distilled H2O (1 L).

- LB agar plates: N-Z amine (10g), yeast extract (5g), NaCl (10g),

agar (15g) and distilled H2O (1 L).
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- SOB medium: N-Z amine (5g), yeast extract (1.25g), NaCl (0.25g),

KCl (0.05g), MgCl2 6H2O (0.5g), MgSO4 6H2O (0.6g) and distilled

H2O (250 mL).

- TB medium: N-Z amine (12g), yeast extract (24g), glycerol (5g),

K2HPO4 (2.2g) and KH2PO4 (9.4g) and distilled H2O (1L).

- ZYP-5052 auto-induction media: N-Z-Amine (3 g), yeast extract

(1.5 g), 1M K2HPO4 (15 mL), 1M KH2PO4 (15 mL), 1M (NH4)2SO4

(7.5 mL) 1000x trace element solution (0,6 mL) consists of: FeCl2

(50 mM), CaCl2 (20 mM), MnCl2 (10 mM), ZnSO4 (10 mM), CoCl2

(2 mM), CuCl2 (2 mM), NiCl2 (2 mM), HCl (60 mM), Na2MoO4 (2

mM), Na2SeO4 (2 mM) and H3BO3 (2 mM) (sterilized by filtration);

50x 5052 solution (6 mL) consists of: glycerol (25 g), glucose (2,5

g), α-lactose monohydrate (10 g) and dH2O (to 100 mL) in dH2O

(to 300 mL).

Preparation of chemically competent cells

A single colony of E. coli of the desired strain was inoculated into LB

medium (50 mL) and grown at 37ºC, 150 rpm to an OD600 of

approximately 0.4. The culture was then placed on ice for 20 minutes and

subsequently harvested by centrifugation at 3000 g for 15 minutes at 4ºC.

The cells were resuspended in 10 mL of an ice-cold 100 mM magnesium

chloride solution and harvested again in the same conditions as before.

The pellet was resuspended in 20 mL of an ice-cold solution of 100 mM

calcium chloride and incubated in ice for 30 minutes. After the last

harvesting by centrifugation (3000 G, 10 minutes, 4ºC), resuspended in

0.5 mL of the previous solution and aliquoted in 80 µL in 1.5 mL

microcentrifuge tubes and frozen at -80ºC.

Preparation of electro competent cells

A single colony of E. coli of the desired strain was inoculated into LB

medium (50 mL) and grown at 37ºC, 150 rpm to an OD600 of

approximately 0.4. The cells were chilled in ice for 20 minutes and then

harvested by centrifugation at 3000 rpm, 15 minutes at 4ºC. The pellet

was then carefully resuspended in ice-cold sterilised water followed by
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centrifugation at the same conditions as before. The wash step was

repeated with 25 mL of water and then 15 mL of water/glycerol 10%. The

pellet was finally resuspended in 0.5 mL of water/glycerol 10% and

aliquoted (50 µL) in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes which were flash frozen

and stored at -80ºC.

Transformation of competent E. coli cells

Transformation of chemically competent cells was performed by

adding 0.2-2 µL (100 ng) of the plasmid to a microcentrifuge tube

containing 40 µL of the chemically competent cells. The competent cells

were left on ice for 30 minutes and after that, the sample was heat-

shocked at 42ºC for 60 seconds. The sample was then cooled in ice for

2 minutes and 250 µL of either SOB or LB media was added to the tube.

The cells were then left 1h at 37ºC and 180 rpm and then spread onto

two LB-agar plates containing the appropriate antibiotic, where they were

grown overnight at 37ºC.

For the electroporation, 1 µL of DNA was added to 50 µL of

electrocompetent cells and then transferred into an ice-cold

electroporation cuvette. Cells were electroporated at 1.8 kV for

approximately 5 ms, followed by the addition of 500 µL of SOC medium

immediately after. Cells were left to grow for 1 hour at 37ºC and 180 rpm

before spreading onto LB-agar plates containing the appropriate

antibiotic where they were grown overnight at 37ºC.

3.4. General procedures

Gene cloning

HeE, HeP5CR and HeAlaDH were cloned by PCR from the genome

of Halomonas elongata DSM2581 (strain: type strain: DSM 2581) [1] and

BsLys6DH was subcloned from the commercially ordered construction

from Thermo Fisher Scientific® containing the enzyme sequence of

Geobacillus stearothermophilus lysine-6-dehydrogenase [2] optimised

for expression in Escherichia coli.

When using PCR, the reaction was performed using Q5® High-

Fidelity DNA polymerase from New England Biolabs. The primers,
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ordered from Thermo Fisher Scientific, were designed to amplify the

desired gene and incorporate restriction sites on both ends. After PCR,

the product was purified using the PCR purification kit, and both the gene

and the desired vector were digested with the appropriate restriction

enzymes (Table 3.1). Ligation was performed overnight at 16ºC using

T4-DNA ligase from New England Biolabs. After ligation, either chemical

or electro competent cells were used for the transformation. The correct

assembly of the final construction was confirmed by sequencing.

Table 3.1. Detailed information of the cloning of the three genes from H. elongata
DSM2581. The gene code from Ensembl [3] is shown, as well as the primers used and
the restriction enzymes. The restriction sites are underlined.

Gene name Primers and Restriction enzymes: Final construction

helo_2889

5’ CCC TGT GCG GGATCC TGA CGT CAT
GCG CAA AGC TCA AGC 3’ (BamHI)
5’ ATA TAA A GGTACCT CAT CAG TTG
ATC TGC AGG CTG TCC AGC GAC G 3’
(KpnI)

pRSETB-HeE

helo_4115

5’ AAA AA GGATCC CCC CAT GGC AAG
CCA AGT CAC C 3’ (BamHI)
5’ AAA AA GAATTC TCA TCA GCG CTT
GCC GAG TTC G 3’ (EcoRI)

pRSETB-HeP5CR

helo_3819

5’ AAA AA GGATCC CCC ATG AAG ATC
GCC GTG CC 3’ (BamHI)
5’ AAT C GAATTC CCC TCA TCA GCC GAT
CAA GCT GG C 3’ (EcoRI)

pRSETB-HeAlaDH

Agarose gel electrophoresis

DNA assay gel electrophoresis was performed using an agarose

concentration of 0.8% (w/v). The solution was made by dissolving

agarose powder (0.32 g) in 40 mL of TAE buffer by heating it in a

standard microwave oven until the solution was completely clear. When

the temperature was low enough without leaving it solidify, 4 µL of SYBR

safe DNA staining were added. The solution was then loaded into the

mould and left to solidify. Samples were prepared appropriately mixing

them with the Gel Loading Dye Purple (6x) from New England Biolabs.

The electrophoresis was conducted routinely at 75V and 150 mA for 45

minutes.
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Protein overexpression and purification

Protein overexpression was performed after competent cells were

transformed with the expression vector harbouring the desired protein.

For proteins expressed with autoinduction media, one single colony

was inoculated directly in the flask with either 50 mL or 300 mL of ZYP-

5052 media supplemented with the correct antibiotic. For proteins

expressed with either LB medium or TB broth, an overnight pre-inoculum

of at least 10 mL was prepared the day before and 1/100 of the final

volume added to either 50 mL or 300 mL of the corresponding media

supplemented with the desired antibiotic. Proteins were expressed in the

conditions detailed in Table 3.2.

After the chosen time, cell cultures were harvested at 4000 rpm for

20 minutes at 4ºC in the appropriate centrifuge tubes and the cells

separated from the medium. The supernatant was carefully removed,

and the cells resuspended in a minimum of 5 mL of loading buffer/g of

pellet. The cell lysis was performed in ice using the sonicator in pulse

mode (30 seconds on, 30 seconds off) for a minimum of 10 minutes. The

lysate was then centrifuged at 14500 rpm, for a minimum of 45 minutes

at 4ºC. The collected supernatant was filtered with 0.45 µm Millex PVDF

filters before loading onto the Ni2+ preloaded columns.

The affinity chromatography was performed using an AKTA Start

system with the appropriate column. The filtered crude extract was

loaded and left washing until the non-specific proteins were completely

eluted. After that, an isocratic wash step with only 5-10% of elution buffer

was performed to elute the non-specific proteins still bound onto the

column. Finally, 100% of elution buffer was passed through the column

and protein elution monitored by UV. Fractions were collected and those

containing the desired protein pooled and placed into dialysis tubing. The

protein samples were dialysed at least for 20 hours replacing the buffer

at least 2 times at 4ºC. The pure proteins were stored at 4ºC if not stated

differently.
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Table 3.2. Detail of the expression and purification conditions used for the various
proteins investigated.
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Protein quantification

The preferred method for protein quantification was by measuring

absorbance at 280 nm. The concentration was then determined using

the molar extinction coefficient for each protein calculated using

ProtParam [4] and exploiting the Lambert-Beer law, in combination with

their molecular mass. The extinction coefficient and molecular mass of

all the proteins investigated is presented in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Extinction coefficient and molecular mass used for the calculation of protein
concentration using a Take3 plate in combination with the EPOCH2.

Protein
Extinction coefficient (M-1

cm-1)
Molecular mass

(kDa)
HeE 72700 57

BS2m 80455 54
BS2mT4L1 /
BS2mT4L2

108900 76.3

HeTA 62840 54.4
CvTA 81735 55.2
PfTA 68340 52.5

HeP5CR 18500 32
BsLys6DH 19400 46

BmGDH 28420 29
CbFDH 51402 42

HeAlaDH 24500 42
HLADH 18890 24

SDS-PAGE

SDS-PAGE assay was performed following the original procedure [5].

The running gel (12%: 1.95 mL of Tris HCl 1.5M pH 8.8, 2.25 mL

acrylamide 40%, 3.125 mL of dH2O, 75 µL SDS 10%, 75 µL ammonium

persulfate 10% (w/v) and 7.5 µL TEMED) was prepared and loaded in

between the two glass pieces, adding a few drops of isopropanol on top

to avoid the formation of a meniscus. After the gel was polymerised, the

stacking gel was prepared and loaded (0.25 mL 1M Tris pH 6.8, 0.33 mL

acrylamide 40%, 1.4 mL dH2O, 20 µL SDS 10%, 20 µL ammonium

persulfate 10% (w/v) and 3 µL TEMED). Before loading, the samples

were heated at 90ºC for at least 5 minutes after mixed with an equal

volume of the 2x loading buffer (0.18 M Tris-HCl buffer pH6, 3.8 mM β-

mercaptoethanol, 7.2% (w/v) SDS, 36% (w/v) glycerol and 0.36 (w/v)

bromophenol blue). The assay was run at 30 mA, 300V for 70 minutes.
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The protein marker, unstained protein standard, Broad range (10-200

kDa) was loaded as a comparison. The gel was then removed from the

mould and either stained with Coomassie blue staining solution (2%

Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 in aqueous solution 50% methanol and

10% acetic acid) for 15-30 minutes following distaining with the distaining

solution (aqueous solution 7.5% methanol and 10% acetic acid)

overnight or with Instant Blue (Expedeon®) solution overnight.

Size exclusion chromatography

The molecular mass of the native proteins was determined by size

exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL

column with a total bed column of 24 mL from GE Healthcare. The

column was equilibrated with 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 8 with

150 mM NaCl. The purified enzymes (0.5-2 mg) were then injected and

the experiment run at a flow of 0.8 mL/min. Fractions were collected and

those corresponding to the eluted peak were assayed for concentration

and activity to confirm the protein was still active and therefore, correctly

folded. A calibration curve was prepared using the weight markers from

Sigma-Aldrich: β-amylase (200 kDa), yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (150 

kDa), bovine serum albumin (66 kDa) and the void volume indicated by

blue dextran (2000 kDa).

Enzymatic activity assay

The activity of the different proteins was assessed by following the

formation or depletion of a product or a substrate, in the case of the

transaminases and esterases tested. The activity of the different

oxidoreductases tested were assessed by the formation of NAD(P)H.

One unit is defined as the amount of enzyme which catalyses the

formation or depletion of 1 µmol of product or substrate per minute. The

standard assay conditions as well as the extinction coefficient used to

assess the specific activity of the enzymes is shown in Table 3.4.

Activity assays on various conditions were performed using variations

of the standard methods by varying the conditions of interest. In

temperature activity assays, all components from the reaction except the
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enzyme were heated to the desired temperature and the reaction was

started by adding the enzyme. For pH activity assays, universal buffer

was used from pH 3 to pH 12 instead of the standard buffer. For salt,

cosolvent or metal toxicity activity assays, to the standard conditions the

desired component was added, and the reaction performed in the

standard conditions.

For the stability assays, typically, 0.1 mg/mL of the enzyme were

incubated at the desired conditions. At regular times, a sample was

taken, and the activity of the enzyme assessed using the standard

activity assay. All stability assays apart from the temperature stability

assays, if not stated otherwise, were performed at 4ºC.

Table 3.4. Detail of the standard assay conditions used for the various enzymes tested.
Extinction coefficient of the product or substrate monitored is also shown.

Protein Standard assay conditions:
Extinction
coefficient
(mM-1 cm-1)

HeE
0.5 mM p-nitrophenyl acetate, 50 mM phosphate
buffer pH 8 at 30ºC. Variation in absorbance at 420
nm was measured.

15
BS2m

BS2mT4L1 /
BS2mT4L2

HeTA 2.5 mM S-MBA, 2.5 mM pyruvate, 0.1 mM PLP, 50
mM phosphate buffer pH 8 at 30ºC. Variation in
absorbance at 245 nm was measured

12.6CvTA

PfTA

HeP5CR
10 mM L-thiazolidine carboxylate, 1 mM NAD+, 100
mM phosphate buffer pH 8 at 30ºC. Variation in
absorbance at 340 nm was measured.

6.22

BsLys6DH
10 mM L-lysine, 1 mM NAD+, 100 mM phosphate
buffer pH 8 at 30ºC. Variation in absorbance at 340
nm was measured.

BmGDH
40 mM glucose, 1 mM NAD+, 50 mM phosphate
buffer pH 8 at 30ºC. Variation in absorbance at 340
nm was measured.

CbFDH

100 mM ammonium formate, 1 mM NAD+, 50 mM
phosphate buffer pH 8- or 100-mM carbonate
buffer pH 10 at 30ºC. Variation in absorbance at
340 nm was measured.

HeAlaDH

40 mM L-alanine, 1 mM NAD+, 100 mM carbonate
buffer pH 10 or 2.5 mM pyruvate, 250 mM NH4

+,
0.1 mM NADH, 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 8 at
30ºC. Variation in absorbance at 340 nm was
measured.

HLADH
40 mM ethanol, 1 mM NAD+, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH
8.8 at 30ºC. Variation in absorbance at 340 nm was
measured.
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Kinetic characterisation

To measure the kinetic properties of the studied enzymes, the

concentration of the corresponding substrate was varied, and the

enzymatic activity measured using the same method as in the standard

activity assay. Data was then plotted and fitted to the standard Michaelis-

Menten curve using GraphPad™. When the data did not have a good fit

to the Michaelis-Menten curve (R<0.95), or it was not possible to reach

saturation conditions, the data was transformed according to the Hanes-

Woolf [6] plot to estimate both KM and kcat.

Batch reactions

Batch biotransformations, either with free enzyme or immobilised

biocatalyst, were performed with the desired concentration of substrate,

either in solution (0.1-2 mg/mL of enzyme) or suspension in the

appropriate buffer system. Samples were withdrawn at different times

and the reaction was quenched by adding 450 µL of HCl 0.2% and 450

µL of acetonitrile. The samples were analysed by HPLC (Dionex UltiMate

3000, Waters X-Bridge C18 (3.5 µm, 2.1x100 mm), 0.8 mL/min,

measuring at 210 nm, 250 nm and 265 nm) to assess the conversion.

Covalent enzyme immobilisation

Generally, 1g of Sepabeads or RelyZyme resin was treated with 2 mL

of modification buffer (0.1M sodium borate and 2M of iminodiacetic acid

in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8.5) under gentle shacking for 2h at room

temperature. The resin was then filtered and washed three times with

distilled water and mixed with 5 mL of the metal solution (1M sodium

chloride and 5 mg/mL of the cation in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 6) for

another 2h. Following the same procedure, the sample was washed 3

times with distilled water and then the protein solution (2 to 10 mL) was

added. The sample was kept under agitation (4-24h). The beads were

then filtered and washed thoroughly with desorption buffer (50 mM EDTA

and 0.5M NaCl in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4) and washed with

distilled water. Finally, 4 mL of blocking buffer (3M glycine in 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH 8.5) were added and the suspension left for

agitation for 20 hours. The beads were washed, collected and conserved
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in an appropriate volume of storage buffer at 4ºC. Details of the supports

used can be found in Table 3.5.

Preparation of Agarose with epoxide groups

Preparation of agarose with epoxide groups (Ag-ep) was prepared

and the quantification of epoxide was conducted as described before [7].

In all batches, the resin contained 60 ± 4 µmols of epoxides/g of dry resin.

Preparation of dextran-aldehyde

To obtain the 50% oxidised dextran-aldehyde, 10g of dextran (35-45

kDa) were dissolved in 100 mL water and mixed with 1g of periodate

stirring at room temperature for 2h. After, it was dialysed against 50 times

the volume of distilled water 4 times.

Flow reactions

Continuous flow biotransformations were performed using a R2+/R4

flow reactor commercially available from Vapourtec® equipped with an

Omnifit ® glass column (6.6 mm i.d. x 100 mm length) filled with an

appropriate volume of immobilised enzyme. When needed two solutions

or solvents were mixed using a T tube before entrance to the column.

The flow rate was varied and optimised for each reaction. The exiting

flow stream was collected, and the results analysed by HPLC. The

samples were analysed by HPLC (Dionex UltiMate 3000, Waters X-

Bridge C18 (3.5 µm, 2.1x100mm), 0.8 mL/min, measuring at 210 nm, 250

nm and 265 nm) to assess the conversion.
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Table 3.5. List of all the immobilisation supports used.
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HPLC analysis

Typically, for compounds with detectable fluorophores, samples were

appropriately diluted in a solution of 1:1 (v/v) 0.1% HCl and 450 µL of

MeCN to stop the enzymatic reaction. These samples were then

analysed by HPLC (Dionex UltiMate 3000, Waters X-Bridge C18 (3.5 µm,

2.1x100mm), 0.8 mL/min, measuring at 210 nm, 250 nm and 265 nm) to

assess the conversion.

For compounds with an amine functionality with no detectable

fluorophore, FMOC derivatisation was used to enable their detection.

Typically, 100 µL of a maximum of 10 mM of the desired compound were

mixed with 200 µL of 100 mM borate buffer pH 9. To the mix, 400 µL of

15 mM FMOC diluted in MeCN was added. The sample was properly

mixed and left for at least 10 minutes before mixing 200 µL of it with 400

µL of MECN and 400 µL of 0.1% HCl. The retention times of the different

compounds is detailed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6. Retention times of the different compounds used. Compounds if table A were
run using a gradient method from 5:95 to 95:5 (H2O:MeCN 0.1%TFA) over 4 minutes
with a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. Compounds in table B instead, were run using a gradient
method from 40:60 to 95:5 (H2O:MeCN 0.1%TFA) over 4 minutes with a flow rate of 0.8
mL/min.

A. B.

Compound
Retention

time
(min)

Compound
Retention

time
(min)

α-methyl benzyl acetic 
acid butyl ester

5.47 Alanine-FMOC 1.58

α-methyl benzyl acetic 
acid

3.98 Glycine-FMOC 1.21

Flurbiprofen butyl ester 5.98 Pipecolate-FMOC 3.15

Flurbiprofen acid 4.86 Proline-FMOC 1.98

Ibuprofen butyl ester 6.22 Lysine-FMOC 4.11

Ibuprofen acid 5.05
Lysine ethyl ester –

FMOC
4.02

Naproxen butyl ester 5.74 Ornithine-FMOC 4.00

Naproxen acid 4.52 Cyclohexylamine-FMOC 4.13

Benzaldehyde 3.60 Serinol-FMOC 0.78

Benzylamine 1.06
Vanillin 3.09

Cinnamaldehyde 4.14
Cinnamyl amine 3.12

S-methylbenzylamine 2.11

Acetophenone 3.85
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Chapter 4: Esterase immobilisation and flow
assisted bioconversion of water insoluble

substrates
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4.1. Introduction

As discussed in the introduction, esterases and lipases are among

the most used enzymes in nutraceutical industry [1–3]. They can be used

in a wide range of applications, from biopolymeric synthesis to the

production of biodiesel or fine chemicals. In the latter case, most of the

molecules tend to be chiral and so, taking advantage of the capacity of

esterases and lipases to stereo selectively hydrolyse or form ester

molecules, they can be applied for the synthesis of a plethora of

pharmaceutical building blocks [4].

An important application of this type of hydrolases is the preparation

of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), one of the most

broadly used chemicals in pharmaceutics [5–7]. NSAIDs are a group of

propionic acid derivatives which inhibit the cyclooxygenase (COX),

responsible of the inflammatory response. Although normally

commercialized as racemic mixtures, the specific biological effect of

these drugs is closely linked to their chirality [8–10]. Therefore, their

preparation as enantiopure compounds has been studied in the last

years. The most common strategy applying hydrolases, consists on the

deracemization by esterification in organic media. This strategy relies on

lipases high stability in these conditions and it avoids the water solubility

issues of NSAIDs and its derivatives [11–12]. This approach, has been

applied combining an immobilized carboxylesterase and a flow system

for the preparation of flurbiprofen in toluene, using a packed-bed reactor

filled with Novozym435® (immobilised lipase B from Candida Antarctica

(CALB)) [13]. However, the use of organic solvent displays some

drawbacks for application at industrial scale, as conversion rates of these

reactions are negatively affected by the presence of water. Another

problem when the process is performed on larger scale is the reusability

of the biocatalyst. For monomeric enzymes, such as esterases and

lipases, covalent immobilisation remains a problematic issue. When

immobilised onto a support, covalently or by adsorption, monomeric

enzymes, such as esterases, tend to form a superficial layer, hampering

the substrate diffusion and the mass transfer [14–15]. Therefore, the
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obtained biocatalysts normally exhibit low recovered activity and high

ratios of enzyme per resin are needed, lowering the economic benefits

of their industrial application. The previously mentioned Novozym435®,

is a preparation of immobilised CALB by adsorption. It is commercially

available, and the loading of the biocatalyst has a ratio of 82 mg of

enzyme/g of resin, yielding only a 7.5% recovered activity. Therefore,

only a few examples are available on the bio-catalysed hydrolysis

mediated by these enzymes in a continuous flow reactor due to the two

main reasons discussed: (1) the challenging covalent-immobilization of

esterases and (2) the low water solubility of NSAIDs acid and its esters

derivatives in water.

In this chapter, to further expand the enzymatic toolbox of the Paradisi

group, a new esterase from the moderate halophile Halomonas elongata

was cloned and characterised. The capacity of the newly cloned

esterase, compared to two other esterases from mesophilic counterparts

(BS2m from Bacillus subtilis and BCE from Bacillus coagulans), to cleave

NSAIDs was studied. Following the investigation of the performance in

batch set ups, and comparing their structural characteristics, BS2m

appeared to be the best candidate for its high activity and

enantioselectivity for naproxen butyl ester. BS2m was immobilised with

a new methodology and the resulting biocatalyst, used as a packed-bed

reactor for the flow-assisted deracemization of naproxen butyl ester in a

buffered water system and mild conditions.

The work presented in this chapter is my exclusive contribution unless

otherwise stated and it has been included in two publications:

- M. Planchestainer, M. Contente, D. Roura Padrosa, and F.

Paradisi, “Genetically Fused T4L Acts as a Shield in Covalent

Enzyme Immobilisation Enhancing the Rescued Activity,”

Catalysts, vol. 8, no. 1, p. 40, Jan. 2018.

- D. Roura Padrosa, V. De Vitis, M. Contente, F. Molinari, and F.

Paradisi, “Overcoming Water Insolubility in Flow: Enantioselective
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Hydrolysis of Naproxen Ester,” Catalysts, vol. 9, no. 3, p. 232,

2019.

4.2. HeE cloning and characterisation

helo_2889 was identified in the genome of Halomonas elongata DSM

258. The hypothetical protein is classified as carboxylesterase and

shared 51% similarity to EST55 [16], a carboxylesterase from

Geobacillus stearothermophilus and 48% with BSE, a homologue from

Bacillus subtilis [17]. Firstly, a model of the predicted protein, named

HeE, was made using Phyre2 server [18]. The homology model

compared to EST55 (PDB: 2OGS) and BSE (PDB: 1QE3) can be seen

in Figure 4.1. The modelled structure for HeE had the typical α/β 

hydrolase fold and the characteristic catalytic triad for hydrolases, formed

by the catalytic serine, a histidine and an acid residue (Asp or Glu) [19].

In the case of HeE, the catalytic triad is formed by Ser213, Glu327 and

His413. Its active site does not seem to be covered by any loop or helix,

suggesting that HeE does not have a lipase-like fold, as it lacks the lid

structure typical of this group of enzymes.

A. B.

`

Figure 4.1. A. Modelled structure for HeE (light blue) compared to EST55 (green)
and BSE (pink). B. Detail of the active site for the three enzymes.

With this information, and focussing on the discovery of industrially

relevant enzymes, helo_2889 gene was amplified and cloned into a

pRSETB based vector for the expression of the new protein, named HeE.
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Expression was successful and the enzyme was obtained in high purity

with yields of 10-12 mg/L of culture (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. SDS-page gel of the purification of HeE. M. Molecular mass markers; 1.
Whole cell fraction after expression; 2. Insoluble fraction; 3. Soluble fraction; 4. Pure
enzyme.

After purification was achieved, the enzyme was characterised to

better understand its resistance to different factors as well as its

substrate scope.

Initially, short chain p-nitrophenol esters were assessed as substrate.

Hydrolysis of this substrates is easily detectable using a UV-Vis

spectrophotometer since the product of the hydrolysis, p-nitrophenol, has

a maximum of absorbance at 420 nm, with an extinction coefficient of

15000 M-1 cm-1. For the characterisation of the newly cloned

carboxylesterase, the standard assay was performed with 0.5 mM para-

nitrophenyl acetate at pH 8.

Firstly, kinetic characterisation of HeE was performed with both p-

nitrophenyl acetate (pNPA) and p-nitrophenyl butyrate (pNPB). Due to

instrument limitations, activity of the enzyme could not be assessed at

concentrations higher than 2.5 mM and therefore, the data could not be

fitted successfully to the Michaelis-Menten equation. As an alternative,

both KM and kcat were assessed using the Hanes-Woolf plot [20–21]

(Table 4.1). As any approximation, this method is prone to error since

both variables are dependent on the substrate concentration but unlike

the Lineweaver-Burk plot [22], it does not overestimate the error at low

concentrations therefore giving a better indication of the parameters with

the data obtained.
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Table 4.1. Kinetic parameters calculated for HeE for both pNPA and pNPB. Values
were estimated using the Lineweaver-Burk derivative. In the left, Michaelis-Menten
fitting of the experimental data for HeE. Values correspond to the average of 3
replicates.

HeE shows similar affinity for both pNPA and pNPB, with the

calculated KM virtually identical. The turnover number (kcat), though, is

almost twice for pNPB than for pNPA indicating a higher efficiency

hydrolysing the longer chain ester.

To investigate HeE substrate scope, the activity of HeE against

several different p-nitrophenyl esters was tested. Qian, L. et al. published

in 2011 an array of p-nitrophenyl esters for the characterisation of lipolytic

enzymes [23]. In their work, four different enzymes (CALB and 3 new

enzymes obtained by genome mining) with the capacity to hydrolyse

esters were evaluated against 17 different substrates. The substrate

panel was formed by linear aliphatic esters, branched aliphatic esters,

cycloalkyl esters and aromatic esters. Likewise, HeE activity was tested

with at least, a representative molecule of each group. To that purpose,

the different p-nitrophenol ester derivatives were prepared chemically by

esterification and the activity against these substrates calculated at the

same concentration as the standard activity assay. The results are

shown in Table 4.2.

HeE shows a higher activity for the butyrate substrate (2) compared

to the acetate version (1), with a two-fold increase of the specific activity.

According to its classification as a true esterase and the absence of a lid

in its structure, HeE shows a much lower activity with longer chain esters.

Less than half of the activity is detected with p-nitrophenyl octanoate (6)

and the activity is lower the longer the substituent is; with only 7.2% of

the activity detected with the dodecanoate ester (7) and no activity with

HeE

Substrate pNPA pNPB

KM (mM) 2.21 ± 0.25 2.05 ± 0.47

kcat (s-1) 15.53 ± 0.89 29.53 ± 3.40
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the tetradecanoate substituent (8). This same trend is also observed with

branched linear substrates, such as the pivalate (5). It is well known that

while lipases prefer substrates with higher hydrophobicity, and therefore

longer carbon chains, esterases work better when the substrates are

water soluble short chain esters [24].

Table 4.2. Activity of HeEst against different p-nitrophenyl ester derivatives, following
the general reaction shown. All substrates were used at 1 mM final concentration. All
other conditions were kept as defined from the standard activity assay.

Entry Name R group HeEst (U/mg)

1 4-nitrophenyl acetate 3.60 ± 0.37

2 4-nitrophenyl butyrate 6.00 ± 0.83

3 4-nitrophenyl benzoate 4.33 ± 0.12

4
4-nitrophenyl cyclohexane

carboxylate
5.23 ± 0.93

5 4-nitrophenyl pivalate 0.36 ± 0.04

6 4-nitrophenyl octanoate 1.56 ± 0.14

7 4-nitrophenyl dodecanoate 0.26 ± 0.02

8 4-nitrophenyl tetradecanoate 0

More interestingly, HeE shows a comparable activity when the

acetate is replaced by a benzylic group (3). A similar trend is observed

when the acidic part is occupied by cyclohexane (4). From these

observations, it seems that HeE can accommodate bulky substrates in

its active site, when the acidic chain is formed with either aromatic or

cyclic structures, differently from the low activities detected with the bulky

linear substituents such as the p-nitrophenyl pivalate or the p-nitrophenyl

octanoate.

The effect of temperature on the activity and stability of HeE was

then assessed (Figure 4.3). The halo-adapted enzyme rapidly loses

activity at higher temperatures, with less than half of the activity at 55ºC,

and the same trend is observed in the stability test, where HeE does not
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resist temperatures higher than 37ºC, with a loss of 60% of its activity at

40ºC after 4h. In milder conditions such as 25 or 37ºC, it is significantly

more stable with no apparent loss of activity after 24h.

A. B.

Figure 4.3. Temperature effect. A. Effect of the temperature on the activity of HeE. All
reaction components were incubated at the desired temperature but the protein. The
activity was tested using the standard activity assay. B. Stability at different
temperatures of HeE. 0.1 mg/mL of the protein were incubated at the desired
temperature. The activity was tested using the standard activity assay at different time
points.

As for the pH (Figure 4.4), HeE showed a good stability from pH 7.5

to pH 9 and surprisingly, between pH 10 and 12, 40% of the activity was

still detectable after 48h incubation. At acidic pH on the other hand, the

retained activity was much lower. Therefore, the optimal pH for the

storage and reaction was set as pH 8.

Figure 4.4. pH effect on the stability of HeE. The enzyme was incubated at 4ºC for 48h
and the activity determined at different time points using the standard activity assay.
The values correspond to the average of 3 replicates.

One of the most interesting features of the-enzymes originating

form H. elongata is their capacity to resist to organic solvents, and this

relates to the strategy this bacterium uses to counteract the high osmotic
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pressure; the accumulation of compatible solutes in the cytoplasm [25–

26]. This behaviour was observed for the transaminase cloned from the

same organism [27]. The resistance of HeE to organic co-solvents up to

20% (v/v) is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. Cosolvent effect on the stability of HeE. 0.1 mg/mL of protein were
incubated at 4ºC for 48h in the presence of 10% or 20% (v/v) of the desired cosolvent.
Activity was tested at different time points using the standard activity assay. The values
correspond to the average of 3 replicates.

In general, a decrease of activity was observed with all the

cosolvents used, but HeE shows good resistance to DMSO and other

simple alcohols tested. Isopropanol (iPrOH), acetonitrile and

tetrahydrofuran, on the other hand, have a much harsher effect at both

10 and 20%. The mild resistance to the organic cosolvents exhibited,

indicates DMSO and alcohols as the best choice to use with HeE.

HeE activity and stability in high ionic strength environments was

also tested. To have a better idea of its performance, it was compared

with a mesophilic esterase from Bacillus subtilis, BS2m. This esterase

was cloned by Schmidt et al., and kindly provided by the Bornscheuer

group [28]. HeE has a 51% similarity to BS2m. Both activity (Figure 4.6)

and stability (Figure 4.7) were evaluated.
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Figure 4.6. Salt concentration effect on the activity of HeE and BS2. Activity was
determined with the standard activity assay with presence of the indicated concentration
of salts.
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Figure 4.7. Salt concentration effect on the stability of HeE (A) and BS2m (B). 0.1
mg/mL of protein were incubated with the desired concentration of salt and the activity
tested at different time points.

As expected, HeE shows a better behaviour in both cases

compared to BS2m. The difference in activity is more obvious at the

highest ionic strength tested (3M NaCl or KCl) where HeE exhibits a 30%

higher retained activity. Moreover, HeE shows no loss of activity after

48h incubation at any of the tested concentrations while BS2m shows

only 75% at 1M NaCl after 24h and only 52% of the activity after 48h with

3M NaCl.

In general, HeE shows good resistance to both organic solvents at

low concentration and in environments with high ionic strength,

confirming the trend observed previously with other halophilic enzymes.

Moreover, it shows a surprising resistance at basic pHs compared to

BSE (Bacillus subtilis esterase) with a more similar behaviour to Lip2, an

organic solvent-resistant esterase from Monascus purpureus [29–30]. On

the contrary, HeE is unstable at temperatures superior than 37ºC. More
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interestingly, HeE is capable of hydrolysing aromatic and cyclic bulky

esters, feature which can be exploited for the hydrolysis of industrially

relevant molecules, such as NSAIDs.

4.3. Profen hydrolysis

Since HeE showed a good activity against substrates with bulky

substituents, its capacity to hydrolyse esters of 3 different NSAIDs

(ibuprofen, naproxen and flurbiprofen) was tested, and to assess its

stereoselectivity, the enantiomeric excess (e.e.) of the hydrolysed

product was also calculated. As a comparison, an esterase from Prof.

Molinari group in the University of Milan, BCE, and BS2m were used.

BCE is an esterase cloned from Bacillus coagulans [31] which showed

better activity against ethyl ester and consequently its capacity to

hydrolyse racemic NSAIDs esters was tested with the ethyl ester version

while both HeE and BS2m were tested against butyl esters. It is also

important to note that while the amount of enzyme in the

biotransformation was the same for the three proteins (0.1 mg/mL), they

displayed different activities: BS2m showed an activity of 61 ± 3 U/mg,

HeE of 3.5 ± 0.2 U/mg and BCE had an activity of 0.03 U/mg against 0.5

mM pNPA. The results are shown in Table 4.3.

HeE, although it has lower activity compared to BS2m, is capable of

hydrolysing both flurbiprofen and ibuprofen esters with good yields under

24h however, it does not display any stereospecificity. Curiously, HeE

shows a lower conversion with naproxen butyl ester. This trend is also

followed by BCE, which cleaves ibuprofen and flurbiprofen selectively for

the (S)-enantiomer but with low molar conversions but when tested with

naproxen, no conversion was detected at all. BS2m in contrast, can

hydrolyse the three NSAIDs esters but only shows stereoselectivity for

naproxen. Naproxen butyl ester is the least flexible and bulkier NSAID of

the selected ones and the peculiarity of BS2m, capable of hydrolysing it

opposed to HeE and BCE, was further investigated.
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Table 4.3. Maximum molar conversion and enantiomeric excess of the batch
biotransformations with all three enzymes and the substrates tested. A general scheme
of the hydrolysis reaction is shown. For conversions < 5% e.e. could not be detected
(n.d). All enzymes were used at 0.1 mg/mL.

1a. 1b. 1c.

Substrate BCE1 HeE2 BS2m2

Conversion e.e. Conversion e.e. Conversion e.e.

1a. Naproxen

ester
< 5% n.d. 35% <5% 55% 80% (R)

1b. Ibuprofen

ester
22% >97% (S) >95% <5% >95% <5%

1c. Flurbiprofen

ester
36% >97% (S) 88% <5 81% <5%

1 Ethyl ester substrates were used. 2 Butyl ester substrates were used.

To explain the different capability of accepting highly bulky

substrates, the architecture of the active site and surrounding of the three

esterases was analysed. For HeE the homology model created using

Phyre2 was used [18] while the crystal structure for BS2m (PDB: 1C7J)

and the open conformation of BCE was retrieved from the Protein Data

Bank (PDB: 5O7G).

The differences in the conversion could not be explained by the

architecture of the active site. The three studied esterases are almost

identical (Figure 4.8) with the only difference being an Asp instead of the

Glu in BCE compared to both BS2m and HeE in the homologous

position. The surrounding of the active site or other typical structures

such as the oxyanion hole were also identically positioned, therefore the

differences can be hardly explained by these factors. Moreover, docking

of the three NSAID’s esters in the active site of the three enzymes did

not explain the difference as all three substrates fitted in a catalytically

active conformation in the three proteins active site.

R OR1

O

R OH

O
OHR1

O

OR1

O
O

OR1
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Figure 4.8. Detail of the catalytic triad for the three esterases studied: BCE (pink), HeE
(dark blue) and BS2m (light blue).

The tunnels leading to the active site calculated using Caver in the

static structure [32, 33], however, were more revealing (Figure 4.9).

These tunnels were modelled from the protein surface to the catalytic

serine, to better understand how the substrate would enter the active site.

From the different options calculated by the program, the shortest and

with the least restrictive bottleneck was chosen for all esterases.

Correlating with their capability to cleave naproxen butyl ester, the most

rigid and bulky of the NSAIDs tested, BS2m showed the least restrictive

tunnel with no apparent bottleneck and a length of only 2 Å. As it can be

seen in Figure 4.9B the tunnel is located very superficially on the protein,

so the substrate can easily access the active site. For HeE and BCE, the

tunnel was three and five times longer respectively, and both showed a

bottleneck of less than 2 Å. Moreover, the tunnels for BCE and HeE do

not appear to be straight, further hindering the movement of such a rigid

substrate into the active site. Furthermore, the surroundings of the

catalytic pocket can also be important for the substrate recognitions and

its shuttling into the active site. BCE while the tunnel is formed by 60%

hydrophobic chain amino acids which could facilitate the interaction with

the naproxen ester, Phe38 and Trp190 create a very restrictive

bottleneck, of only 1.29 Å. These two residues could act as a gate,

characteristic previously seen in acetylcholine esterases [34]. In HeE, on

the other hand, the entrance is surrounded by charged amino acids

(Arg132, Asp288 and Glu327) and is less constricted with no obvious

bottleneck. The different nature of the tunnel of this two esterases
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suggests that the main factor affecting their catalytic efficiency towards

naproxen esters relies on the length and bottleneck of the active site,

rather to hydrophobic or hydrophilic interactions with the substrate when

this one is entering the catalytic pocket. All together, these differences

could explain the poor activity of HeE and BCE towards bulky, rigid

substrates such as naproxen esters. HeE showed some hydrolytic

activity as its tunnel is more flexible and prone to shuttle the substrate to

the active site more easily than in the case of BCE. From these results,

BS2m was chosen as the best candidate to further exploit its unique

characteristics for naproxen deracemization.

A. B.

C.

Figure 4.9. The catalytic triad is showed in yellow and the residues participating in the
tunnel in pink for BCE (A), light blue for BS2m (B) and dark blue for HeE (C). The
catalytic serine is labelled in all structures. The length, curvature and diameter of the
bottleneck are shown. Curvature is calculated by dividing the minimum distance to the
catalytic serine by the total distance of the tunnel.

Tunnel length
(Å)

Curvature
Tunnel

bottleneck (Å)
BCE 10.59 1.166 1.29

BS2m 1.98 1 2.56
HeEst 7.15 1.37 1.53

Ser114

Ser189

Ser213
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4.4. Immobilisation of BS2m

To enhance its reusability, stability and to allow its application as a

packed-bed reactor in a flow system, BS2m was immobilised in a

polymethacrylate resin functionalised with epoxy groups (for more details

refer to Table 3.5 in Materials and Methods). Polymethacrylate resins are

ideal for their use in flow reactors, as they have excellent resistance to

temperature, pH and they are stable in mixed solvents containing organic

solvents [35]. BS2m immobilisation was tried firstly using an epoxy

derivatised resin, EC-EP/S from Resindion S.R.L. at different loadings

(Figure 4.10) with a directional immobilisation technique through the

coordination of the His-tag to cobalt bound to the resin [36]. The

directionality of this method favours the correct positioning of the protein

as the N-terminus His-tag is position on the other face of the active site.

With this technique, and with the different loadings tested, less than 1%

of the activity was recovered in all cases.

Figure 4.10. Percentage of recovered activity calculated for BS2m upon immobilisation
relative to the activity of the free enzyme (62 U/mg).

As in the process of immobilisation a metal is used to direct the

immobilisation, the effect of different metals to the activity of BS2m was

tested (Figure 4.11). The metal used in the initial immobilisation is cobalt

and indeed it seems to be the least toxic for the esterase. Both copper

and nickel greatly affect the activity, but this is recovered following

incubation with EDTA, following a similar protocol used during

immobilisation. Therefore, the metal was excluded as a causing agent

for the low recovered activity.
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Figure 4.11. Effect of different metals on the activity of BS2m. Samples of 0.1 mg/mL
of the protein were incubated for 2h with the metal solution and activity tested using the
standard activity assay. 100 mM EDTA was added and the sample incubated for 10
minutes before testing the activity again (metal + EDTA samples).

Also, the directionality of the immobilisation could also provoke to

protein active site to be facing the resin therefore affecting the expressed

activity. This eventuality though, is not likely as the His-tag of BS2m is

located in the other face of the protein in respect to the active site (Figure

4.12).

Figure 4.12. 3D surface representation of BS2m where the catalytic site is shown in
red and with an arrow and the his-tagged in green inside the box.

The problem of low recovered activity observed after covalent

immobilisation of esterases has been previously reported. For example,

the immobilisation of a thermophilic esterase from Archeoglobus fulgidus

immobilised on the same resin used for BS2m, EC-EP showed only a 6%

of the activity with 72 mg/g of resin [14]. Immobilisation of the pig liver

esterase in hollow fibres with epoxides as terminal groups, reported by

Sousa, H.A., et al.¸ led to only 3% recovered activity after 24h of

immobilisation and by lowering the time of immobilisation a 26.5% was

achieved (15). In our protocols, the immobilisation is routinely performed
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for 4h but decreasing the time of immobilization did not have any

influence in the recovered activity. This behaviour is not limited to

esterases. This effect has been seen previously with monomeric

enzymes with high rate of immobilisation. Although there are successful

examples of immobilisation of esterases as cross-linked aggregates

(CLEAs) or by adsorption, with high recovered activities [37–38] both

systems lack the robustness typical of covalent immobilisation and

therefore, the development of a new strategy for the covalent

immobilisation of esterases was investigated.

T4L strategy

To that end, a new strategy developed in the Paradisi group was

adopted for the immobilisation of BS2m. This strategy consists in the

engineering of a catalytically inactive variant of T4 lysozyme to create a

fusion protein with the protein of interest, so that the T4L is cloned

between the N-terminal His-tag and the target enzyme. The fusion

protein is then immobilised following the same protocol as before, with

the difference that the enzyme of interest is facing the bulk of the reaction

and does not directly interact contact with the support (Figure 4.13).

Moreover, the effect of the linker between the two enzymatic units was

also assessed. The length of the linker can affect greatly the capacity of

the fusion protein to fold correctly [39] and therefore two different linkers

were evaluated: T4L1 composed of nine amino acids and T4L2 variant

with only three amino acids between both proteins [40].

A.
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B.

Figure 4.13. Representation of the T4L immobilisation strategy. A. Graphical
representation of the plasmid construct for the spaced immobilisation. The two linkers
are shown B. The initial strategy applied where the esterase is directly immobilised on
the beads (left) whereas the T4L strategy is (right), where the esterase, BS2m, is shown
in grey and the T4 lysozyme is shown in green.

Both variants, named BS2mT4L1 and BS2mT4L2, were

successfully created and expressed following the same protocol of

BS2m. Results of the immobilisation are shown in Table 4.4. In this case,

another epoxy derivatised resin with bigger pores was also tested

(EC403-S).

Table 4.4. Comparison of specific activities and expression levels of the original Bacillus
subtilis esterase (BS2m) and the two chimeric proteins in the free enzyme form. Specific
activities of the resin following immobilisation of enzymes (5 mg enzyme/g resin), and
percentage of residual activity after immobilisation with respect to the free protein.

Free enzyme
Sepabeads EC-EP/S
(pore Ø 10-20 nm)

Sepabeads EP403/S
(pore Ø 20-40 nm)

Specific
activity
(U/mg)

Expression
(mg/L)

Specific
activity

(U/g)

Rescued
activity

(%)

Specific
activity

(U/g)

Rescued
activity

(%)

BS2m 61 ± 4 30 1.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.1

BS2mT4L1 31 ± 3 15 5.5 ± 0.8 3.6 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.6

BS2mT4L2 35 ± 2 13 2.9 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.3

Although, both the activity and the level of expression decreased to

almost half of the ones observed for BS2m, the best immobilised

preparation of the biocatalyst was obtained with the BS2mT4L1 variant

and had an activity of 6.2 U/g of resin, translating in an increase of the

recovered activity by almost 10-fold.

Following these initial results, in an attempt to further optimise the

biocatalyst, the loading of BS2mT4L1 was increased to 7.5 mg/g of resin.

As seen in Table 4.5, the activity of the biocatalyst increased by almost
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2-fold compared to the 5 mg/g of resin. In addition, as in the initial

screening the use of a resin with larger pores translated into higher

activities, two resins with larger pores but different matrix were tested:

EP400/SS, a polymethacrylate based resin, and agarose CL6B with

epoxide groups (Ag-ep) [41]. Immobilisation on the new supports

resulted in higher recovered activity with almost twice of the specific

activity and almost 10% of recovered activity, a 20-fold increase

compared to the initial catalyst (EC-EP/S-BS2mT4L1).

Table 4.5. Comparison of specific activities and recovered activity of the BS2mT4L1
Specific activities of the resin following immobilisation of enzymes (7.5 mg enzyme/g
resin), and percentage of residual activity after immobilisation (4 h, room temperature,
in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8) with respect to the free protein.

Support Specific activity (U/g) Rescued activity (%)

EC-403/S (pore Ø 20-40 nm) 11 ± 2 4.7 ± 0.2

EP400/SS (pore Ø 40-60 nm) 21 ± 3 9.0 ± 1.3

Ag-ep (pore Ø 24-70 nm) 22.1 ± 5 9.5 ± 2.1

4.5. Flow deracemization of naproxen butyl ester

Once the biocatalyst was optimised, the flow assisted

bioconversion of naproxen butyl ester in a buffered system was

attempted. Despite the optimised immobilisation and increased

residence times, the polymethacrylate resins did not produce any

conversion of naproxen butyl ester. As naproxen butyl ester is a highly

insoluble molecule [12] its implementation in flow chemistry is severely

limited. Insoluble substrates can in fact cause blockages of the tubing

and have poor contact time with the heterogenous biocatalyst, resulting

in low mass transfer and low bioconversion [42]. To better understand

the underlying limitations, propyl-2-phenylpropanoate (P2P) was tested

as a model substrate. P2P has a higher solubility than naproxen butyl

ester at low molarities (up to 5 mM), and therefore, its use in flow is more

favourable. Moreover, cleavage of this substrate was faster than the

naproxen butyl ester, allowing for shorter residence times. When this

reaction was tested with both EC403-BS2mT4L1 and EP400-BS2mT4L1

in flow, very little or no conversion was observed. Different organic

cosolvents and an inlet of toluene was evaluated, but it decreased
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massively the activity of the biocatalyst and had no effect on the molar

conversion. On the contrary, when Ag-ep-BS2mT4L1 was used with a

15 minutes residence time, 35% conversion was detected at the 1 mM

scale (Table 4.6). To further improve the substrate solubility and

therefore its availability for the enzyme, a surfactant, Triton® X-100 was

added to the solution. Triton® X-100 has been previously proven to

enhance the activity of esterases against NSAIDs esters [43]. It is also

important to note that the presence of the surfactant could have

undesired effects on the enzyme, affecting both its activity and stability

by promoting denaturation of the enzyme [44–45] so only 0.5% (v/v) of

the surfactant was added. Remarkably, in our case, the addition of a

surfactant, such as Triton® X-100 to further improve the solubility of the

substrate led to a higher conversion, with over 90% of the substrate

hydrolysed at 1 mM scale and 60% at 5 mM scale.

Table 4.6. Molar conversion for the flow-assisted biotransformation of P2P with Ag-
ep/BS2mT4L1. A general scheme of the hydrolysis reaction is shown.

Substrate concentration

(mM)
Residence time (minutes)

Molar conversion

(%)

1 mM 15 35%

1 mM (0.5% Triton X-100) 15 > 90%

5 mM (0.5% Triton X-100) 15 60 %

Following these promising results, the hydrolysis of naproxen butyl

ester was tested in presence of 0.5% of Triton X-100®. As with propyl-2-

phenylpropanoate, the presence of the surfactant at low concentration

increased massively the solubility of the ester, being able to obtain a

clear solution at 5 mM scale. Results of the flow assisted bioconversion

are shown in Table 4.7.

Agarose-epoxy
7.5 mg/g BS2mT4L1

5 mM substrate

50 mM PO4 pH8

O

O

OH

O
HO
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Table 4.7. Flow assisted hydrolysis of naproxen butyl ester. The substrate was
prepared in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8 with 5% DMSO and 0.5% of Triton® X-100.
All reactions were performed at 37 ◦C with 1.2 g of Ag-ep-BS2mT4L1 with a loading of 
7.5 mg/g of resin.

With a 30 minutes retention time, both at 1 mM and 5 mM scale,

complete conversion of the substrate was obtained while the batch

biotransformation led to only 55% conversion over 48h. To exploit the

enantioselectivity observed by BS2m for naproxen butyl ester the

residence times was decreased to give less contact time between the

enzyme and the less favourable enantiomer. As the residence time

decreased, the molar conversion also decreased but the

enantioselectivity improved significantly. With 6 minutes retention time at

5 mM concentration, 24% of the substrate was hydrolysed but 80% e.e,

the maximum observed previously in the batch biotransformations, was

obtained. After the biotransformation, the activity of the biocatalyst was

checked to assess the effect of Triton® X-100 on its stability. Following

a total working time of six hours at a constant flow rate of 0.117 mL/min,

the biocatalyst still retained 57% of its activity.

In conclusion, in this chapter, the combination of a better

immobilisation method for BS2m with the presence of surfactant to

enhance the solubility of naproxen butyl ester enabled the

Substrate (mM)
Residence time

(minutes)

Molar conversion

(%)
e.e. (%)

1 mM 30 >99 % < 5%

5 mM

30 >99 % < 5%

10 65 % 40 %

6 24 % 80 %
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enantioselective hydrolysis of this highly insoluble substrate in a buffered

system and mild conditions for the first time in flow. Moreover, the

biocatalyst exhibits good stability under these conditions, with 57% of the

initial activity after 6h of use.

4.6. Experimental procedures

Synthesis of p-nitrophenyl esters

To a solution of p-nitrophenol (200 mg, 1.45 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL)

the corresponding acyl chloride was added (2.175 mmol) together with

NEt3 (30 µL, 0.2175 mmol). The reaction was stirred overnight at room

temperature. Progress was monitored by TLC and upon completion, 10

mL of water were added. The organic layer was washed with deionised

H2O and dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent removed under reduced

pressure. The residue was purified on silica by flash chromatography or

recrystallized from an appropriate solvent

Synthesis of NSAID butyl-ester

A solution of racemic or enantiopure acid (250 mg, 1 eq), butanol (1.5

eq) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP 0.12 eq) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL), was

cooled down and 1.1 eq of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) were added.

The reaction was monitored by TLC (9:1 n-hexane/ethyl acetate) and

once completed, filtered and washed with 5 mL of CH2Cl2. The crude was

then purified by flash chromatography (9:1 n-hexane/ethyl acetate). All

synthesized molecules purity was checked by HPLC and NMR.

NMR characterization of butyl esters

The purity of butyl esters was assessed by HPLC and 1H NMR. 1H

NMR spectra were recorded with a Varian Mercury (300 MHz)

spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) are expressed in ppm. 

- 4-nitrophenyl benzoate: white solid; 1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 

7.38-7.47 (m, 2 H), 7.5-7.59 (m, 2 H), 7.65-7.74 (m, 2 H), 7.88-

7.92 (m, 1H), 8.11-8.17 (m, 2H) ppm.

- 4-nitrophenyl cyclohexanoate: pale yellow oil. 1H NMR (400MHz,

CDCl3) δ: 8.28 (d, J=8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.25-7.30 (m, 2H), 2.62 (tt, 
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J=11.1, 2.6, 1H), 2.06-2.12 (m, 2H), 1.82-1.89 (m, 2H), 1.67-1.75

(m, 1H), 1.55-1.64 (m, 2H), 1.24-1.47 (m, 3H) ppm.

- 4-nitrophenyl 4-nitrobenzoate: white solid. 1H NMR (400MHz,

DMSO) δ: 8.39-8.46 (m, 2H), 8.31-8.39 (m, 2H), 8.16-8.22 (m, 

2H), 8.09-8.14 (m, 2H) ppm.

- Naproxen butyl ester: white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 

7.77 – 7.65 (m, 3H), 7.43 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 7.24 – 7.09 (m,

2H), 4.09 (td, J = 6.7, 2.3 Hz, 2H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 3.86 (q, J = 7.1

Hz, 1H), 1.68 – 1.51 (m, 7H), 0.88 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H) ppm.

- Ibuprofen butyl ester: clear oil. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 7.0-

7.3 (m, 4H), 4.1 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H, 3.70 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 2.46

(d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 1.86 (dp, J = 13.6, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 1.65 – 1.46

(m, 7H), 0.96 – 0.82 (m, 9H) ppm.

- Flurbiprofen butyl ester: clear oil. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 

7.56 (dt, J = 8.1, 1.5 Hz, 2H), 7.51 – 7.34 (m, 4H), 7.16 (s, 1H),

7.16 (dd, J = 20.7, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 4.13 (td, J = 6.7, 1.1 Hz, 2H), 3.77

(q, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 1.68 – 1.53 (m, 5H), 1.42 – 1.26 (m, 2H), 0.92

(t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H) ppm.

- α-methyl benzene acetic acid butyl ester: clear oil. 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) δ: 7.42 – 7.16 (m, 5H), 4.1 (m, 2H), 3.73 (q, J = 7.2

Hz, 1H), 1.79 – 1.56 (m, 5H), 1.53 – 1.31 (m, 2H), 0.9 (t, J = 7.3

Hz, 3H) ppm.

HPLC analysis to determine the enantioselectivity

HPLC analyses were performed with a Jasco PU-980 pump equipped

with a UV–vis detector Jasco UV-975 (wavelength: 254 nm). Column:

Lux Amylose-2, 4.60 mm i.d. × 150 mm, Phenomenex. Eluent:

acetonitrile: water: formic acid (1:1:0.2, v/v/v). Flow: 1.0 mL/min.

Retention times: (R)-Flurbiprofen 4.3 min; (S)-Flurbiprofen 5.7 min; (R)-

Flurbiprofen ethyl ester 28.2 min; (S)-Flurbiprofen ethyl ester 36.1 min;

(R)-Flurbiprofen butyl ester 29.8 min; (S)-Flurbiprofen butyl ester 37.8

min. Column Lux Cellulose-3, 4.60 mm i.d. x 150 mm, Phenomenex.
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Eluent n-hexane:2-propanol: formic acid (98:2:0.1, v/v/v). Flow: 1.0

mL/min. Retention times: (R)-Ibuprofen butyl ester 4.0 min; (S)-Ibuprofen

butyl ester 4.6 min; (R)-Ibuprofen ethyl ester 4.3 min; (S)-Ibuprofen ethyl

ester 5.0 min; (R)-Ibuprofen 7.9 min; (S)-Ibuprofen ethyl ester 8.7 min.

Column Lux Cellulose-1, 4.60 mm i.d. x 150 mm, Phenomenex. Eluent

n-hexane:2-propanol: formic acid (92:8:0.1, v/v/v). Flow: 1.0 mL/min.

Retention times: (R)-Naproxen butyl ester 5.0 min; (S)-Naproxen butyl

ester 6.1 min; (R)-Naproxen ethyl ester 5.6 min; (S)-Naproxen ethyl ester

6.5 min; (R)-Naproxen 10.5 min; (S)-Naproxen 11.2 min.

Computational analysis of tunnels

The analysis of the tunnel leading to the catalytic site of the different

esterases was performed using CAVER 3.0 plugin for Pymol [32]

selecting as endpoint the catalytic serine. When available, crystal

structures of the proteins were used or homology models were created

using the Phyre2 server [18].
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Chapter 5: PLP binding in class-III ω-
transaminases
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5.1. Introduction

Transaminases (TAs), for their capacity to synthetize chiral amines

have gained interest in the past years in the biocatalysis field [1]. In their

catalytic cycle, these group of enzymes need pyridoxal-5-phosphate

(PLP), the bioactive version of vitamin B6 as a cofactor. In the enzyme

holo-form, PLP is not only bound through the catalytic lysine, but several

residues participate in its stabilisation (Figure 5.1). A series of residues

referred to as the phosphate binding cup interact through hydrogen

bonding with the phosphate group of the cofactor [2] while an aromatic

residue and a conserved non-polar aliphatic residue establish a π- π 

stacking and hydrophobic interactions with the aromatic ring of PLP [3].

The combination of the covalent bond between the PLP and the lysine,

together with the weaker interactions, help to maintain the cofactor in the

correct position and, moreover, in the correct protonation state to

catalyse the reaction. The most important interaction to maintain PLP

protonated is between an acidic residue, a highly conserved aspartic acid

in TAs, and the nitrogen of the pyridinium ring [4–5].

Figure 5.1. PLP binding motif of CvTA (PDB: 4A6T). A. 3d view of the most important
residues interacting with PLP. Hydrogen bonds are depicted in light blue. Labels
indicate the residue in one letter code, their position and the chain (A or B). PLP is
shown in yellow.

During the catalytic cycle, PLP is converted into pyridoxamine-5-

phosphate (PMP) which is no longer covalently bound and just kept in

position through electrostatic and weak interactions. Due to the non-

covalent nature interactions, PMP can leach from the active site to the
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reaction bulk leaving the enzyme in its apo-form [6] which is more prone

to denaturalisation and precipitation, and subsequently inactivation.

Consequently, the applicability and scalability of the transaminase

catalysed reactions are affected by their affinity for both forms of the

cofactor, PLP and PMP.

Previous work in our group, proved that HeTA, a transaminase from

Halomonas elongata [7] performed better when used in a flow reactor

under PLP limiting conditions [8] than other homologous transaminases

such as CvTA (from Chromobacterium violaceum) [9] and PfTA (from

Pseudomonas fluoresens) [10–11] suggesting that HeTA possesses a

higher affinity for PLP than their counterparts. A deeper understanding of

the molecular interactions necessary to minimise the loss of PLP and

therefore its exogenous requirement, would significantly impact the

economics of large scale biotransformations involving transaminases.

In this chapter, to better understand the special features that could

explain why HeTA exhibits a higher affinity for PLP than its homologues

the PLP binding pocket of the three transaminases was studied by

structural superposition and residue interaction network (RIN). HeTA

displays an asparagine suitably positioned to interact with the aspartic

acid that maintains the cofactor protonated. This position, occupied by a

valine in CvTA and PfTA, could influence the aspartate residue,

enhancing its capacity to interact with PLP. To investigate the effect of

this position in the PLP binding, three different single mutants were

constructed and their PLP affinity, stability, and functional characteristics

were analysed. Additionally, the crystal structure of PfTA was determined

for the first time.

The work presented in this chapter is my exclusive contribution unless

otherwise stated. Raphael Alaux helped with the mutant construction and

Philip Smith and Dr. Dreveny performed the crystallisation and assisted

with the structure determination for PfTA.

This work has been included in one publication:
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- D. Roura Padrosa, R. Alaux, P. Smith, I. Dreveny, F. Paradisi, F.

López-Gallego, “Enhancing PLP-binding capacity of class-III ω-

transaminases by single residue substitution” (under revision).

5.2. PfTA crystal structure determination

To gain more information on PfTA and in order to compare the three

enzymes at the molecular level, the transaminase from Pseudomonas

fluoresens was crystallised in the presence of the cofactor PLP in

collaboration with Dr. Ingrid Dreveny’s group (University of Nottingham).

Crystals of PfTA were obtained when grown in a buffer with PEG6000 as

the precipitant. The resulting crystals diffracted to 2.2 Å resolution and

the structure was solved by molecular replacement (Table 5.1).

The crystal showed a tetrameric arrangement of PfTA, as a dimer of

dimers, with the cofactor positioned at the interface between one of the

dimeric units (Figure 5.2A). PfTA is structurally closely related to another

transaminase from uncultivated Pseudomonas sp. (PDB: 5LH9 and

5LHA) with which it shares 49% sequence identity. As for the two other

transaminases studied, CvTA and HeTA, the sequence similarity is 55%

and 59% respectively (with an identity of 40% and 36%). When

superposed with the two before mentioned TAs, the RMSDs are 1.5 and

1.8 Å, indicating as expected that the three enzymes show a very similar

overall folding.

Table 5.1. Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics.

Data collection Refinement

Space group P212121
Resolution
range (Å)

88.07-2.21

Cell dimensions Rwork / Rfree 0.211/0.243

a, b, c (Å) 92.02,94.54,242.22 No. atoms

Resolution (Å) 2.21 Protein 13838

Rpim 0.131 (0.723) PLP 60

I / σI 3.9 (1.71) Water 328

CC1/2 0.973(0.589) B-factors (Å2)

Completeness (%) 99.8 (88.07) Protein 65.35

Redundancy 6.5 (6.5) PLP 56.13

Wilson B-factor (Å2) 28.7 Water 38.86

No. of unique
reflections

106548 (7759) R.m.s. deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.009

Bond angles () 1.062
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Following the general observations, a more detailed study of the PLP

binding pocket in PfTA was carried out. Four PLP molecules are present

in the crystal structure, with all four cofactor molecules covalently bound

to the enzyme through Lys293, forming the internal aldimine. The PLP

binding site of this enzyme is very similar to other transaminases such

as CvTA and HeTA (Figure 5.2B). The phosphate binding cup is formed

by the residues of two different chains which are part of one dimeric unit.

Gly125 and Ser126 from one chain, together with Tyr329 and Thr330

form the other, interact with the phosphate group of PLP through multiple

hydrogen bonds. Moreover, hydrophobic interactions between Tyr158

and Val266 and the aromatic ring of PLP help stabilise the cofactor in the

correct position. In addition, Asp264 is directed to the pyridinium

nitrogen, in accordance to previous observations where this acidic

residue is crucial for catalysis as it interacts with the cofactor to maintain

in correct protonation state [4].

A. B.

Figure 5.2. A. Overall structure of PfTA in cartoon representation and PLP shown in
yellow sticks highlighting the tetrameric arrangement (subunits in different shades of
green) B. Close-up view of the PLP (yellow) binding site with key residues labelled and
Val129 highlighted in magenta. Residues from the two subunits forming the PLP binding
site are coloured in green and teal, respectively.

5.3. Computational analysis of PLP-binding pocket

Once the crystal structure of PfTA was solved, to have a better

understanding of the molecular interactions that govern the PLP binding

in the three targeted TAs, the PLP binding sites of HeTA, CvTA and PfTA

were analysed. By superimposing the three structures and focusing on

the PLP-binding pocket, it was evident that the studied TAs shared
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common traits, with nearly identical residues and architecture. However,

a potentially significant difference between HeTA and the two other TAs,

was the presence of an asparagine located in an α-helix near the 

interface between the two monomers. The corresponding position in the

structure of both CvTA and PfTA is occupied by a valine (Figure 5.3).

This residue is at less than 3.5Å from the aspartate known to interact with

the pyridinium nitrogen of PLP. Therefore, this asparagine could possibly

affect the aspartic acid, further polarising it and enhancing its

electrostatics to interact more strongly with PLP.

Figure 5.3. Superposition of the PLP binding pocket for HeTA (purple), CvTA (grey)
and PfTA (green) created with Pymol.

To gain more evidence on the role of this asparagine, a residue

interaction network (RIN) was computed. RINs are an alternative method

to identify the possible covalent and non-covalent interactions that could

affect, in this case, the PLP binding. Differently from direct visualisation

of 3D structures, RINs provide a more easily interpretable layout,

transforming the possible interactions that might occur in the 3D space

in a scheme of connected nodes [12].

A. B.
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C.

Figure 5.4. Residue interaction network (RIN) for PLP of HeTA (A), CvTA (B)
and PfTA (C). Main chain interactions are indicated in red and side chain in light
blue. Distance between residues and the central residue are representative of
distances in the structure. N120 in HeTA is marked with a black square.

The RIN was performed using PLP as the main node to identify any

predicted interactions. As depicted in Figure 5.4, the difference identified

by superpositions was confirmed. In HeTA, N120 appears to be relevant

in the PLP binding while both V124 in CvTA and V129 in PfTA do not

appear in the interaction network.

Figure 5.5. 2D representation of the main interaction of the PLP binding pocket in TAs
(A), DAAT (B) and SHMT (C). Residues in each position were defined as the two more
abundant amino acids (accounting for more than 80% of the variability) in each position.
The phosphate cup is shown as an orange circle. Residues are coloured according to
the legend.

A further study of different PLP binding enzymes revealed that within

the same fold type, serine hydroxy methyltransferases (SHMT, EC

2.1.2.1) [13] and even more distant families such as D-amino acid

aminotransferases (DAAT, EC 2.6.1.21) [14] share both the architecture

and the nature of the residues participating in the PLP binding; the

phosphate cup, the catalytic lysine, and the acidic residue to keep the

A. B. C.
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cofactor protonated (Figure 5.5). Although these two groups of enzymes

catalyse very diverse reactions, their PLP binding pocket as well as the

catalytic mechanism show significant similarities to the one of

transaminases [15].

More interestingly, when further analysing the PLP binding site, in an

equivalent position to N120 in HeTA, SHMT and DAAT presented a very

conserved asparagine (Figure 5.6). This observation strongly suggest

that the asparagine detected in HeTA and not present in CvTA or PfTA

could indeed have an effect on the PLP binding. The fact that both DAAT

and SHMT also present a highly conserved asparagine in an equivalent

position suggests that this residue might play an important role, which is

not been investigated before in TAs. In HeTA, similarly to DAAT and

SHMT, the asparagine is predicted to interact via hydrogen-bonding with

the aspartate. This hydrogen bonding might help the polarisation of PLP

and further fix the position of the aspartic acid, enhancing the capacity of

the enzyme to keep both forms of the cofactor in the active site, explain

HeTA’s better performance when used in flow with minimal concentration

of PLP.

A. B.

Figure 5.6. A. Detail of the interaction of the pyridinium nitrogen with the aspartic or
glutamic residue for HeTA (blue), DAAT (gray) and SHMT (orange). PLP is depicted in
yellow and the serine bound for SHMT in light yellow. Distances in angstroms are shown
for HeTA with black lines. B. Amino acid frequency in the homologous position for w-
TA (top), DAAT (middle) and SHMT (bottom).

To investigate the effect of the asparagine, three single mutants were

designed: HeTA-N120V, which would disrupt the proposed interaction

and CvTA-V124N and PfTA-V129N, to mimic WT-HeTA. All three

mutants were successfully created and expressed in the same conditions

as the WT enzymes.
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5.4. Functional characterisation of the single mutants

By purifying the enzymes without any supplementation of PLP in

the buffer, the spontaneous the fraction of TA bound to PLP (holo-form)

of the enzymes can be calculated by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The internal

aldimine formed by PLP covalently bound to the catalytic lysine shows

an absorption maximum at 415 nm, while free PLP has its maximum at

390 nm [16]. Based on the spectral differences, the holo-form in freshly

purified enzymes before and after incubation with PLP was quantified by

comparing their absorbance at 415 nm divided by the value at 280 nm.

The samples after incubation were considered to be the maximum

achievable holo-form and therefore fixed as the 100%. For the

occupancy, the absorbance at 415 nm was compared to the mM of

enzyme, considering the occupancy of the samples after incubation of

PLP as the maximum (2 for the dimeric TAs, HeTA and CvTA and, 4 for

the tetrameric PfTA) (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2. Holo-form percentage. Percentage of holo-form of each protein and its
corresponding mutants without external PLP addition.

Holo-form (%)
Occupancy 1

(PLP:enzyme ratio)
Kd (µM)

HeTA
WT 69 ± 2 1.39 ± 0.04 12.4 ± 3.6

N120V 42 ± 9 1.19 ± 0.02 30.3 ± 4.1

CvTA
WT 16 ± 2 0.33 ± 0.01 59.0 ± 15.8

V124N 13 ± 1 0.22 ± 0.01 16.4 ± 5.6

PfTA
WT 39 ± 8 1.57 ± 0.27 14.1 ± 2.3

V149N 37 ± 9 1.64 ± 0.04 14.8 ± 2.5
1 Maximum occupancy is estimated as 2 for the two dimeric transaminases, HeTA and
CvTA, and 4 for PfTA.

WT-HeTA exhibited the highest holo-form of all three enzymes, with

almost 70%, and an occupancy of 1.39, meaning more than half of the

protein units have a PLP molecule in their active site. The other dimeric

transaminase, CvTA, only exhibited 16% of holo-form and an occupancy

value of 0.3, indicating that most of the enzymatic units were not bound

to PLP. PfTA, on the other hand, had almost 40% holo-form and an

occupancy of 1.6. These results already suggest that for the WT variants,

HeTA possesses a higher capacity to bind PLP, as most of the enzyme

even under PLP limiting conditions, appears to have PLP bound in its
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active site while CvTA and PfTA had less than half of their theoretical

maximum occupancy.

For the mutants, however, different behaviours were seen. While

HeTA-N120V had a decrease in both the holo-form and the occupancy,

CvTA-V124N and PfTA-V129N did not change significantly. Altogether,

it seems that N120 plays a role in HeTA binding of PLP but the fact that

no difference was observed with the other two did not clarify if the binding

capacity of HeTA was due to the presence of that Asn or if it could be

mimicked in CvTA or PfTA.

To further investigate the effect of the mutation in the PLP affinity, the

dissociation constant (Kd) for PLP was calculated from the midpoint

denaturation temperature (T1/2) at different concentrations of the cofactor

[17]. Kd is the equilibrium constant used to define the binding affinity of

an enzyme for its substrate or cofactor, as in this case. Therefore, a lower

Kd value translates into a higher affinity for the cofactor. The results are

shown in Table 5.2.

In this case, WT-HeTA exhibited the lower Kd for PLP with a value of

12.4 µM, 5 times lower compared to WT-CvTA, confirming that HeTA has

a significantly better affinity for PLP than its homologous from C.

violaceum. When the PLP affinity was determined for the mutants,

differently from the holo-form, significant trends were observed.

Replacing N120 for a valine in HeTA dramatically decreased its affinity

for the cofactor, with a Kd value 3 times higher, correlating nicely with the

initial hypothesis, as this mutant was designed to disrupt the interaction.

More importantly, a similar behaviour was seen in CvTA-V124N, where

the substitution for an asparagine decreased the Kd 3-fold. This new

variant showed a Kd comparable to WT-HeTA indicating the advantage

offered by N120 in HeTA can also be mimicked in CvTA.

For PfTA, the tetrameric TA studied, the Kd was 14 µM calculated for

both WT-PfTA and PfTA-V129N, similar to the one exhibited by WT-

HeTA. Unexpectedly, in this case, the mutation did not change

significantly its affinity for the cofactor. This last observation could
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indicate that such interaction is less relevant in tetrameric transaminases,

where it is known that the main forces governing PLP binding are the

tetrameric assembly which rigidifies more the PLP binding pocket [18–

19].

To analyse in more detail the effect of the mutation, the activity of both

variants of each protein, before and after incubation with PLP, were

measured (Figure 5.7). For HeTA, the exogenous addition of PLP did not

affect the specific activity of neither the WT nor N120V variant, indicating

that the enzyme performs at its maximum when half of the active sites

are occupied by PLP. On the contrary, for CvTA the exogenous addition

of PLP had a significant effect, with only 10% of the activity expressed

when no PLP was added. These results imply that CvTA performance is

highly PLP-dependant, correlating with the low holo-form and occupancy

observed for the WT and the V124N mutant. Unexpectedly, for PfTA the

WT exhibited a 2-fold increase in the activity after incubation with PLP

while the mutant became insensitive to the presence of cofactor, similarly

to HeTA.

Figure 5.7. Activity percentage after PLP incubation. The change of activity after
incubation with PLP as stated before is shown. 100% of activity corresponds to the WT
activity after incubation with PLP.

These observations clearly indicate that HeTA is less dependent on

exogenous PLP, which can be related to its higher affinity for PLP.

Surprisingly, also the N120V variant exhibits this independency to PLP

despite the affinity for the cofactor being 3 times lower suggesting that

the mutation does not affect the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme. The
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role of the studied Asn is also supported by CvTA-V124N behaviour, with

a 3-fold increased affinity and the variant being slightly more active

compared to the WT under PLP limiting conditions. Despite these, the

role of the studied Asn seems to be restricted to dimeric transaminases,

as for PfTA, this mutation does not affect the PLP binding and negatively

affects the catalytic response to PLP of the enzyme, seen in the

insensitivity of the V129N mutant in response to PLP.

5.5. Cofactor release study

To further comprehend the implications of the Asn residue, we

studied the release of PMP to the reaction bulk. To do so, the first half of

the reaction was studied measuring absorbance at 390 nm,

corresponding to free PLP, and 325 nm, which corresponds to free PMP

[20]. Absorbance was then normalised to keep all values between 0 and

1. The minimum value was subtracted and the result, divided by the

maximum difference, obtained by subtracting the minimum to the

maximum value. To study just the first half reactions, only the amino

donor was added in the reaction and no amino acceptor. Thus, the

enzyme cannot complete the catalytic cycle, forcing the formation of PMP

and its accumulation. PMP is only stabilised through non-covalent

interactions and if not held tightly enough in the active site, will be

released into the reaction bulk. Therefore, a higher affinity for PMP would

translate into a slower release of it to the media while a higher rate of

PMP detection in the bulk, would indicate the enzyme is exchanging

more rapidly the aminated version of the cofactor to incorporate a new

PLP molecule and start a new reaction half cycle.

As seen in Figure 5.8, HeTA-N120V produces PMP nearly 1.5

times faster than the WT over the first 60 minutes, with an especially

steep increase in the first 20 minutes. The same phenomenon is

observed in CvTA, where CvTA-N120V releases the aminated version of

the cofactor nearly two times slower than the WT enzyme. It is clear from

these results that the absence of the stabilising effect of the Asn residue,

as seen in WT-CvTA and HeTA-N120V, triggers a faster release of PMP

into the reaction bulk. This further supports that the Asn residue helps
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also to keep PMP in the active site, preventing the destabilisation of the

TAs as its release, leaves the enzyme in its apo-form, more unstable and

prone to precipitation and moreover, when no PLP is available,

catalytically inactive.

Figure 5.8. Time-courses of PMP formation during the first half of the transamination
reaction. From a reaction containing 0.5 mM enzyme, 50 mM benzylamine and 0.5 mM
PLP, the formation of PMP (red) was measured by following the increase of absorbance
at 325 nm while PLP (blue) was monitored at 390 nm. Values of absorbance were
normalized.

5.6. Temperature stability under PLP limiting conditions

Once functionally characterised and confirmed that the Asn does play

a role in PLP and PMP binding for the two dimeric TAs, their resistance

to temperature in the absence of PLP was investigated. The same assay

was performed with PfTA to analyse if the mutation, in that case,

provoked some effect that could explain the insensitivity to PLP observed

in the activity assay. To that end, the three proteins and their mutants

were incubated at the desired temperature for 30 minutes and after

centrifugation to eliminate the possible precipitated proteins, the activity

was assessed and compared to the one exhibited at 30ºC, defined as

100%. This assay was performed with the enzymes freshly purified

without any PLP to evaluate the resistance of the PLP-enzyme

interaction (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Temperature stability assays. The activity of the WT and the mutants for
the three transaminases is presented in absence of PLP. 100% is defined as the activity
at 30ºC.

According to the initial hypothesis and previous observations, WT-

HeTA and CvTA-V124N outperform their counterparts with a valine in the

studied position. HeTA-N120V is significantly less stable than its WT

counterpart, with substantial differences at temperatures ranging from 40

to 50ºC. This same trend is observed in CvTA, where CvTA-V124N

variant exhibits better stability at higher temperatures compared with the

WT enzyme. This has to be due to the reinforcement of the PLP binding

proved by the lower Kd in the variants that possess the asparagine.

On the other hand, PfTA-V129N has lower stability at temperatures

of 50 and 55ºC compared to the WT. This results, combined with the

insensitivity exhibited by the enzyme to PLP regarding its activity,

suggests that the mutation, although deleterious for the PLP binding,

could be destabilising the quaternary structure of the enzyme, creating a

more inactivation prone variant when the valine is substituted with an

asparagine. This substitution might disrupt crucial hydrophobic

interactions that may be important for the quaternary structure assembly,

needed for the enzyme activity and affecting its stability.

It is important to note that the data from this assay might reflect

conformational changes that translate in the loss of enzymatic activity,

but such changes are not exclusively linked to the unfolding of the

protein. The loss of activity may be related to the dissociation of PLP-

enzyme or small structural rearrangements weakening the PLP-enzyme

complex and promoting the cofactor release, which would yield an

inactive version of the enzyme [18].
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5.7. Melting temperature

While functional inactivation, as discussed before, does not directly

correlate with protein denaturation, the midpoint denaturation

temperature (Tm) corresponds to the temperature at which half of the

protein population is unfolded, assuming a two-state transition model. Tm

were measured in absence and presence of PLP with freshly purified

enzymes without PLP, to assess the effect of bound PLP as well as

exogenous PLP on this parameter. Cofactor binding is generally related

to a higher Tm, as it decreases the flexibility of the protein preventing its

denaturation [21].

Figure 5.10. T1/2 of HeTA, CvTA and PfTA mutants is presented without PLP and with
0.25 mM PLP in the reaction buffer as the difference from the WT T1/2 (53.3ºC for WT-
HeTA, 68.8ºC for WT-CvTA and 62.9ºC for PfTA).

As shown in Figure 5.10, under limiting PLP conditions, the removal

of N120 in HeTA caused a drop of the Tm of 9ºC compared to the native

enzyme. This difference was still present but reduced in PLP saturating

conditions, where HeTA-N120V exhibited a Tm 3ºC lower. These results,

combined with the previous observations, indicate that in HeTA, N120

plays a crucial role in the PLP binding which in turn greatly affects the

stability of this TA and its resistance to denaturation.

In CvTA, however, the effect of the N124 in the thermal denaturation

resistance is nearly negligible. Both mutant and the WT exhibit a similar

T1/2 when no exogenous PLP is added and have an increase of 3ºC in

the T1/2 under saturation conditions. In this case, the increase in affinity

for the cofactor does not neutralise enzyme inactivation by preventing
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the unfolding of the quaternary structure, as proved here, but more

probably by impeding the premature release of the cofactor form the

active site in CvTA-N120V compared to the WT.

As for PfTA, in accordance to previous observations, the mutation

provokes a destabilisation of the enzyme. PfTA-V129N has a T1/2 nearly

5ºC lower than the WT both with and without PLP in solution. This

indicates that while the mutation has a deleterious effect on the PLP

binding affinity, it appears to have a negative effect on the stability of the

enzyme.

5.8. Structural rearrengements after PLP binding

With all these results, it seems clear that HeTA N120 plays role in the

binding of the cofactor. This interaction can be mimicked in CvTA but in

PfTA, the high affinity for PLP cannot be explained by the presence of

this residue and the beneficial effect cannot be mirrored. It is widely

known that one of the major forces that governs the cofactor binding are

supramolecular π-π stacking interactions between the cofactor and the 

PLP-ring motif [22]. The most important interaction is established

between a Tyr residue (Tyr149 in HeTA, Tyr153 in CvTA and Tyr158 in

PfTA) (

Figure 5.11) and the PLP aromatic ring. The position of this residue

though, is thought to change after PLP binding as seen for TAs from

Vibrio fluvialis and Pseudomonas sp.[19–23]. This structural

rearrangement contributes to the affinity for the cofactor and therefore,

the study of this region can also help elucidate what are the governing

factors that define the PLP affinity.

In this sense, CvTA possesses another tyrosine residue, Tyr168,

which could act as a staple, fixing the loop where Tyr153 is located in the

correct position after PLP binding. This could explain why, while CvTA-

V124N exhibits a higher affinity for the cofactor, its T1/2 remains

unaffected as the movement of the loop is more likely to affect in a major

degree the unfolding of the protein.
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Interestingly, in PfTA in a Trp is present the corresponding position.

This residue could also stabilise Tyr159 once PLP is bound. Moreover,

in PfTA the movement of this loop is constrained by the assembly of the

tetramer. These two factors together, the presence of the Trp that could

help the positioning of Tyr158 and the tetrameric quaternary structure

which provide a more rigid environment, could explain the high PLP

affinity shown by PfTA. Consequently, in both CvTA and PfTA it seems

that larger macromolecular rearrangements are responsible of their

affinity for PLP.

Figure 5.11: Detail of the flexible loop related to PLP binding. HeTA is shown in purple
(PDB:6GWI), CvTA in light blue (PDB: 4A6T) and PfTA in green (PDB: 6S54). The
residues forming the PLP-ring motif and the acid residues stabilizing the pyridinium ion.

On the contrary in HeTA, the homologous position is occupied by a

proline. This residue can hardly interact with Tyr149 and due to its

dimeric nature, there is no additional protein chain that can help to lock

the position of Tyr153. Consequently, the stability of HeTA and its high

affinity for PLP is better justified by local interactions formed by hydrogen

bonding of PLP to the surrounding residues, where the presence of the

studied asparagine has been proved to be beneficial.

To summarise, in this chapter, the role of N120 in HeTA related to its

affinity for PLP and, consequently, to its thermal stability and midpoint

denaturation temperature was confirmed. The same residue, when

emulated in CvTA, produced a variant with similar affinity for PLP as WT-
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HeTA and which showed a higher thermal stability than the WT. The fact

this variant the same thermodynamic behaviour than the WT protein,

indicates the higher affinity for PLP is important for the functionality of the

enzyme independently of its denaturation. For PfTA, a tetrameric

transaminase, the insertion of the asparagine caused deleterious effect

considering the PLP binding but destabilised the enzyme, proved by

lower thermal stability and T1/2.

The identification of this position has introduced a new pathway for

engineering dimeric TAs, aiming the reinforcement the cofactor

interactions to ultimately achieve more robust biocatalysts with higher

potential for industrial applications.

5.9. Experimental procedures

Crystallization, data collection and structure

determination of PfTA

A full length PfTA synthetic construct, cloned in pET-28B vector, was

expressed in the E. coli BL21 codon plus strain cultured at 37 °C in LB

medium. Expression was induced by addition of 1-thio-β-D-

galactopyranoside at 0.5 mM and cells harvested after three hours. Cells

were lysed by sonication in 45 mM phosphate, pH 7.2, 0.9 M NaCl, 0.09

mM PLP, 9 mM imidazole, 10% (v/v) glycerol. Samples were purified on

a HisTrap HP chelating column (GE Healthcare) pre-charged with nickel

sulphate. Further purification was carried out by size-exclusion

chromatography using a Superdex 200 HiLoad 16/60 column (GE

Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl,

0.1 mM PLP, 1% glycerol. Sitting drop vapor diffusion crystallization trials

were carried out at 20 °C and the best hits were obtained in conditions

G1 and G6 from the LMB screen (Molecular Dimensions), which were

further optimized by varying protein and precipitant concentrations.

Single crystals grew in under a week; the best condition being 6 mg/mL

protein (in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM PLP, 1%

glycerol, 20 mM DTT) mixed 1:1 0.1 M sodium citrate, pH 5.6, 12% w/v

PEG 6000, 0.1 M lithium sulphate. Crystals were flash cooled after
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soaking in cryoprotectant solution containing six parts precipitant mixture

with four parts glycerol. Diffraction data for these crystals were collected

on the I24 beamline at the Diamond Light Source and the structure was

solved by molecular replacement using coordinates from the uncultivated

Pseudomonas sp. transaminase (PDB: 5LHA) as a search model with

PHASER.

Model building, refinement and validation

Model building was conducted using COOT (35), and refinement

using REFMAC5 [24]. Data collection and refinement statistics are

summarized in supporting Table 1. The final model was validated using

Molprobity and deposited into the Protein Data Bank (PDB: 6S54).

The asymmetric unit contained four molecules in a tetrameric

arrangement, with an average interface of 5428.1 Å2 between two

subunits within a dimer and 1071.4 Å2 between a subunit within one

dimer and its nearest neighbour in the opposite dimer, using the PISA

server [25]. Clear electron density for PLP linkage to K293 was observed

in two chains (A and B), whereas the K293 side chain was less well

defined in chains C and D, which may reflect a lower occupancy of the

cofactor and/or a portion of the cofactor non-covalently bound to the

enzyme. The latter two chains displayed higher B-factors overall. Figures

were prepared using VMD [26] or Pymol [27].

Computational analyses

3-dimensional structure analysis were done using the crystal

structures of HeTA (PDB: 6GWI) [28] , CvTA (PDB: 4A6T) and for PfTA

(PDB: 6S54). Residue interaction analysis was performed using

Cytoscape [29] in combination with StructureViz and RINanalyzer.

MSA and conservation scores

For aspartate aminotransferases, multiple sequence alignment was

done retrieving all available sequences form the oTAED [30] annotated

to be class III transaminases, corresponding to Pfam PF00202 (24998

sequences in total). Multiple sequence alignment was performed using

ClustalW with two iterations. The PLP binding site was analysed using
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HeTA, CvTA and PfTA crystal structures.

For D-alanine aminotransferases (PF01063) and serine hydroxy

methyltransferase (PF00464), the alignment was retrieved from the Pfam

database with a total number of 11689 sequences and 7460,

respectively. The amino acid conservation in each position was analysed

using Bioedit and the graphical visualization was performed with Web

Logo [31]. Positions corresponding to the PLP binding site were

visualized and analysed using DAAT from Bacillus sp. YM-1 crystal

structure (PDB: 3DAA) as a model [14] and the serine hydro

methyltransferase from Bacillus stearothermophilus (PDB: 1KKP) [13].

Apo and holo-form calculations

The ratio of absorbance Abs415/Abs280 was used to assess the

percentage of holo-form after purification, with no external PLP. For

HeTA, CvTA and its mutants the concentration range was from 5-7

mg/mL while for PfTA and its mutant concentration was 0.7 to 1.2 mg/mL.

The values were compared with the same sample after incubation for

12h with 5 mM PLP at 4ºC and 1h at 37ºC after elimination of unbound

or free PLP using gel filtration (PD-10 column purchased from GE

Healthcare). The fractions containing the protein were collected and the

ratio Abs415/Abs280 measured fixed as being the 100% holo-form.

Cofactor release study

To a solution of 0.5 mg/mL of the enzyme, 50 mM benzylamine and

0.5 mM of PLP were added. The absorbance was measured every 5

minutes for 4h at 395 nm to monitor the depletion of PLP and at 325 nm

to measure the formation of PMP at 25ºC using an Epoch 2 microplate

reader. The absorbance values were normalized by subtracting the

minimum absorbance and dividing by the maximum difference, so all

values ranged between 1 and 0.

Temperature stability assays

The different proteins at a concentration of 1 mg/mL for CvTA and

HeTA and 0.1 mg/mL of PfTA in their apo-form were incubated for 30

minutes at different temperatures ranging from 25 to 65 degrees in 50
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mM phosphate buffer pH 8 without external PLP. After the incubation,

samples were centrifuged to eliminate the precipitated protein and were

left in ice for another 30 minutes. The activity was then tested following

the formation of acetophenone at 245nm with the standard assay.

Melting temperature and dissociation constant

calculations

Melting temperature (T1/2) values were calculated using differential

scanning fluorimetry (DSF) using a BioRad C1000™ Thermal cycler and

a CFX™96 Real Time System measuring the fluorescence in the range

of the SYPRO Orange dye. The sample consisted of 1 mg/mL apo-form

protein, 15x Sypro Orange with or without 0.25 mM PLP in 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH 8. The melting temperatures were calculated fitting

the data to a two-state Boltzmann function using GraphPad Prism™.

Kd values of PLP for the apo form of each protein were calculated

using different concentration of PLP (1 µM to 250 µM) in 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH 8. Each sample was prepared with the desired

amount of PLP in the same conditions as before. A single-site binding

was then used to estimate the Kd from the T1/2 values obtained using

GraphPad Prism™.
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Chapter 6: In situ recycling of the amino donor
for transaminase catalysed reactions
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6.1. Introduction

6.2. Introduction

In transaminase catalysed reactions, when the equilibrium is not

favourable for the desired amination, normally an excess of the amino

donor is necessary to reach sensible conversions. For example, in the

synthesis of sitagliptin, one of the highlights in transaminase biocatalysis,

high concentrations of isopropyl amine were needed to achieve the

formation of the amine product. As discussed in the Chapter 5, loss of

the cofactor caused by high concentrations of the amino donor have

been related to poor stability of transaminases. The amino donor can

react with the PLP molecule to directly form a Schiff base, sequestering

the cofactor from the active site and leaving a more unstable form of the

enzyme, prone to inactivation by precipitation or unfolding [1]. As an

alternative to this undesired high concentrations of the co-substrate, the

possibility to use equimolar or even catalytic amounts of the donor and

recycling it in situ has been explored [2-4]. One of the coupled reactions

to recycle the amino donor with more promising perspectives is the

recycling of amino acids, accepted by transaminases as the donor,

catalysed by amino acid dehydrogenases (AADH).

AADHs are an extensive group of oxidoreductases which have found

their niche in biocatalytic applications. Not only they can be used as

recycling systems, but also for the direct synthesis of enantiopure amino

acids and interesting derivatives, such as fluoro-alanine or norvaline [5],

or ketoacids [6], which are chemically difficult to access.

From all different AADH known to date, L-alanine amine

dehydrogenase (AlaDH) is one of the most commonly used and studied,

both for its biological importance [5–7] as well as for its biocatalytic

potential [3–4]. AlaDHs catalyse the deamination of alanine yielding

pyruvate and ammonia but it can also perform the reverse reaction,

where ammonia and pyruvate are combined to produce alanine, using

an oxidised or reduced adenine cofactor, respectively (Figure 6.1A and

1B). Its capacity to act on both directions, allows the enzyme to be used
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as a recycling system in reactions needing both the oxidized and reduced

form of the cofactor with the added benefit that it acts on cheap an

abundant starting materials [3–4]. More importantly to the focus of this

chapter, as hinted before, AlaDH can also be used for the recycling of

alanine, one of the most common amino donors used for transaminase

catalysed reaction (Figure 6.1C and 6.1D).

Figure 6.1. General scheme of the various applications of alanine dehydrogenases. A
and B depict the use of alanine dehydrogenases for the direct synthesis of amino acids
or ketoacids, respectively. In C and D, the alanine dehydrogenases are used as
recycling systems for the main reaction; a transamination in C and the reductive
amination of an alcohol in D.

Nevertheless, these coupled reactions also present some limitations.

Among the most important, is the operational stability and reusability of

the multiple biocatalysts needed, which depends on the reaction

conditions and their intrinsic properties. Therefore, the search for more

appropriate biocatalysts is still paramount for the successful application

of biocatalytic routes.

Here the cloning and characterisation of a novel AlaDH from the halo

adapted bacteria Halomonas elongata and its immobilisation is reported.

Furthermore, the new AlaDH has been combined in multi-enzymatic

cascade with HeTA (a transaminase from the same organism) and

CbFDH (formate dehydrogenase from Candida boidinii) to access the

amination of substrates with unfavourable equilibriums identified during
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the initial characterisation of HeTA. The multi-enzymatic synthesis has

also been studied in flow in a mixed packed-bed reactor.

The work presented in this chapter is my exclusive contribution unless

otherwise stated. Zoya Nisar helped with the initial characterisation of

HeAlaDH.

6.3. Alanine dehydrogenase cloning and characterisation:

A gene coding for a putative alanine dehydrogenase, helo_3819, was

identified in the genome of Halomonas elongata DSM2581. The gene

was closely related to two previously characterised AlaDH from

Mycobacterium tuberculosis [10] and Bacillus subtilis [11–12] with 72%

and 71% similarity, respectively (56% and 58% of identity).

The gene was successfully cloned into pRSET-B expression vector

and the protein expressed with an N-terminal His-tagged in Terrific Broth

at 30ºC. The protein was purified by IMAC chromatography to more than

90% purity with a yield of 7-8.5 mg/L of culture (

Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2. SDS-page analysis of HeAlaDH expression. M: molecular marker 1: Cell
extract after expression; 2: Soluble fraction; 3: Insoluble fraction; 4: Flow through in
IMAC; 5: Washing step; 6. Pure protein.

Following its successful expression, the enzyme quaternary structure

was confirmed to be a hexamer by size exclusion chromatography,

similarly to most alanine dehydrogenases whose oligomeric state and

3D-structure have been solved [13–15].
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To functionally characterise the enzyme, kinetics in both directions,

varying the concentrations of all substrates, were performed (Figure 6.3).

For the cofactors, the amount of alanine was fixed at 40 mM and pyruvate

at 2.5 mM. When measuring the kinetics for the natural substrates, 1 mM

of NAD+ or 0.1 mM of NADH were used. Cofactor kinetics were only

performed with NAD(H) as HeAlaDH showed complete selectivity for it,

with no detectable activity with NADP+ or NADPH.

Oxidative deamination:

Reductive amination:

Figure 6.3. Kinetic characterisation of HeAlaDH in both the oxidative deamination
and the reductive amination direction. Reactions in the oxidative direction were
performed at pH 8 while the reductive deamination was performed at pH 10.

In the deamination direction, HeAlaDH exhibited a KM for alanine of

10.3 ± 2.4 mM and of 0.20 ± 0.04 mM for NAD+, with specific activity of

18 ± 2 U/mg at pH 8. In the reverse direction, the enzyme was much

more active, with a specific activity of 124 ± 13 U/mg at pH 10.

Moreover, the affinities for the substrates in the reductive reaction were

lower when compared to alanine (0.60 ± 0.11 mM for pyruvate, 0.05 ±

0.01 mM for NADH) except for ammonia, for which the KM was 77.8 ±

12.6 mM. The affinity for the different substrates exhibited by HeAlaDH

is very similar to those reported for the homologous proteins from M.

tuberculosis and B. subtilis [16–17]. The only significant difference is

for ammonia, for which HeAlaDH exhibits a KM almost 2-fold higher

than the two other AlaDHs.
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Following the results of the kinetics, the standard conditions for the

activity assays were defined as 40 mM alanine, 1 mM NAD+ in phosphate

buffer pH 10 in the oxidative reaction and 2.5 mM pyruvate, 250 mM NH4
+

and 0.1 mM of NADH in carbonate buffer pH 8 in the reductive amination,

similarly to the assays performed with the homologous enzymes [17-18].

As many amino acid dehydrogenases can accept structurally similar

compounds to their natural substrates [18–19] and to assess HeAlaDH

substrate promiscuity, the substrate scope of the new alanine

dehydrogenase was explored with analogous compounds to alanine and

pyruvate, as well as less related amino acids (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1. Substrate scope of HeAlaDH in the reductive amination direction (A)
and oxidative deamination (B). The activities were measured using the standard
activity assay varying the concentration of the substrate when necessary. A
scheme of the reaction is shown on top of the table.

A.

Substrate Concentration (mM) % activity

Pyruvate
2.5 100

Hydroxy pyruvate
2.5 22

Glyoxylate
2.5 9.4

B.

Substrate Concentration (mM) % activity

L-alanine 40 100

L-valine 100 2.6
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L-isoleucine 100 2.5

L-serine 100 1

HeAlaDH exhibited 22% of the activity detected with pyruvate with

hydroxy pyruvate and almost 10% of the activity with glyoxylate in the

reductive amination. Hydroxy pyruvate yields serine while glyoxylate

would yield glycine. On the contrary, from the various amino acids tested,

only with L-serine, L-isoleucine and L-valine some activity was detected.

The activity was only apparent when using 100 mM of the substrate and

HeAlaDH had less than a 3% of the activity exhibited with L-alanine. On

the other hand, HeAlaDH did not show any activity for D-alanine or β-

alanine, indicating the enzyme scope is restricted to L-α-amino acids. 

These results indicate that HeAlaDH is very specific for L-alanine in the

deamination reaction, while for the reductive amination, closely related

molecules to pyruvate could also be accepted.

To complete the characterisation, the performance of HeAlaDH under

various conditions was measured. HeAlaDH exhibited an outstanding

stability with most organic co-solvents (Figure 6.4). This dehydrogenase

had a very good resistance to DMSO and various alcohols at 10% and

even 20% (v/v) but more surprisingly, the enzyme was very resistant to

the presence of MECN and THF at 10% (v/v), with more than 50% of the

activity retained after 48h.

Figure 6.4. Cosolvent effect on the stability of HeAlaDH. 0.1 mg/mL of protein was
incubated at 4ºC for 48h in the presence of 10% or 20% (v/v) of the desired cosolvent.
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Activity was tested at different time points using the standard activity assay. The values
correspond to the average of 3 replicates.

As for the temperature optimum (Figure 6.5A), HeAlaDH had its

maximum activity at 37ºC which rapidly dropped by almost 50% at 40ºC.

Similarly, the enzyme exhibited good stability at temperatures lower than

37ºC, with no apparent loss of activity after 48h at 30ºC but at higher

temperatures, it lost activity much faster as no activity could be detected

after 2h at 55ºC and only a 40% retained at 40ºC after 48h (Figure 6.5B).

A. B.

Figure 6.5. A. Temperature effect on the activity for He-AlaDH. The standard activity
test was performed but all reaction components were incubated at the desired
temperature apart from the protein B. Temperature stability at different temperatures.
For the stability, 0.1 mg/mL of the protein were incubated at the desired temperature.
The activity was tested using the standard activity assay at different time points.

Regarding the pH stability (Figure 6.6), HeAlaDH exhibited an

excellent stability for 48h at pHs higher than pH 6, with no significant loss

of activity observed over 48h between pH 6 and pH 10.

pH 3 pH 4 pH 5 pH 6 pH 7 pH 8 pH 9 pH 10
0

50

100

2h

6h

24h

48h

Figure 6.6. pH effect on the stability of HeAlaDH. The enzyme was incubated at 4ºC
for 48h and the activity determined at different time points using the standard activity
assay. The values correspond to the average of 3 replicates.
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In addition, since the enzyme comes from a halotolerant bacterium,

its behaviour in high salt concentration was tested (Figure 6.7). In a

similar manner to HeTA and to HeE, previously characterised in Chapter

4, HeAlaDH exhibited a very good activity and stability at molar

concentrations of both NaCl and KCl. The activity of the enzyme was

almost doubled when the reaction was performed in 1M KCl or NaCl and

it exhibited a slight activation when stored for up to 48h in buffer

containing 3M NaCl/KCl.

A. B.

Figure 6.7. A. Salt concentration effect on the activity of He-AlaDH. Activity was
determined with the standard activity assay with presence of the indicated concentration
of salts. B. Salt concentration effect on the stability of He-AlaDH. 0.1 mg/mL of protein
was incubated with the desired concentration of salt and the activity tested at different
time points.

Overall, HeAlaDH exhibited excellent properties to be used in

industrial biocatalysis. Specially, its resistance to organic co-solvents and

basic pHs makes this enzyme a promising candidate to be applied in

transaminase catalysed reactions, which normally require some organic

co-solvent to enhance the solubility of the aldehyde or keto-containing

substrate.

6.4. Co-substrate recycling for TA catalysed reactions:

In order to exploit the characteristics of HeAlaDH, the transaminase

from Halomonas elongata was selected. HeTA can accept L-alanine as

amino donor and exhibits a broad substrate range. Excellent conversions

were detected for benzaldehyde, glyoxylate and pyruvate (>95% over

24h) using (S)-methylbenzylamine (SMBA) as the amino donor, but more
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moderate results were reported for vanillin and cinnamaldehyde, with

only 45.5% and 56.1% of the aminated product was formed, respectively.

These low conversions were also detected with some aliphatic ketones,

such as cyclohexanone (30.5%) or 1,3-dihydroxyacetone (35.3%) [20].

The lower productions were explained by an unfavourable equilibrium

and therefore, a method to shift it to the product side is ideal to try to

enhance the final conversions.

Thus, with the aim of enhancing the capacity of HeTA to aminate the

more challenging substrates, a coupled reaction of HeTA with HeAlaDH

was tested. Initial tests were carried out with equimolar amount of NADH

but to reduce the costs, a simple cofactor recycling system was added

by coupling the reaction with a formate dehydrogenase from Candida

boidinii (CbFDH) [21] (Figure 6.8). The presence of the sacrificing

substrate (formate) did not affect the initial activity or stability of the other

two enzymes present in the cascade, indicating good overall

compatibility of the system.

Figure 6.8. Scheme of the proposed multi-enzymatic reaction. HeAlaDH reaction is
depicted in red and the cofactor recycling system in blue.

At first, to assess the capacity of HeTA to aminate vanillin with

different equivalents of alanine, as well as the effect of the presence of

the amino donor recycling system were tested with a fixed concentration

of 10 mM of aldehyde (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9. 10 mM of vanillin conversion in batch with different amounts of alanine with
a fixed concentration of 1 mM of NAD+. Conversions are expressed as % of molar
conversion. The presence of the alanine recycling system is indicated as Rec. in
comparison to HeTA alone. The reactions contained 2 mg/mL of HeTA with 0.5 mg/mL
of HeAlaDH, 1 mg/mL of CbFDH in the whole cascade assembly.

HeTA, in the absence of any concomitant enzymatic coupled reaction

and independently of the amount of alanine used, reached the

equilibrium when almost half of vanillin was converted. On the other

hand, only when 50 equivalents of the amino donor were used (500 mM

alanine), noticeable substrate consumption was detected after 2h of

reaction (27 ± 7%). With 5 or 1 equivalent, the reaction occurred much

slower but reached the same equilibrium point. Remarkably, when the

reaction was combined with HeAlaDH and CbFDH even with just

equimolar amount of alanine, all the substrate was consumed during the

first 2h. These results indicate that removing pyruvate and regenerating

the amino donor, increases HeTA’s capacity to aminate vanillin even

faster than the presence of 50 equivalent of amino donor.

With the promising results obtained with vanillin, the substrate scope

of the reaction was expanded to the other aldehydes and ketones. In

some cases, optimisation of the aldehyde or ketone and the alanine

concentration was needed (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2. Results of the amination of aldehydes and ketones by HeTA without (-) and
in the presence (+) of the alanine recycling system. The reaction contained 2 mg/mL of
HeTA, 0.5 mg/mL of HeAlaDH, 1 mg/mL of CbFDH with the desired concentration of
the amino acceptor and alanine, with 1 mM NAD+ in 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 8.
Results are reported as percentage of conversion. The results from Cerioli et al.
correspond to the biotransformation of 10 mM of substrate with equimolar amount of
SMBA and 0.1 mg/mL of HeTA.

Substrate
L-Ala
(mM)

m.c. conversion (%)

2h 24h
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HeAlaDH HeAlaDH Cerioli et
al. 2015

[20]- + - +

Vanillin
(10 mM)

10 >5 % >99 % 46 % >99 % 45.5

Cinnamaldehyde
(10 mM)

10 39 % >99 % 71 % >99 % 56.1

Cyclohexanone
(10 mM)

10 >5 % 28 % >5 % 84 %

30.5

100 6 % 56 % 7 % 95 %

1,3-
dihydroxyacetone

(100 mM)
100 >5 % >5 % >5 % 24 % 35.32

2Conversion with 10 mM of the substrate.

For cinnamaldehyde, similar to what was observed for vanillin, the

alanine recycling system not only pushed the reaction to completion but

also diminished the reaction time significantly. After only two hours of

reaction, complete conversion to cinnamyl amine was observed with the

whole system, while only 39% of conversion is achieved using HeTA

alone. As for the ketones, the system pushed the conversion of the cyclic

ketone cyclohexanone from less than 10% to 84% when only one

equivalent of alanine was used and to almost complete conversion when

10 equivalents of the amino donor where used. These conversions are

almost a 3-fold improvement of the conversions obtained previously with

10 mM SMBA. For 1,2-dihydroxyacetone, no conversion was observed

when only 10 mM of the substrate was used but increasing the

concentration to 100 mM yielded 24% of conversion compared to <5%

observed with HeTA alone. This conversion, though, was lower than that

obtained with 1 equivalent of SMBA on a 10 mM scale (35.3 ± 1.5%).

Thus, the multi enzymatic recycling of the amino donor was proved to be

useful and applicable to three of the four substrates tested with excellent

improvement of the final conversion and decreased reaction time.

Although equimolar amount of alanine offers already and advantage,

since the system should be constantly producing alanine, the capacity of

the multi-enzymatic system to operate with sub-stoichiometric amounts

of alanine was tested (Figure 6.10). Amazingly, similar to what was
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observed with 10 mM of alanine (1 eq.), with only 1 mM of alanine, the

conversion of cinnamaldehyde was complete after only 1h of reaction.

Figure 6.10. Amination of cinnamaldehyde equimolar and sub stoichiometric amount
of the alanine as the amino donor. The reaction contained 1 mg/mL of HeTA, 0.5 mg/mL
of HeAlaDH, 1 mg/mL of CbFDH with 10 mM of cinnamaldehyde and the desired
concentration of alanine in 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 8. Results are reported as the
percentage of conversion.

Following these encouraging results, to increase the sustainability

and applicability of the system, immobilisation of the three enzymes was

attempted. Immobilisation would allow for the recovery and reuse of the

biocatalysts, and potentially translate in better productivities. At first,

immobilisation of the three biocatalysts separately was attempted, as

both HeTA and CbFDH immobilisation had been previously described.

While co-immobilisation is known to enhance the overall reaction speed

[22], at first, the focus was to achieve the maximum activity for the three

enzymatic components of the reaction [23–24]. Thus, the focus was

brought to HeAlaDH immobilisation.

6.5. HeAlaDH immobilisation:

Initial test for the immobilisation of HeALaDH were performed using

the poly-methacrylate based resins from Resindion S.R.L. (for more

details refer to Table 3.5 in Materials and Methods). Both resins with

different pore size, functional groups and oxirane content were tested. In

addition the loading of the protein was also varied in the same support to

find the best immobilisation conditions (Figure 6.11).

A. B.
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Figure 6.11. A. Results of the immobilisation of HeAlaDH in different supports and B.
The effect of the loading in the recovered activity and the specific activity of the
biocatalyst (U/g of resin).

The best result was obtained when immobilising onto HFA403-S, with

up to 32 ± 2% recovered activity. Differently from EC/EP-S or EC403-S,

which showed the lowest recovered activities, HFA403-S and EC/HFA-S

are derivatised with amino epoxy groups. Comparing the two amino-

epoxy resins, the difference in the recovered activities between can be

explained by their pore size, as HFA403-S pores are 3 times bigger than

EC/HFA-S. This altogether indicates that HeAlaDH, probably due to its

quaternary assembly as a hexamer, recovers most of its activity when

the immobilisation is performed onto more flexible anchoring groups,

such as amino epoxides, and less space-restrictive resins, indicated by

its preference for bigger pores.

As per the loading (Figure 6.11B), although increasing it up to 5 mg/g

of resin, increased the specific activity of the biocatalyst almost 3-fold

compared to the 0.5 mg/g, the recovered activities dropped to less than

5% and did not correlate with the 10-fold higher loading of protein. The

low recovered activities could be due to a distortion of the enzymatic

structure due to the high density of anchoring grups, especially relevant

in multimeric enzymes, as well as flexible proteins. Decreased flexibility

not only affects the catalytic activity, but the proteins can lose their active

conformation once immobilised. This loss of structure can be caused

either by their interaction with the surface or by the covalent multi point

attachment and it normally has a bigger effect when the multimeric unit

is the catalytically active one, such as in HeAlaDH. Moreover, at high
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loadings, diffusion problems might occur, diminishing the calculated

activities. If the enzyme forms multilayers or enzymatic clusters, the

impediment of the substrate diffusion, would provoke a portion of the

immobilised enzyme to be catalytically inactive [25–27].

For these reasons, the loading was fixed at 0.5 mg/g of resin.

Nonetheless when the same batch of immobilised enzyme was used

repeatedly, another issue arose: the biocatalyst lost 50% of activity just

after 3 cycles (Figure 6.12A).

The activity loss was confirmed to be due to protein leaching by

boiling the resin for 10 minutes at 95ºC (Figure 6.12B). This indicates

that not all HeAlaDH subunits are covalently bound to the resin. Most

likely, only a portion of the subunits are covalently attached through their

superficial lysine while the rest are kept in position through the weaker

inter subunit interactions. The loss of activity observed indicates that

these weak interactions are not sufficient to keep the enzyme in its active

conformation. This issue, has been previously reported for multimeric

enzymes upon immobilisation and several strategies have been

developed to avoid the subunit dissociation and the subsequent enzyme

inactivation [28].

A. B.

Figure 6.12. A. Operational stability of the biocatalyst during three cycles with different
supports. 100% activity is referred as the initial activity of the biocatalyst. B. SDS-PAGE
analysis of the HFA403-S. The first lane corresponds to the molecular markers and the
second corresponds to the supernatant of a boiled sample (10 minutes at 95ºC) of 20
mg of HFA403-HeAlaDH in 200 µL. The band corresponding to HeAlaDH is indicated
with a black box.

6.6. Post-immobilisation stabilisation:

One of broadly used strategies to avoid subunit dissociation is the

coating of the enzyme with a polymer after immobilisation. These
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techniques take advantage of poly-charged or functionalised polymers to

interact with the surface of the different enzymatic subunits to crosslink

them together and avoid their dissociation and/or enhance the resistance

to harsh conditions [28–31][28][28].

For the stabilisation through ionic interactions, polyethyleneimine

(PEI) is the most used polymer. PEI interacts with the negatively charged

residues on the surface (glutamic acid and aspartic acid residues,

mainly) to create a mesh that would keep the subunits together. Instead,

for covalent coating, 50% oxidised dextran (dexCHO) and

glutaraldehyde (GA) are the most common crosslinkers. Both dexCHO

and GA have aldehyde groups which react with the free lysines on the

surface of the enzyme to form a Schiff base that can be reduced to form

a stable covalent link. It is important to note that the covalent linkers

mentioned rely on the same reactivity as the immobilisation strategy

used, where the epoxide or amino epoxide groups of the resin react with

the superficial lysines of the enzyme. To evaluate the feasibility of both

coatings, the distribution of these residues on the surface of HeAlaDH

was analysed using a homology model based on M. tuberculosis (PDB

id: 2VHW) [10] (Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13. A. Three-dimensional structure of HeAlaDH. B. Three-dimensional
surface representation where lysines on the surface are indicated in red colour.
C. Three-dimensional surface representation of HeAlaDH where aspartic acid residues
on the surface are coloured in blue while glutamic acid residues are coloured in purple.

As it can be seen, HeAlaDH presents several lysines on the surface

of the hexameric unit, which could allow for the immobilisation and the

post-immobilisation coating with poly-aldehyde polymers. Similarly,

negatively charged residues are abundant on the surface, which enables

the ionic-driven coating using the polycationic polymer PEI.

A

.

B. C.
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Hence, with and enzyme loading set at 0.5 mg/g of HFA403-S resin,

the different post-immobilisation coating strategies were tested.

Table 6.3. Recovered activity for the different post-immobilisation techniques used with
the HFA403-S resin with a loading of 0.5 mg enzyme/g of resin. The results correspond
to the mean of two measurements.

The results, presented in Table 6.3, show that while glutaraldehyde

had a negative effect, diminishing the recovered activity of the

biocatalyst, dexCHO did not affect the biocatalyst activity compared to

the control. Both dexCHO and GA have the same functionality and

depend on the same reactivity, but their size is very different. dexCHO is

a branched polysaccharide while GA is a small molecule that could

intrude inside the enzyme structure and even the active site, possibly

reacting with also internal lysines which could ultimately be affecting the

enzyme structure and consequently, its activity. The coating with PEI

also caused a slightly lower recovered activity compared to the untreated

sample (27 ± 2% compared to 36 ± 7 %). Double coating was also tested,

to evaluate if both polymers had a synergistic effect, but the calculated

recovered activities were not different from the untreated sample or the

dexCHO.

Following the recovered activity calculations, enzyme leaching as well

as reusability of the immobilised enzyme were tested (Figure 6.14).

A. B.

Resin + coating % recovered activity

HFA403-S 36 ± 7

HFA403-S+GA 21 ± 3

HFA403-S+PEI 27 ± 2

HFA403-S+dexCHO 31 ± 1

HFA403-S+dexCHO+PEI 39 ± 7

HFA403-S+PEI+ dexCHO 33 ± 3
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Figure 6.14. A. Operational stability expressed as the retained activity after 10 cycles
of reaction. 100% is defined as the initial activity of each resin in the 1st cycle. B. SDS-
PAGE analysis of the immobilised biocatalysts. The supernatant of a boiled sample (10
minutes at 95ºC) of 20 mg of each sample in a final volume of 200 µL was loaded. M:
molecular markers; 1: PEI; 2: dexCHO; 3: PEI+dexCHO; 4: dexCHO+PEI; 5: GA.

For the operational stability, treatment of the sample with either

dexCHO or PEI increased the reusability of the biocatalyst with no loss

of activity after 10 cycles, where the untreated sample lost almost half of

its activity. This same behaviour was seen for the double coating when

dexCHO was used first followed by PEI, while when inverting the order,

the biocatalyst loses activity similarly to the untreated sample. Also, the

sample treated with GA exhibits the same loss of activity at the 10th cycle

as the biocatalyst with no post-immobilisation coating. Combined with the

results of the SDS-PAGE analysis, it appears that the treatment with PEI

stabilises the enzyme through weak interactions which are broken after

boiling the sample but strong enough to keep the active unit of the

enzyme through multiple reaction cycles. Instead, dexCHO and GA keep

all the subunits attached to both the resin or to each other, with no protein

detected in the gel even after boiling. Since the double coating using

dexCHO and PEI does not seem to further enhance either the recovered

activity or the operational stability, HFA403-S+HeAlaDH+dexCHO was

selected for further experiments.

The behaviour of the heterogeneous biocatalyst under flow

conditions (Figure 6.15) was then evaluated to see if the robustness

exhibited after repeated batch reactions was maintained. Confirming the

increased robustness, after more than 5h of continuous use with flow

rates between 0.100 and 0.376 mL/min, the biocatalyst maintained 65%

of its activity.
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1.2g

Collection
20 mM pyruvate, 25 mM NAD+,

0.25 mM NH4
+ in 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH8 HFA403-S+HeAlaDH+dexCHO
0.5 mg/g

Figure 6.15. Scheme of the arrangement of the flow-assisted amination of pyruvate
using the optimised immobilisation strategy for HeAlaDH.

Flow assisted amination with a mixed packed-bed reactor

With the optimised immobilisation strategy for HeAlaDH, the

amination of the substrates presented in Table 6.2 were tested in flow

with a mixed packed-bed reactor with each enzyme immobilised under

its optimal conditions. The set up and the specifics about the

immobilisation are detailed in Table 4. It is important to note that while

the activity of the immobilised HeAlaDH is measured in the oxidative

deamination direction for convenience, in the multi-enzymatic system

HeAlaDH has to act in the reverse direction (aminating pyruvate) for

which the free enzyme presents a specific activity of 120 ± 8 U/mg ,

nearly 30 times higher than the calculated in the oxidative direction at pH

8.

Unfortunately, when tested under those conditions, no amination

of any of the tested substrates could be detected. Since EC/HFA-

S+CbFDH presented a low activity, to rule out the possibility that the

cofactor recycling was the limiting step, the reaction was also carried out

with equimolar amount of NADH, but no enhancement of the final

conversions was observed. One of the explanations, could be the poor

interaction between the three enzymes involved in the system. HeAlaDH

needs to act on the pyruvate formed by HeTA during the transamination

reaction and CbFDH is needed to keep the pool of reduced cofactor for

HeAlaDH, therefore, efficient regeneration of the cofactor is crucial to

keep HeAlaDH active and affect the equilibrium. In the literature,

enhanced recycling of either co-substrates or cofactors has been

previously related to the co-immobilisation of the enzymes involved [32–

33]. Thus, in order to try to improve the cascade performance in flow, the

co-immobilisation of the cofactor recycling system (HeAlaDH and

CbFDH) was tested
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Table 6.4. Recovered activities and specific activity of the biocatalysts of the three
different enzymes. The flow set up and the reaction conditions are depicted above the
table.

Collection

10 mM ketone or aldehyde,

10 mM alanine, 1 mM NAD+,

0.25 mM NH4
+ , 0.1 mM PLP

in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH8

0.5 g EC403-S+HeTA
1 g HFA403-S+HeAlaDH+dexCHO

1 g EC/HFA-S+CbFDH

Enzyme Resin Immobilised enzyme
Loading Recovered

activity
U/g

HeTA EC403-S 5 40 % 8.4 ± 0.7
HeAlaDH HFA403-S 1 32 % 1.2 ± 0.1
CbFDH EC/HFA-S 5 12 % 0.8 ± 0.2

Co-immobilisation of AlaDH and FDH:

The co-immobilisation of the two dehydrogenases was tried with three

different resins: the best for the immobilisation of HeAlaDH (HFA403-S),

the best reported for CbFDH (EC/HFA-S) [24] and HFA112, which is also

derivatised with amino epoxy groups but has a pore size which is in the

middle of the other two (see Table 3.5 in Materials and Methods).

Moreover, three different approaches for the immobilisation were tested:

a sequential immobilisation, first either with CbFDH or HeAlaDH followed

by immobilisation of the second enzyme, or simultaneous immobilisation,

mixing both enzymes with the support at the same time. In all the

preparations, a post-immobilisation coating with dextran was applied.

In the tested conditions, and with a loading of 1 mg of enzyme per

gram of resin, all HeAlaDH got immobilised in the first 4h. On the

contrary, with a loading of 5 mg/g of resin not all CbFDH got immobilised

and even increasing the immobilisation time to 48h did not change the

final yield (Table 6.5).

Table 6.5. Percentage of CbFDH immobilised in the different co-immobilisation
strategies.

Immobilisation yield (%)
Sequential

immobilisation
(CbFDH +
HeAlaDH)

Sequential
immobilisation

(HeAlaDH +
CbFDH)

Simultaneous
immobilisation

HFA403-S 88 ±1 % 64 ± 5% 46 ± 2 %
EC/HFA-S 26 ± 7 % 82 ± 11% 27 ± 1 %
HFA112-S 35 ± 9 % 40 ± 1% 29 ± 4 %
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This difference in the immobilisation yield cannot be explained by the

immobilisation strategy, as both proteins were immobilised with the same

method directed by the His-tag. One of the explanations could be the

reactivity and density of the surface lysines with the amino-epoxide

groups in the support but curiously, both the distribution and number of

lysines is similar in both HeAlaDH and CbFDH (Figure 6.16).

Figure 6.16. Representation of the surface of CbFDH based on its crystal structure
(PDB: 5DN9) [34]. The two different chains are shown in different shades of blue.
Lysines are coloured red and the cofactor is depicted in yellow.

Despite the low immobilisation yield recorded in some cases for

CbFDH, the biocatalysts exhibited activity for both alanine and formate.

All preparations yielded biocatalyst with similar specific activities (Figure

6.17). It is important to note that the activities for HeAlaDH were

calculated in the deamination direction as the presence of CbFDH

hampers the measurement of pyruvate reductive amination. To ensure

that the proteins were covalently bound, similarly to the initial tests with

HeAlaDH, 20 mg of resin in 200 µL of 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8 were

incubated for 10 minutes at 95ºC. Similarly to the results with HeAlaDH

alone, with the dextran coating no protein leaching was detected in any

of the preparations.
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Figure 6.17. Specific activities of the heterogenous biocatalyst after immobilisation of
both enzymes. The strategy of immobilisation is detailed in top of each graph. Activities
were measured using the standard activity assay for each enzyme using the same
sample.

From the results, the best biocatalyst from each strategy considering

both the recovered activity of HeAlaDH and CbFDH (HFA112-S for the

sequential immobilisation adding first CbFDH, EC/HFA-S for sequential

immobilisation when HeAlaDH was added first and HFA403-S for the

simultaneous immobilisation) were selected to be tried in flow as a mixed

packed-bed reaction with EC403-S+HeTA, as depicted in Figure 6.18.

Collection

1 g EC403-S+HeTA
1 g co-immobilised HeAlaDH + CbFDH

R1 R2

O

R1 R2

NH2

NH2

O

OH

O

O

O-

NH4
+

NADHNAD+

O
-O CO2

HeTA

HeAlaDH

CbFDH

Figure 6.18. Flow set up for the amination of aldehydes or ketones with in-situ recycling
of the cofactor. A scheme of the desired reaction is also shown.

As a control, 1.5g of EC403-S+HeTA was tested alone under the

same reaction conditions. Interestingly, only when using the

simultaneous co-immobilised system, conversion of the desired

aldehydes or ketones to amines was detected (Table 6.6).
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Not surprisingly, HeTA alone, with equimolar amount of alanine was

not capable of aminating any of the tested substrates. For the tested

aldehydes, previous attempts to aminate either of them, required 50

equivalents of alanine to observe any conversion. It is significant that for

vanillin, even after two consecutive runs through the column with such

an excess of the amino donor only yielded 50% of conversion [23]. Again,

with HeTA alone, no conversion was observed with cyclohexanone at 10-

or 20-minutes residence time.

The addition of the in-situ amino-donor recycling system indeed

pushed the unfavourable equilibrium towards the amination of the

products. For cinnamaldehyde, almost complete conversion was

observed with a 10 minutes residence time and for the more challenging

aldehyde, vanillin, 55% molar conversion was obtained with a 10 minutes

residence time. At higher retention time, interestingly, the conversion

dropped to 23%. It could be possible that the longer retention times

promotes also the deamination of the formed substrate by HeTA,

competing with HeAlaDH for the pyruvate and thus reducing the final

amount of vanillin amine formed. Conversely, with cyclohexanone, while

the batch reaction yielded more than 80% conversion at the 10 mM, the

maximum conversion observed was 56% with a 20 minutes residence

time.

Table 6.6. Results from the flow assisted amination using 1g of EC403-S+HeTA and
1g of simultaneously co-immobilised HeAlaDH and CbFDH in HFA403-S. The reactions
were performed at 37ºC with the desired concentration of substrate and equimolar
amount of alanine, 0.1 mM PLP, 1 mM NADH, 250 mM NH4

+, 250 mM formate in 100
mM phosphate buffer pH 8.

Substrate RT

Molar conversion (%)

HeTA Rec.

Cinnamaldehyde
(10 mM)1 10 mins < 5% 92 ± 4 %

Vanillin
(10 mM)1 10 mins < 5% 55 ± 12 %
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20 mins < 5% 23 ± 2 %

Cyclohexanone
(10 mM)

10 mins < 5% 42 ± 2 %

20 mins < 5% 56 ± 1%

1The aromatic substrates tested interacted with the resin. The conversions were

calculated from the substrate depletion after at least 6 columns volumes, when the
substrate concentration was constant after collection.

In summary, in this chapter the successful cloning,

characterisation and immobilisation of a new L-alanine dehydrogenase

from H. elongata (HeAlaDH) is reported. Remarkably, the enzyme

exhibited excellent resistance to both organic co-solvents and basic pH

which highlighted its potential application in non-standard conditions.

HeAlaDH, once immobilised, required a post-immobilisation coating to

enhance its operational stability. From the three coatings tested, dextran

was identified as the most favourable. Initial test in batch indicated the

suitability of HeAlaDH combined with HeTA and CbFDH for the amination

of challenging substrates with unfavourable equilibrium. For its

application in flow, co-immobilisation of CbFDH and HeAlaDH was

necessary to create a biocatalyst capable of recycling alanine and the

adenine cofactor efficiently. Using only 1 equivalent of alanine, complete

conversion to cinnamyl amine was achieved as well as more than 50%

molar conversion for both vanillin amine and cyclohexylamine.
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6.7. Experimental procedures

Coating of immobilised HE-AlaDH with polyethyleneimine

After the immobilisation, 10 volumes of 5 mg/mL PEI in 100 mM

carbonate buffer pH 10 were mixed with the resin for 1h at RT. After that,

the resin was filtered and washed thoroughly with water and 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH 8 and stored at 4ºC in the 50 mM phosphate buffer

pH 8.

Coating of immobilised HE-AlaDH with glutaraldehyde

After the immobilisation, 10 volumes of 5 mg/mL glutaraldehyde in 50

mM phosphate buffer pH 8 were mixed with the resin for 1h at RT.

Sequentially, 1 mg/mL of sodium borohydride was added, and the mix

shaken gently for 20 minutes. After that, the resin was filtered and

washed thoroughly with water and 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8 and

stored at 4ºC in the 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8.

Coating of immobilised AlaDH with dextran poly-

aldehyde:

The coating method was modified from previously reported protocols

[28-31]. For 100 mg of immobilised resin 500µL of 50 mM phosphate

buffer pH 8 along with the appropriate amount of dextran poly-aldehyde

were left stirring O/N. After that, 1 mg/mL of sodium borohydride was

added along with 50µL of 900 mM bicarbonate buffer pH 10 and the mix

was left stirring at 4ºC for 25 minutes before it the biocatalyst was washed

thoroughly with water and stored in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8.

Co-immobilisation of HeAlaDH and CbFDH:

The co-immobilisation of HeAlaDH and CbFDH was tested with three

different approaches:

- To the previously activated support, a loading of 5 mg/g of resin

of CbFDH was added and left mixing overnight at room

temperature. After that, the percentage of immobilised protein was

assessed with both the remaining activity and the protein

concentration in the supernatant. Then, 1 mg/g of resin of

HeAlaDH was added and left mixing with the support for 4h, when
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all the protein was immobilised. Desorption and blocking were

performed as explained before for HeAlaDH.

- To the previously activated support, a loading of 1 mg/g of resin

of HeAlaDH was added and left mixing for 4h at room

temperature, when all the protein was immobilised. Then, 5 mg/g

of resin of CbFDH was added and left mixing with the support for

overnight and the percentage of immobilised protein was

assessed with both the remaining activity and the protein

concentration in the supernatant. Desorption and blocking were

performed as explained before for HeAlaDH.

- To the previously activated support, a loading of 2 mg/g of resin

of HeAlaDH and 5 mg/g of resin of CbFDH was added and left

mixing with the support for overnight and the percentage of

immobilisation of each protein was assessed with both the

remaining activity and the protein concentration in the

supernatant. Desorption and blocking were performed as

explained before for HeAlaDH.
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Chapter 7: Synthesis of pipecolic acid by a multi-

enzymatic cascade
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7.1. Introduction

Pipecolic acid (PA) is a non-proteinogenic α-amino acid found in all 

three domains of life with various functions [1–4]. In microorganisms and

fungi, generally, PA serves as a building block for a plethora of

biologically active secondary metabolites [5] and, in addition, PA can be

used as a catalyst to perform stereoselective Mannich reactions [6]. PA

is found in macrolides, such as rapamycin (an antifungal also used to

prevent organ transplant rejection) [7] and the fungal metabolite apicidin

(an antiprotozoal) [8]. The same molecule can also be found in smaller

and simpler molecules, such as several amide anaesthetic drugs (i.e.

Mepivacaine and Ropivacaine) (Figure 7.1). PA is also present in

anticancer drugs (swainisone), antibiotics (virginiamycin), and

anthelmintic agents (macfortine). Noteworthy, in both ropivacaine and

rapamycin, the L enantiomer of PA is present while Apicidin presents the

D stereoisomer [9], highlighting the importance of the stereochemistry of

PA.

Figure 7.1. Structure of four drugs containing PA in their structure. PA is marked in red
in each structure.

With such ubiquity in pharmaceuticals and bioactive molecules, the

search for an efficient production of PA and its derivatives has gained

momentum in the last few years. The chemical methods available

normally involve harsh conditions and hazardous reagents despite

recent efforts to develop more sustainable processes [10–11].

Alternatively, as it is a naturally occurring molecule, bioproduction has

proved as an efficient alternative to the synthetic approaches. In nature,
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normally, the pathway to produce PA is related to lysine metabolism. This

bioconversion normally occurs in a two-step process, where lysine is

deaminated in either the α or ε position by a lysine dehydrogenase or 

lysine oxidase, and after spontaneous cyclisation, the resulting product

(Δ1-piperidine-2-carboxylic acid (P2C) or Δ1-piperidine-6-carboxylic acid

(P6C)) is reduced by a specific reductase [12] to yield PA (Figure 7.2).

More recently, the use of a single enzyme, a lysine cyclodeaminase

which perform both the deamination and the reduction of the cyclic

intermediate has been also described [13–14].

Figure 7.2. Biocatalytic approach for the synthesis of L-PA from L-Lysine by using a
two-enzyme cascade. LysDH refers to lysine dehydrogenase.

From the different feasible approaches, combining a lysine-6-

dehydrognease with a pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) reductase enzyme

has been successfully applied as whole cell biocatalysis, and lysine

cyclodeaminase production has been performed with soluble purified

enzyme [15–16]. The combination of lysine dehydrogenase and P5C

enzymes, is an appealing alternative as the cascade itself is redox

neutral. This strategy has been further investigated to reach a

productivity of 15 g/L using whole cell biocatalysis with Corynebacterium

glutamicum over 70h fermentations [17].

Although the reaction consists in a deamination, no transaminase

based approaches have been described to date, even if lysine-ε-

aminotransferases have been identified in bacteria, fungi and animals

and some ω-transaminases exhibited activity with lysine [18–20]. In this 

chapter, exploiting the broad substrate range of the previously mentioned

HeTA, a cascade reaction has been constructed by combining it with a

novel P5C reductase isolated form the same organism, HeP5CR, for the

synthesis of L-PA, L-proline and ethyl L-pipecolinate from L-lysine, L-

ornithine and L-lysine ester, respectively. In addition, the previously

discussed redox neutral cascade, coupling a thermophilic lysine-6-
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dehydrogenase (GsLys6DH) with HeP5CR has also been investigated.

Co-immobilisation of GsLys6DH and HeP5CR has been optimised and

this strategy has been successfully applied in flow as a packed-bed

reactor to produce L-pipecolic acid.

All the work presented in this chapter is my own contribution unless

stated otherwise. Liam Calvey performed the cloning and

characterisation of GsLys6DH and initial studies to combine it with

HeP5CR and Dr. Ana Isabel Benítez-Mateos performed the co-

immobilisation of GsLys6DH and HeP5CR.

7.2. HeP5C cloning and characterization

A gene encoding for a putative pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase

(helo_4115) was identified in the genome of Halomonas elongata DSM

2581 by BLAST using the sequence of the previously characterised

P5CR from Neisseria meningitidis and Streptococcus pyogenes as

probes [21]. The protein showed 55% and 51% sequence similarity, with

identity values of 37% and 29%, respectively. The gene was amplified

and successfully cloned into a pRSET-B expression vector. The His-

tagged protein, named HeP5CR, was expressed in Terrific Broth media

at 30ºC and purified using IMAC with a yield of 15-17 mg/L of culture

(Figure 7.3). The enzyme was identified as a dimer formed by monomers

of 32 KDa by size exclusion chromatography, similarly to the previously

characterised P5CR from Neisseria meningitidis [21].

Figure 7.3. SDS-page analysis of HeP5CR
expression. 1: Cell extract after expression; 2:
Soluble fraction; 3: Insoluble fraction; 4: Flow
through in IMAC; 5: Washing step; 6. Purified
protein fraction.

Following the expression, basic kinetic characterisation of the

protein was performed. As the substrate for the protein is not
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commercially available, the six-membered ring derivative (Δ1-piperidine-

6-L-carboxylate or P6C) was synthetized as reported previously by

hydrolysis of allysine ethylene acetal by adding the polystyrene cation

exchange resin Amberlyst-15 [22] (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4. Scheme of the formation of P6C from the starting material allysine ethylene
acetal.

According to literature, this reaction proceeds to completion at room

temperature, but the concentration of the product was not quantifiable by

either LC-MS or NMR. Consequently, this substrate was only used to

characterise the cofactor affinity of HeP5CR by fixing the volume added.

HeP5CR had dual affinity for the cofactor, being able to catalyse the

reduction with both NADH and NADPH. It showed better affinity for

NADH, with a KM ten times lower than NADPH (0.013  0.004 and 0.17

 0.03 respectively). With both versions of the reduced cofactor, the Vmax

was similar, reaching 2.06  0.14 U/mg and 1.87  0.18 U/mg for NADH

and NADPH, respectively.

Figure 7.5. Kinetic characterisation of the cofactor dependence of HeP5CR with Δ1-
piperideine-6-L-carboxylate. A scheme of the reaction is shown on top.

Normally, bacterial P5CRs are not only involved in the biosynthesis

of proline, by reducing the pyrroline-5-carboxylate, but they also

participate in detoxification processes by metabolising proline

analogues, such as thioproline and 3,4-dehydro-L-proline [23]. Taking
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advantage of their natural broad substrate range, the activity of these

enzymes can also be monitored by their oxidative activity against the

commercially available L-thiazolidine-4-carboxylate (T4C) [24]. To test

the affinity for the cyclic substrates, the Km for T4C was determined with

NAD+ as cofactor (Figure 7.6). HeP5CR exhibited a KM of 4.3  0.3 mM

and a Vmax of 19.34  1.43 U/mg. The affinity for T4C is in the same range

as the one calculated for E. coli P5CR (1.32 mM) [24]. Not surprisingly,

this values are almost ten times higher than the calculated affinities for

the natural substrate (1-pyrroline-5-carboxylic acid), as reported for

example for the P5CR from M. tuberculosis [25].

Figure 7.6. Kinetic characterisation of HeP5CR with the unnatural substrate, L-
thiazolidine-4-carboxylate. A scheme of the reaction is shown on the left.

7.3. Combination of HeP5CR with HeTA catalysed reaction

Transaminases, as discussed in chapter 4, have a broad application

in biocatalysis. Until recently, it was believed that almost all amino acids

participate in transamination reactions mediated by specific amino acid

transaminases a part from lysine, threonine, proline and hydroxyproline

[26]. Discovery of lysine-ε-aminotransferases proved that statement 

wrong, and moreover activity with lysine was not limited to this specific

group. HeTA, already extensively discussed in previous chapters,

although not a member of the amino acid transaminase family, exhibited

a broad substrate scope and accepts also lysine as the amino donor.

This special characteristic exhibited by HeTA can be exploited to produce

PA; the transamination can be performed with HeTA to yield the

semialdehyde which spontaneously cyclises, forming P6C and this

product can be further reduced by coupling the transamination reaction

to HeP5CR, to yield PA (Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7. Representation of the enzymatic cascade proposed for the synthesis of PA
from lysine. In the scheme, production of L-PA acid from L-lysine is depicted.

Initial tests were performed with three simple amino acceptors for

which HeTA exhibited the highest activity: glyoxylate, pyruvate and

benzaldehyde (Figure 7.8). While pyruvate and glyoxylate are soluble in

the tested conditions, benzaldehyde required 10% DMSO as a cosolvent.

The reactions were performed with both L and D-lysine, to evaluate both

HeTA and HeP5CR stereoselectivity.

Figure 7.8. Conversion of lysine (black) and total conversion to PA (white). Reaction
conditions are 2 mg/mL HeTA, 1 mg/mL HeP5C, 10 mM of lysine, 1 equivalent of amino
acceptor, if not stated otherwise, 10 mM NADH, 0.1 mM PLP in 100 mM phosphate
buffer pH 8 with equimolar concentration of the NADH. Conversions at 48h are shown.

In the initial tests, all three amino acceptors worked to some extent.

The highest yields were obtained with benzaldehyde and pyruvate with

a depletion of 36 ± 3% and 38 ± 2% of L-lysine. For glyoxylate, the yield

obtained was much lower (9 ± 2%). Interestingly, with both glyoxylate

and benzaldehyde, the conversion of D-lysine was higher, up to 56 ± 7%

in the case of the aromatic amino acceptor and 19 ± 4% with glyoxylate.

With pyruvate, HeTA accepted equally well both L- and D-lysine as the

amino donor with no significant difference. This indicates that while HeTA

was extremely selective for other amino acids were it reacted with the α-

NH2 [27], for lysine it shows no selectivity indubitably indicating that
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rather than acting on the α amino group, HeTA is acting on the ε amino 

group of lysine, therefore yielding P6C which can be reduced by

HeP5CR.

As for the second half of the reaction, HeP5CR exhibited complete

enantioselectivity for the L enantiomer, with no PA formation observed

when D-lysine was used as the substrate. Interestingly, while both

pyruvate and benzaldehyde produced comparable amounts of the

intermediate, only in the case of pyruvate the yield of L-PA was similar to

the L-lysine depletion. With benzaldehyde, the conversion dropped from

38 ± 2% of lysine to 23 ± 6% of L-PA. To further investigate this issue,

stability of HeP5CR was assessed in the presence of DMSO,

benzaldehyde and benzylamine, the product of the transamination

reaction (Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9. Stability of HeP5C in the reaction conditions with benzaldehyde as the
amino acceptor. A solution of 0.25 mg/mL of HeP5CR was incubated with 10% DMSO
or 10 mM benzaldehyde or benzylamine at 37ºC for 24h.

As it can be seen in Figure 7.9, only after two hours, the presence of

benzylamine provoked loss of half of the activity as opposed to the other

tested conditions. After 24h, HeP5CR retained only 27% of the activity

when in contact with DMSO, while the presence of both benzaldehyde

and benzylamine triggered complete enzyme inactivation. These could

explain the lower conversion to PA in the whole cascade reaction,

because of decreased stability of HeP5CR with both benzaldehyde and

more significantly, benzylamine.

HeP5CR, on the other hand, requires a reduced cofactor in equimolar

amount to convert P6C into PA. To minimise the economic impact, a

cofactor recycling system was incorporated into the reaction. As
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HeP5CR exhibits dual affinity for the cofactors, with virtually identical

performance with NADPH and NADH, the glucose dehydrogenase from

Bacillus megaterium [28] (BmGDH), already available in the group, was

incorporated. Using glucose as the sacrificial substrate, the cofactor can

be recycled. Working under the same conditions as described in Figure

7.9, with 10 mM lysine, using 1 mM of NADP+ and 1 mg/mL of BmGDH,

the conversion to PA was not affected.

After the initial results obtained on a 10 mM scale with the recycling

system incorporated, the scalability of the reaction up to the 50 mM was

investigated. In this case, benzaldehyde was not trialled due to the

negative effect on the stability of HeP5CR. Instead, to try and push the

equilibrium towards the deamination of lysine, 2 equivalents of pyruvate

to lysine were used. The results are shown in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10. Conversion at 48h of lysine (black) and total conversion to PA (white).
Reaction conditions are 2 mg/mL HeTA, 1 mg/mL HeP5C, 1 mg/mL BmGDH, 1
equivalent of amino acceptor, if not stated otherwise, 0.1 mM PLP in 100 mM phosphate
buffer pH 8 with 1 mM NADP+ was used.

Both at 20 mM and 50 mM scale, when glyoxylate was used as the

amino acceptor, the conversions for both L and D-Lysine were less than

10%. As for pyruvate, conversions were proportional to what observed at

the 10 mM scale. Interestingly, the addition of two equivalents of the

acceptor did not affect the total conversion to PA. In agreement with

previous results, only L-lysine led to the formation of PA, further

confirming the complete enantioselectivity of HeP5CR. At higher

substrates loading, the depletion of D-lysine is significantly lower than L-

lysine, indicating that the conversion of the intermediate to L-PA shifts

the equilibrium of the first step further. Once more, when pyruvate was
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used as the amino acceptor, the amounts of PA formed corresponded to

the amount of lysine depleted from the reaction, indicating that HeP5CR

is able to reduce all available P6C to the final product. More importantly,

the % of conversion to PA was consistent and at 50 mM scale it translates

to 20 mM of product, a volumetric productivity of 0.054 g/L/h of PA,

compared to 0.011 g/L/h at the 10 mM scale. The productivity at 50 mM

substrate concentration is twice what was reported previously (0.025

g/L/h) with free enzymes [12], but still far from the 0.208 g/L/h [17] or

0.940 g/L/h [14] reported using whole cell transformations.

To further improve the yield, various reaction conditions were tested,

and pH was the one that had a significant effect on the lysine conversion

(Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11. pH dependence of PA formation. Reaction conditions were 2 mg/mL
HeTA, 1 mg/mL HeP5C, 1 mg/mL BmGDH, 50 mM Lysine, 50 mM pyruvate in the
adequate buffer with 1 mM NADP+. A. Lysine conversion into P6C catalysed by HeTA
at different pH. B. PA formation at different pH.

Compared to the initial conditions, at more basic pH the molar

conversion of lysine was much higher, reaching 60% after 48h at pH 10.

Not only that, but the reaction also happened much faster. Comparing

the conversion observed after only 2h, at pH 8 the depletion of lysine is

barely noticeable while at pH 9 it is already 10%, and at pH 10,

remarkably, reaches 40%. The enhancement of the first reaction in the

cascade correlates with the higher activity exhibited by HeTA at pH 10.

Initial characterisation of the enzyme, performed by Cerioli et al.,

indicated that while the enzyme is more stable at pH values around 8-9,

the activity is three times higher at pH 10 [27].
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This enhancement in the first half of the reaction, though, was not

translated into higher molar conversion to PA. At pH 8, the formation of

PA corresponded to the amount of lysine depleted, indicating that all the

P6C intermediate was converted while at pH 9 and pH 10, the conversion

of PA is only 20 and 22% respectively. This could be explained by

inactivation of HeP5CR or BmGDH, at such high pH. Indeed, when the

stability of the three enzymes was compared between pH 8 to 10, at more

basic pHs, BmGDH exhibited nearly no activity after just half an hour

(Figure 7.12). Explaining its low stability, BmGDH has a tetrameric

assembly that has been previously reported to break apart at pH 9 [28].

Surprisingly, HeP5CR was not particularly affected by the change in pH,

as no difference was observed between the incubation at pH 8 or pH 10.

HeTA also lost activity much faster at basic pH, with only 10% of the

activity retained after 4h and only 8.7% of the initial activity after 24h.

Figure 7.12. Stability of the three enzymes used in the cascade at pH 8 and pH 10. The
reaction mixture was prepared without the addition of any substrate (2 mg/mL of HeTA,
1 mg/mL of HeP5CR and 1 mg/mL of BmGDH). The activity was checked by using the
standard activity assay for each enzyme.

Altogether, these results suggest that while short time reactions at pH

10 could be applied for HeTA and HeP5CR, the incompatibility of
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BmGDH is limiting its function in the intended cascade. Therefore, other

enzymes used for the recycling of the cofactor were investigated.

Ideally, the sacrificing substrate has to meet certain requirements

such as being inexpensive, easily separable from the product, favourable

equilibrium and no cross-reactivity [29–30]. As a consequence, the

NAD+ dependant formate dehydrogenase from Candida boidinii [31]

(CbFDH) was selected. This enzyme, previously used in hydrogen

borrowing cascades [32] and in the previous chapter, exhibits good

activity, better stability than BmGDH at higher pH [33] and the sacrificing

substrate, formate, produces carbon dioxide which will not interact with

either of the other enzymes and would simplify the purification of the

product from the bulk reaction.

To assess the suitability of the new recycling system, CbFDH was

tested in the whole cascade at pH 10, compared with GDH (both with

NAD+ and NADP+), and without the recycling system, with 50 mM of L-

lysine and 1 mM of NAD(P)+ cofactor and 50 mM of the cofactor for the

reaction without recycling system (Table 7.1).

Table 7.1. Comparison of the molar conversions at 48h with the two cofactor recycling
systems used.

L-Lysine depletion (%) L-PA (%)

CbFDH NAD+ 59 ± 1 58 ± 2

BmGDH
NAD+ 27 ± 4 6 ± 1

NADP+ 57 ± 4 32 ± 2

No recycling 26 ± 4 14 ± 2

With the new recycling system, the depletion of lysine was not

affected, reaching almost 60% of conversion. As for the PA formation, in

the case of BmGDH in combination with NADP+, only half of the available

P6C was reduced to PA. With NAD+, the preferred cofactor of HeP5C, in

combination with BmGDH only 6% of PA was formed. As seen before, at

the 50 mM scale, the formation of PA is necessary to push the equilibria

towards the deamination of lysine. With the CbFDH recycling system, the

lysine conversion was maintained at the 60% and all P6C intermediate
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was converted, confirming CbFDH performs better in the desired

conditions.

Once the full system was optimised and assembled, since HeTA

exhibits a very wide substrate scope, ornithine and ethyl ester lysine

were also tested at the 50 mM scale (Table 7.2).

Table 7.2. Substrate scope for the cascade reaction. The reaction mix contained 2
mg/mL HeTA, 2 mg/mL HeP5C, 1 mg/mL FDH, 50 mM Lysine, 100 mM pyruvate, 100
mM carbonate buffer pH 10, 1 mM NADH. Conversion shown are after 24h.

Lysine depletion (%) PA or proline formation (%)

L-Lysine 60 ± 2 57 ± 2

L-Lysine ethyl ester 55 ± 3 49 ± 3

L-Ornithine 99 ± 1 55 ± 2

Regarding the transamination reaction, ornithine appeared to be

the preferred substrate for HeTA, with complete conversion after 24h. As

for the lysine ester, the presence of the extra ethyl group in the α-carboxyl 

does not affect the capacity of HeTA to deaminate the substrate, with

conversion values similar to those obtained with L-lysine. In the second

part of the reaction, it is important to note that while with lysine the

conversion of the intermediate to PA is complete, with ornithine only half

of the formed intermediate is reduced to proline. This indicates that either

CbFDH is not sufficiently stable under the reaction conditions or HeP5CR

is inhibited by the presence of the product. This last hypothesis was

tested using the standard activity assay in the presence of different

concentrations of the cyclic amino acid, but no significant inhibition was

found at concentrations lower than 50 mM. The most plausible

explanation thus, is the stability of the enzymatic system in the tested
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reaction conditions. Surprisingly, the final yield from both lysine and

lysine ethyl ester are comparable, indicating complete conversion of the

intermediate formed. HeP5CR is therefore able to accommodate also the

ethyl ester version of P6C in its active site in an active conformation,

reducing it into ethyl pipecolinate, although it had been reported that the

binding of the substrate to P5CR active sites depends highly on the

hydrogen bonding to the carboxylic group [21].

Following the results obtained in batch reaction with free enzymes, to

further improve the productivity and to reuse the catalysts, enzyme

immobilisation was trialled. A part from the reusability, in some cases,

immobilisation can enhance the catalyst resistance to various factors,

such as pH, which would be advantageous for the proposed system [34].

Initially, the reaction was carried out in batch using 100 mg of

immobilised HeTA, either in EC-EP/S (for more details see Figure 3.5 in

Materials and Methods), combined with soluble HeP5CR and CbFDH.

After 48h, no conversion to PA or depletion to lysine was observed. The

reason behind that, was clear when the stability of immobilised HeTA

was assessed at pH 10 (Figure 7.13) as it was found that the immobilised

enzyme exhibited in fact less stability than the free enzyme at pH 10.

Figure 7.13. pH stability of immobilised HeTA in EC-EP/S polymethacrylate beads at
pH ranging from 8 to 10. Activities are referred to the initial activity of the biocatalyst at
pH 8 (9.1 U/g of resin).

The low stability of HeTA once immobilised at pH 10, limited the

application of the proposed biocatalytic route with immobilised enzymes.

Attempts to perform the reaction at milder conditions (pH 8 and pH 9), in
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which the immobilised enzyme showed better stability at least for the first

24h, did not result any lysine depletion and consequently, no formation

of pipecolic acid.

To sum up, for the transaminase catalysed reactions, the conversions

observed in batch at pH 10, translate into productivities of 0.156 g/L/h for

L-pipecolic acid, 0.160 g/L/h for L-ethyl pipecolinate and 0.132 g/L/h for

L-proline. These values are closer to the best productivities obtained with

whole cell biocatalysis using similar cascades for the production of

pipecolic acid. More importantly, no example of the production of L-ethyl

pipecolinate has been reported previously. Proline biosynthesis, on the

other hand, has been widely investigated by fermentation using

Corynebacterium glutamicum, with 0.42 g/L/h [35–36]. Whole-cell

fermentations, while producing good amounts of L-proline also have a

number of side reactions which not only complicate the purification of

proline but also result in less mole percentage conversion (moles of

substrate/moles of product x 100). This issue is surpassed with free

enzymes in a batch reaction, as when ornithine is the sole substrate, no

side products apart from the desired L-proline is formed. Therefore, the

proposed route can serve as a good alternative to whole cell biocatalysis

and fermentations with similar volumetric productivities.

7.4. Combination of HE-P5C with Lys6DH

Lysine 6 dehydrogenase candidate selection and

characterisation:

As an alternative to the transaminase catalysed lysine deamination,

this same chemical reaction can be performed with a specific enzyme for

lysine: lysine-6-dehydrogenase (Lys6DH). This enzyme, opposed to

transaminases, deaminates lysine in a NAD(P)+ dependant manner with

the release of ammonia. This cascade, which has been previously

explored in literature [17,37], does not require the addition of a third

enzyme to recycle the cofactor; the reaction catalysed by the Lys6DH

creates the pool of reduced cofactor necessary for HeP5CR to reduce
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the P6C intermediate into PA, creating a redox-neutral cascade (Figure

7.14).
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Figure 7.14. Cascade proposed for the synthesis of PA by coupling a lysine-6-
dehydrogenase with HeP5CR.

The Lys6DH selected for this cascade was a previously characterised

enzyme from Geobacillus stearothermophilus (GsLys6DH) [38]. This

thermophilic enzyme was chosen as it had been previously expressed in

E. coli and purified in the soluble fraction, unlike an homologous enzyme

from Pyrococcus horikoshii [39], and exhibited excellent properties.

GsLys6DH can be used at pH ranging from 7 to 10 and is very stable at

neutral pH (7-9). Moreover, the enzyme resists at temperatures as high

as 75ºC. To that end, a synthetic gene coding for the GsLys6DH,

optimised for expression in E. coli, was ordered and subcloned into a

pRSET-B expression vector. The protein was successfully expressed in

ZYP+ autoinduction media and purified to more than 90% purity (Figure

7.15).

Figure 7.15. SDS-page analysis of GsLys6DH
purification. M: molecular weight markers; 1: soluble
fraction; 2: insoluble fraction; 3: pure protein.

When the activity of the His-tagged version of GsLys6DH was tested,

it showed a specific activity lower than what previously reported (1.85 

0.08 U/mg compared to 7.81 U/mg). In the original protocol, two size
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exclusion chromatography steps were necessary in order to get the pure

protein, while in our case only an IMAC chromatography was performed.

As it can be seen in Figure 7.15, the protein is not purified to complete

homogeneity, which could be affecting the assessment of the specific

activity. To further investigate this issue, basic molecular characterisation

was performed to ensure the His-tag did not have any effect on the

quaternary structure or affinity for the substrates of the enzyme.

As it can be seen in Table 7.3, the affinity for the cofactors did not

change significantly but the KM values were different form published

values. Worth mentioning, the values reported by Heydari et al. were

calculated using the Lineweaver-Burk plot, which is prone to error, while

the kinetic parameters reported here were calculated by fitting the results

to the Michaelis-Menten curve. Even with the differences, the results

indicate the same behaviour: NAD+ was preferred to NADP+, with a KM

value 20 times lower. The affinity for lysine was significantly different, as

the estimated KM of 0.024  0.002 mM is 30 times lower than the

reported.

Table 7.3. Kinetic parameters of substrates for the GsLys6DH enzyme. Specific activity
was calculated using the standard activity assay. Km values were calculated from the
graphs below, by fitting the data to the Michaelis-Menten equation.

Substrate Specific activity (U/mg) Km (mM)
Calculated Heydari et al. Calculated Heydari et al.

NAD+ 1.85  0.08 7.81 0.018  0.003 0.088

NADP+ 0.82  0.02 1.72 0.36  0.03 0.48

L-Lysine - - 0.024  0.002 0.73

The enzyme was also confirmed to be a hexamer by size-exclusion

chromatography and the activity maintained after this second purification,

meaning that the difference in both activity and affinity for lysine cannot
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be explained by a destabilisation or change in the quaternary structure

or the presence of the extra proteins in the sample. Cleavage of the His-

tag did not have any effect on the activity either. Consequently, the

difference could not be attributable to any structural effect.

Batch biotransformation of L-lysine into L-PA:

Once GsLys6DH was successfully characterised, the biocatalyst was

tested in combination with HeP5CR to produce L-PA. Initial tests were

performed with 10 mM L-lysine with both cofactors at pH 8. Although in

the chosen conditions GsLys6DH does not have the highest reported

activity, which was at pH 10, the stability of the enzyme is described to

be better in milder conditions, and as a balance between activity and

stability pH 8 was chosen. As for the cofactor, both NAD+ and NADP+

were tested at equimolar and sub-stoichiometric concentration, to

investigate the capacity of both enzymes to act in a cooperative way for

the cofactor recycling (Table 7.4).

Table 7.4. Percentage conversion of L-lysine to L-PA catalysed by both free enzymes
in batch. Reaction conditions: 10 mM L-lysine, 0.5 mg/mL GsLys6DH and HeP5CR in
100 mM phosphate buffer pH 8 at 37ºC.

Cofactor Conversion to L-PA (%)

2h 4h 24h

NAD+ 10 mM 80 97 98

1 mM 89 100 99

NADP+ 10 mM 57 81 97

1 mM 26 57 83

In this cascade, most of the lysine was converted to L-PA after only

2h and complete conversion to L-PA was observed after only 4h, when

using NAD+. Complete conversion was also achieved with sub-

stoichiometric amount of the cofactor (1:10), indicating that the system is

also self-recycling the cofactor efficiently. Even with NADP+, with which

GsLys6DH only exhibited 40% of the activity, when 10 mM of the cofactor

was used more than 50% of lysine was converted in the first 2h and 81%

after 4h. In contrast, when only 1 mM of NADP+ was added, the

conversion dropped to 26% after the first two hours, clearly indicating

that the recycling of NADP+ is less efficient than for NAD+.
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After the excellent results obtained with 10 mM of L-lysine, the

reaction was scaled up to 100 mM of L-lysine with the same enzyme

concentration and using 1 mM of the NAD+ cofactor (Table 7.5).

Table 7.5. Percentage conversion of L-lysine to L-PA catalysed by both free enzymes.
Reaction conditions were 50/100 mM L-lysine, 0.5 mg/mL GsLys6DH and HeP5CR, 1
mM NAD+, 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 8, 37oC

Substrate

concentration (mM)

Conversion to L-PA (%)

2 hrs 4 hrs 24 hrs

50 18 25 100

100 9 12 62

The cascade showed excellent scalability, being able to convert 50

mM of lysine over 24h. At the 100 mM scale, the conversion was lower,

but as much as 62% of the substrate was converted after one day, with

no further increase. These conversions, when expressed in volumetric

yield are higher than the ones obtained with the transaminase catalysed

reaction: more than 5 fold at both 50 mM and 100 mM scale (0.269 g/L/h

and 0.333 g/L/h, respectively) when compared to HeTA at the 50 mM

scale (0.054 g/L/h).

7.5. Immobilisation of GsLys6DH and HeP5C:

To further improve the productivity of the system and enable the

recycling of the biocatalyst, immobilisation of both proteins onto epoxy or

amino-epoxy derivatised polymethacrylate beads with variable pore size,

and oxirane content (for more details see Figure 3.5 in Materials and

Methods) were tested with a fixed loading of 2 mg/g of resin (Table 7.6).

Table 7.6. Recovered activity measured for both enzymes immobilised on each type of
resin.

Enzyme Recovered activity

EC/EP-S EP403-S ECHFA-S HFA403-S

GsLys6DH 63 % 79 % 47 % 36 %

HeP5CR 3 % 4 % 3 % 4 %

When immobilised, GsLys6DH recovers in the best case, almost 80%

of the activity, while the same strategy for HeP5CR provokes the loss of
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more than 90% of its activity. Nonetheless, the specific activities of the

biocatalyst are not that different. Free GsLys6DH exhibited a specific

activity of 1.9 U/mg while HeP5CR has an activity of 19 U/mg in the

oxidative way with T4C, and consequently once immobilised, the

biocatalysts exhibited activities of 1.46 U/g of resin for GsLys6DH and

0.76 U/g of resin for HeP5CR. These biocatalysts were used in flow as a

mixed bed packed-bed reactor, using 0.65g of each (Figure 7.16). The

reaction, when using sub-stoichiometric amount of cofactor, only yielded

8% of pipecolic acid at the 10 mM scale and only when the amount of

cofactor was increased to 10 mM, 28% conversion to pipecolic acid was

observed with 64% lysine depletion. Varying the reaction temperature to

promote GsLys6DH activity did not enhance significantly the final yield.

This indicated that further optimisation of the system was needed,

especially for the HeP5CR immobilisation.

Figure 7.16. Schematic representation of the flow set up for the mixed packed-bed
reactor containing both HeP5CR and GsLys6DH.

7.6. Optimisation of HeP5CR immobilisation, co-

immobilisation with GsLys6DH and flow-assisted synthesis

of L-PA:

To better understand the factors governing the loss of activity, a

homology model of HeP5CR was created based on previously

crystallised P5CR [21–40] using Phyre2 web service [41]. The monomer

model, was then assembled as a dimer, based on N. meningitidis P5CR

to mimic as much as possible its native form (Figure 7.17). Highlighting

the importance of the dimeric structure in HeP5CR, the active site is

located at the interface of the two subunits, close to the conserved

cofactor binding motif. The two monomers interact through 4 α-helix 

which invade the other subunit and the cofactor, bound on one chain,

participates in the catalysis of the substrate hosted by the other subunit.

The substrate binding site is formed by seven residues, form Val230 to
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Thr237 with which the substrate is thought to be stabilised through

multiple hydrogen bonds [21–42].

Figure 7.17. HeP5CR model. The two chains are shown in beigeand blue. NAD+ is
shown in yellow and the proline substrate, docked into the active site, in purple.
Hydrogen bonds between proline and the substrate binding residues are shown in
green.

Although directed by the His-tag, the covalent immobilisation strategy

used is based on the reactivity of superficial lysines with the epoxide

groups. In this kind of immobilisation, as seen previously with HeAlaDH,

distortion of the quaternary can cause the disruption of important

interactions which keep the enzyme in its active form [43–44]. As shown

in Figure 7.18, HeP5CR has only a few superficial lysines and 4 of them

are in the dimeric interface. If those lysines interact with the epoxide, the

rupture of the dimer could explain the low recovered activity of the

reductase once immobilised.

Figure 7.18. Image of the homology modelled HeP5CR. The two different chains are
shown in two different shades of green with their corresponding surface representation.
The lysine residues in red.

It has been previously described that subunit dissociation of

immobilised enzymes can be prevented through pre or post-

immobilisation coating with charged polymers, such as

polyethyleneimine (PEI), a cationic polymer. Moreover, the post-
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immobilisation coating with PEI also prevents the dissociation of the

subunits in multimeric enzymes, if not all subunits interact directly with

the resin [45–46]. Following this rationale, immobilisation of HeP5CR

was attempted with simultaneous addition of different amounts of PEI.

The cationic polymer was added during the immobilisation process also

to promote competition between the enzyme and PEI for the epoxides,

expecting PEI to occupy some epoxides and preventing the enzyme to

form excessive links to the resin, which could affect also its activity by

decreasing its flexibility (Figure 7.19).

Figure 7.19. Results after immobilisation in presence of PEI of HeP5CR. A fixed loading
of 2 mg of HeP5CR per g of resin of EP403/S was used. Specific activity of the
biocatalyst is shown in red bars while the recovered activity is shown in grey bars.

Clearly, addition of low concentrations of PEI (from 0.05 to 0.5

mg/mL) during immobilisation, enhanced the recovered activity and

therefore the specific activity of the biocatalyst. Using higher

concentrations of the cationic polymer, provoked a decrease in activity,

explained by lower immobilisation yields. As both the protein and PEI are

competing for the same pool of epoxides, higher concentration of PEI

might be counter-productive as instead of stabilising the enzyme it may

hamper its immobilisation. The maximum value was obtained when using

0.5 mg/mL of PEI during immobilisation which delivered a biocatalyst with

13% recovered activity and 2.2 U/g, a 4-fold improvement compared to

the initial values.

Once the activity of the biocatalyst was optimised, a new strategy to

promote the cofactor recycling during the reaction was attempted by co-

immobilisation of GsLys6DH and HeP5CR. It has been previously
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reported that co-immobilisation of enzymes implicated in a cascade

eases the substrate diffusion from one enzyme to the second one and

therefore, has the potential to improve the production of the final product

[47]. In this cascade, not only HeP5CR needs the product of GsLys6DH

but also both enzymes are complementary in the cofactor recycling.

Thus, 2 mg/g of support of GsLys6DH were firstly immobilised followed

by the addition of HeP5CR in combination with 0.5 mg/mL of PEI as

shown in Figure 7.20.

Figure 7.20. Schematic representation of the co-immobilisation strategy used for
GsLys6DH and HeP5CR in combination with PEI.

Following the sequential co-immobilisation, the recovered activity of

both enzymes, as well as the effect of PEI was assessed. Moreover,

batch reactions were performed to investigate the capacity of the system

to recycle the cofactor and catalyse the formation of L-PA with 10 mM L-

lysine (Table 7.7).

Table 7.7. Characterisation of the co-immobilised system composed by GsLys6DH and
HeP5CR with and without addition of PEI in two different polymethacrylate resins. The
production of pipecolic acid of a batch reaction, consisting in 10 mM L-lysine, 0.1 mM
NAD+ performed with 40 mg of biocatalyst in 200 µL is reported.

EP403 EP113

GsLys6DH recovered activity (%) 61± 2 53 ± 7

PEI (mg/mL) - 0.5 - 0.5

HeP5CR recovered activity (%) 2 ± 0.1 8 ± 1 0.3 ± 0.1 9 ± 1

L-PA m.c. (%) 17 ± 2 98 ± 1 <5 91 ± 1

GsLys6DH, when immobilised in the two polymethacrylate resins

(EP403-S and EP113-S), exhibited more than 50% of recovered activity

in both cases. After co-immobilisation, the recovered activity for HeP5CR
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were comparable to the ones depicted in Figure 7.19. The presence of

PEI not only enhanced the recovered activity of HeP5CR as before, but

also massively increased the production of L-PA and the system capacity

to recycle the cofactor. When PEI was added, with both supports, the

conversion of lysine into L-PA was almost complete after 24h of reaction

with only catalytic amount of cofactor (0.1 mM). On the other hand, when

no PEI was added the final production was not detectable with EP112/S

and only 17% conversion was observed with EP403/S.

Following the excellent results obtained in batch, the co-

immobilisation in EP403/S was scaled up in order to use it in a packed-

bed reactor (Figure 7.21). Unexpectedly, mimicking the same conditions

used in batch with a residence time of 10 minutes, no conversion was

observed and increasing the cofactor concentration to 1 mM, only 6%

conversion of 10 mM lysine was detected. The obtained results

suggested that while the addition of PEI enhanced the recovered activity

of HeP5CR, the improvement was not enough to recycle the cofactor

when used in a continuous mode.

Figure 7.21. Schematic representation of the flow set up for the packed-bed reactor
containing co-immobilised HeP5CR and GsLys6DH in EC403-S.

Since all the tested resins up until now were poly-methacrylate based,

the support was changed to agarose to assess the effect of the matrix

nature in the recovered activity and applicability of the biocatalyst. To

keep the same immobilisation protocol and chemistry, agarose CL6B

was derivatised with epoxide groups as previously described (Ep-Ag)

[48]. Co-immobilisation onto agarose using the same conditions,

generated a biocatalyst with 91 ± 4% recovered activity for GsLys6DH

and even better for HeP5CR with 25 ± 2% compared to the 11 ± 1%

obtained with EP403/S (Table 7.8). The new biocatalyst, like EP403-S,

also exhibited complete conversion of L-lysine to L-PA at the 10 mM

scale after 24h in a batch reaction with just 0.1 mM of NAD+.
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Table 7.8. Recovered activities obtained in the co-immobilisation of GsLys6DH and
HeP5CR onto a polymethacrylate based resin (EP403/S) and an agarose CL6B support
(Ep-Ag).

Enzyme
Loading

(mg/g resin)

Recovered activity
(%)

EP403/S Ep-Ag

Lys6DH 2 61 ± 2 91 ± 4

HeP5C 2 11 ± 1 25 ± 2

Next, the agarose-based biocatalyst was tested as packed-bed

reactor in flow. The retention time was increased to 20 or 30 minutes

while the amount of cofactor was varied to investigate the capacity of the

system to self-recycle the cofactor with 10 mM of lysine (Table 7.9).

Table 7.9. Flow assisted bioconversion of L-lysine into L-PA. A scheme of the reaction
is shown.

R.T. (min) L-PA formation (%)

10 mM L-Lys, 1 mM NAD+ 20 58 ± 1 %

10 mM L-Lys, 1 mM NAD+

30

100 ± 9 %

10 mM L-Lys, 0.5 mM NAD+ 70 ± 3 %

10 mM L-Lys, 0.1 mM NAD+ 28 ± 1 %

With this new biocatalyst, with a 20 minutes residence time and 1 mM

of the cofactor, almost 60% of lysine was converted to L-PA. More

importantly, with the same amount of cofactor but a longer retention time,

up to half an hour, complete conversion was observed. In order to test

the capacity of the system to recycle the cofactor, keeping the same

retention time, lower amounts of cofactors were provided. Not

surprisingly, when the amount of cofactor was reduced, the overall

conversion to L-PA was also diminished. When the cofactor

concentration was 0.5 mM, the conversion went down to 70% and with

lowest tested concentration of cofactor, 0.1 mM, less than 30%

conversion was obtained. Although the decreased conversions, this
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proves this system has potential for the production of L-PA using only

0.01 equivalents of NAD+.

Remarkably, proving the beneficial properties of flow assisted

biotransformations for process intensification, the productivity of the

system with the co-immobilised enzymes combined with the continuous

flow synthesis, was 2.5 g/L/h. This productivity is much higher than that

obtained in batch using the same system with higher concentration of

lysine (0.269 g/L/h at 50 mM scale and 0.333 g/L/h at 100 mM scale).

Moreover, the covalent immobilisation allowed the recovery of the

heterogeneous biocatalyst and its reuse. The same biocatalytic system

was used for more than 5h at flow rates between 66 and 100 µL/min

without affecting the conversion to L-PA or the activity of the resin. Thus,

the system presents a robust biocatalyst with excellent time-space yield

for the synthesis of L-PA. Moreover, since both GsLys6DH and HeP5C

exhibited activity against L-lysine-ethyl ester, this system presents the

opportunity to synthetize derivates of L-PA readily from modified lysine.

Unlike what was observed with HeTA, GsLys6DH did not show any

activity against ornithine in the tested conditions.

As for the immobilisation of HeP5CR, the addition of PEI during the

immobilisation process and the high conversions obtained, indicated the

ability to recycle the cofactor is sufficient and opens up the possibility to

create biocatalyst with co-immobilised cofactor [49]. This strategy, which

would generate a self-sufficient system in all senses, has been previously

applied for the synthesis of chiral alcohols and proved that co-

immobilisation of the cofactor increased both the cost-effectiveness and

the applicability of the system in large scale.

In conclusion, in this chapter two different enzymatic cascades have

been investigated for the production of L-pipecolic acid and derivatives

starting from L-lysine, ornithine or lysine ethyl ester. By coupling a

transamination reaction catalysed by HeTA with HeP5CR and FDH,

volumetric productivities of 0.156 g/L/h, 0.160 g/L/h and 0.132 g/L/h were

achieved for L-PA, L-proline and ethyl L-pipecolinate respectively. This
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cascade though, could not be satisfactorily applied in the synthesis of PA

as the immobilised enzymes showed reduced stability at basic pH. On

the other hand, coupling the deamination catalysed by GsLys6DH with

HeP5CR reduction step, and by co-immobilisation on agarose of both

enzymes was successful and the system was applied in a continuous

mode as packed-bed reactor, increasing the productivity of L-PA to 2.5

g/L/h, a 10 fold improvement on the highest reported using sugar-

fermentation in C. glutamicum (0.208 g/L/h).

7.7. Experimental procedures

Synthesis of pyrroline-6-carboxylate:

To 1mL of distilled water, 18.9 mg of allysine ethylene acetal were

dissolved, followed by the addition of 40 mg of Amberlyst-15. The

reaction was left stirring for 2h at 30ºC.

Co-immobilisation of BsLys6DH and HeP5CR:

To the previously activated support, a loading of 2 mg/g of resin of

BsLys6DH was added and left mixing for 4 hours at room temperature,

when all the protein was immobilised. After that, 2 mg/g of resin of

HeP5CR with 0.5 mg/mL of PEI was added and left mixing for 4 hours at

room temperature. Desorption was performed as explained before, but

the blocking step was done with 10 mL/g of resin of 10 mg/mL of PEI in

50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8. The suspension was left in agitation O/N

and the sample thoroughly washed with water before keeping the

biocatalyst at 4ºC in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 8.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and final remarks
In this work, the central theme has been to identify and address some

of problems which still hamper the industrial use of flow biocatalysis. The

main problems identified and discussed are: (I) the use of enzymes with

difficult immobilisation, (II) the bioconversion of water-insoluble

substrates, (III) the stability of the biocatalyst and (IV) the use of

expensive cofactors, such as PLP or NAD(P).

In chapter 4, a new esterase from Halomonas elongata has been

characterised. In addition, the problematic immobilisation was addressed

for BS2m. A new covalent immobilisation strategy to enhance the

recovered activity of this carboxylesterase with industrial potential,

through the creation of a fusion protein was developed. The

heterogeneous biocatalyst had comparable activity with the

commercially available Novozym435® with a much lower loading (7.5

mg/g compared to 82 mg/g), reducing the overall costs. In addition, this

new biocatalyst was used in flow in a packed-bed reactor for the

enantioselective cleavage of naproxen butyl esters. To overcome the

issues arising from the use of water-insoluble substrates in a flow reactor,

addition of surfactant to the sample allowed complete solubilisation of up

to 5 mM of the ester substrate. On a 5 mM scale, the optimised reaction

yielded 24% molar conversion with 80% enantioselectivity. The

biocatalyst also exhibited good resistance to the reaction conditions, with

almost 60% of the initial activity retained after 6h of use in flow.

For the transaminase catalysed reactions, the PLP affinity has been

identified as one of the major factors to consider for their industrial

application due to the cost associated with the requirement of high

amounts of exogenous cofactor needed, and for its effect on the protein

stability. To better understand the factors governing the PLP binding, in

chapter 5, the PLP binding pocket of three different class-III ω-

transaminases (HeTA, CvTA and PfTA) was studied. From the three,

HeTA exhibited a higher affinity for PLP when used in flow with co-

immobilised PLP. To increase our structural understanding of these
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enzymes, firstly, the structure of PfTA, was solved and the enzyme

identified as a tetramer, unlike HeTA and CvTA which are dimers. Next,

through the analysis of the PLP-binding pocket, a single residue

difference was identified in HeTA; an asparagine with potential to interact

with the PLP either directly or indirectly, by polarising the acidic residue

conserved in the PLP binding site that interacts with the pyridinium

nitrogen. The homologous position was occupied by a valine in the two

other studied enzymes. The role of this asparagine and its relation to both

functional and structural parameters was studied for the three enzymes

by single-point mutagenesis. While in PfTA the substitution did not affect

the PLP binding, it seemed to destabilise the enzyme, probably affecting

its quaternary assembly. On the other hand, for the two dimeric

transaminases the variants containing the asparagine exhibited a better

affinity for PLP and consequently higher temperature stabilities to their

counterparts with a valine. Moreover, these new variants proved to retain

more efficiently PMP. In CvTA no change in its thermodynamic behaviour

was observed, indicating that the folding of the protein was not affected.

In HeTA, substitution of the asparagine for a valine, affected also the

midpoint denaturation point of the protein, indicating PLP binding is of

utmost importance for the correct folding and maintenance of the

structure.

Likewise, another important issue in transaminase catalysed

bioconversion was addressed in Chapter 6. When working with

substrates with an unfavourable equilibrium for their amination, normally

high concentrations of the amino donor are needed. This affects the

stability of the transaminase by either forming an imine of PLP-amino

donor or PMP, which are no longer covalently bound to the enzyme and

therefore can leak from the active site. Therefore, an in-situ recycling of

the amino donor is beneficial as it provides a strategy to shift the

equilibrium without affecting the stability of the main catalyst. To harness

the beneficial behaviour exhibited by halo-tolerant proteins, a new

alanine dehydrogenase from Halomonas elongata was cloned,

characterised and immobilised to create a robust biocatalyst. In addition,
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HeAlaDH was co-immobilised with a formate dehydrogenase to create a

biocatalyst which could self-recycle the NAD-cofactor required in this

step, and used in combination with HeTA, as a mixed packed-bed

reactor. This system, with only one equivalent of the amino donor,

delivered almost complete conversion of cinnamaldehyde, more than

50% of vanillin and 60% of cyclohexanone, opposed to HeTA alone

which yielded no conversion. Further optimisation of the system could be

applied by co-immobilising the three enzymes, and possibly the cofactor,

in the same support to enhance the efficient recycling. Moreover, when

the aromatic substrates were used, interaction with the resin was

detected and an investigation of more hydrophilic supports, as well as

further screening of the reaction conditions, could increase their yield and

facilitate their purification.

In Chapter 7, a more synthetic based problem was addressed: the

synthesis of pipecolic acid from lysine. Here, a pyrroline-5-reductase

from H. elongata (HeP5CR) was successfully cloned, characterised and

its immobilisation optimised through the addition of PEI. This new

enzyme was firstly combined with HeTA, which is capable of deaminating

lysine on its ε-position. Once deaminated, the product undergoes 

spontaneous cyclisation in water yielding pyrroline-6-carboxylate which

can be reduced by HeP5CR. To make the system more cost-effective,

two different recycling systems for the NAD(P)-cofactor were studied. By

using this method in the optimised conditions, volumetric productivities

matching the state-of-art transformation with free enzymes were

obtained for L-pipecolic acid (0.156 g/L/h), L-proline (0.160) g/L/h and,

for the first time, the biosynthesis of L-ethyl pipecolinate (0.132 g/L/h).

This cascade reaction could not be applied in a flow reactor as the

immobilised biocatalyst exhibited low stability in the desired reaction

conditions. As an alternative, a redox neutral cascade was constructed

combining HeP5CR with a thermophilic lysine-6-dehydrogenase

(GsLys6DH). Co-immobilisation of both enzymes allowed for the system

to be applied as packed-bed reactor with excellent volumetric yields to

produce L-pipecolic acid, 2.5 g/L/h, a 10-fold improvement compared to
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the highest reported by whole cell fermentation. Moreover, co-

immobilisation of the cofactor is now being studied to develop an entirely

self-sufficient biocatalyst for L-PA production at industrial scale.
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